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Abstract:  All models of life-origin, whether Protometabolism-First or pre-
RNA / RNA World early informational self-replicative models, encounter the 
same dead-end:  no naturalistic mechanism exists to steer objects and events 
toward eventual functionality.  No insight, motive, foresight or impetus exists 
to integrate physicochemical reactions into a cooperative, organized, pragmatic 
effort.  Inanimate nature cannot pursue the goal of homeostasis; it cannot 
scheme to locally and temporarily circumvent the 2nd Law.  This deadlock af-
fects all naturalistic models involving hypercycles, composomes and chemo-
tons.  It precludes all spontaneous geochemical, hydrothermal, eutectic, and 
photochemical scenarios.  It affects the Lipid, Peptide and Zinc World models. 
It pertains to Co-evolution and all other code-origin models.  No plausible hy-
pothetical scenario exists that can convert chance and/or necessity into an or-
ganized protometabolic scheme.  In this paper the general principles of previ-
ous chapters are applied to the best specific models of life origin in the litera-
ture.  Tibor Ganti’s chemoton model and the pre-RNA and RNA World mod-
els receive more attention, as they are the most well-developed and preferred 
scenarios. 
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Introduction:  Every life-origin model encounters the same great impasse  

Every naturalistic hypothetical path seems to lead to the same dead-end.  
More accurately stated, no “paths” exist in the first place within inanimate 
physicodynamic reaction space that would lead to any spontaneous protometa-
bolic schema.  “Paths” presuppose directionality and goal.  Not even evolu-
tionary selection manifests directionality or pursues a goal.  Paths to pragma-
tism exist only in the minds of theorists, not in inanimate nature.  The inani-
mate physical world is constrained, not controlled.  Cross-reactive, resource-
consuming, spontaneous biochemical reactions prevail, not metabolic “suc-
cess.”  Only agency pursues paths to function.  Life and its attributes must be 
presupposed in order to actually generate any hypothetical scheme of life-
origin.   

To avoid redundancy, we shall avoid reviewing here the general princi-
ples established in all of the other chapters of this anthology.  Instead, we shall 
simply examine all of the leading abiogenic scenarios that exist in the litera-
ture.  These begin with Miller-Urey amino acid syntheses and synthetic routes 
from inorganic gases to organic molecules that would hopefully polymerize.  
Miller’s publication in 1953 [1] was originally thought to solve the life-origin 
mystery.  Life-origin investigators learned very quickly that the formation of 
amino acids from electrical sparks was a long way from explaining abiogenesis 
[2].  

Jeffrey Bada’s group recently found in some of Stanley Miller’s old 
spark-discharge vials from 1958 amino acids that had never been reported.  
The addition of H2S gas apparently increased the yield of amino acids.  “A to-
tal of 23 amino acids and 4 amines, including 7 organosulfur compounds, were 
detected in these samples.” [3].   Not all of these amino acids were relevant to 
life, and they were not homochiral.   

Life-origin models proceed from Dyson’s “Garbage Can” model all the 
way up through self-replicative, auto-catalytic informational modes in sophis-
ticated vesicles.  It is beyond the scope of this one short chapter to critique in 
detail each model.  But we can legitimately classify them into groups requiring 
common pre-assumptions.  Those pre-assumptions often have no basis in ob-
servational fact.  They also strain rational credibility at every turn.  Not one 
prediction fulfillment has ever occurred independent of artificial selection that 
steers events, controls and regulates outcomes.  The leading hypotheses are 
rarely, if ever, falsifiable, disqualifying them as scientific theories. 
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1.  Cairns-Smith’s clay life 

In a class all its own was Cairns-Smith’s “clay life” [4].  This was far 
from the first model of early abiogenesis.  But we begin with it because it was  
clearly unique, intriguing and utterly inanimate.  Cairns-Smith examined clay 
matrix crystals and considered them to provide a possible self-replicative pro-
life scaffolding upon which living systems could be built [4-8].  Cairns-Smith, 
Ingram and Walker [7] addressed formose production by minerals.  But 
Cairns-Smith explored more generally primitive “genes,” “genetic takeover” 
from those primitive genes, and finally an imagined primitive metabolism.    

Cairns-Smith deserves much credit for realizing that the key to any info-
genesis scenario, whether in clay crystals or any other matrix, would not be 
found in their highly self-ordered crystalline state, but rather in their crystal 
irregularities.  To this day, many otherwise brilliant investigators are still 
thoroughly confused as to the relation between information and order.  Order 
and information are antithetical [9].  Without uncertainty (almost nonexistent 
in highly ordered states), no hope of information generation and recordation is 
possible in any physical medium.  Cairns-Smith was wise enough to realize 
that any potential genetic information that could be “taken over” from clay 
crystals would have to be found in the irregularities of those crystals, not in 
their high order or regular structure. 

What Cairns-Smith could not explain was how happenstantial uncertain-
ty (random crystal irregularities) could write meaningful, functional Prescrip-
tive Information (PI) (Chapter 1, sections 3 and 4).  To this day the question 
remains, “Take-over of what?!”  What would be the basis for assuming that 
randomly distributed clay crystal irregularities could generate Functional In-
formation (FI) [10-14], whether mere Descriptive Information (DI) or the 
much more difficult to explain Prescriptive Information (PI) [15-18]?   The 
notion makes no more sense than expecting a random number generator to 
write a sophisticated computational program.   

Many other problems existed with the clay life model.  The crystal irreg-
ularities were buried in inaccessible layers.  The crystal irregularities, even if 
they had meaning, could not be “read.”  The number of such irregularities 
would be insufficient to retain the amount of information required by life.  In 
addition, no satisfactory mechanism of genetic takeover was ever proposed.  
The information would have to be translated from inaccessible clay crystal ir-
regularities into nucleotide sequences.  No theoretical means of code bijection 
(one-to-one correspondence between “languages”) exists.  The automaticity of 
crystal formation was thought to mimic genetic replication.  But crystallization 
provided no Turing tape readability with which to covey instructions to future 
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generations.  No mechanism of heritability of irregularities was provided by 
the model.  No replicative genetic system existed to maintain and propagate 
any PI that might arise.  The clay remained as dead and as when the model was 
first imagined.  And the clay contained no meaningful or functional PI to repli-
cate, let alone be “taken over.”  

An important lesson from Cairns-Smith’s work at the time was how 
plausible and convincing a case could be made for a totally hypothetical sce-
nario that had no real basis in fact.  After reading the thoroughly entertaining 
and popular book Seven Clues to the Origin of Life [4], the transition from 
mere clay to life seemed not only possible, but likely.  Some had such vivid 
imaginations and were operating under such a naturalistic metaphysical imper-
ative as to brazenly call the transition “inevitable.”  The same history has been 
repeated a hundred times.  Fads move through the life-origin scientific com-
munity almost as though it were a seasonal fashion show.  Science fiction 
quickly gains scientific respectability when materialistic metaphysical presup-
positions trump sound scientific principles.  We become “true believers,” all in 
the name of science, in scenarios with little more than superstition to support 
them.  

2. Silicone and boron-based life 

Early on astrobiologists toyed with the idea of life forms that might not 
use carbon as their main “backbone.”  Both non-layered silicone and boron 
were considered. 

 Interest in silicon [19-22] did not last long because silicon polymers 
cannot gain sufficient length for adequate information retention.  Silicon also 
forms bonds with other elements that would interfere with silicon-silicon chain 
formation.  Silicon also lacks the relatively easily-broken-and-rejoined cova-
lent-like bonds enjoyed by carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen in organic com-
pounds [23].  Says Trevors and Abel, 

   
Silicon bonds are too rigid and irreversible for cellular metabolic recy-
cling of structural, enzymatic, regulatory, and informational biopoly-
mers.  Silicon is too insoluble in an aqueous environment.  Sand, a typ-
ical silicon compound, is a good example.  No organisms could have 
been produced except in an aqueous environment [24-26].  Carbon, un-
like silicon, is amenable with the help of catalysts to dehydration syn-
thesis even in an aqueous environment.  Yet carbon-based organisms 
do not dissolve in ponds, rivers, and oceans.  Carbon chains are unique.  
Finally, silicon chains lack the ability of carbon chains to establish a 
lipoprotein-like connection between different kinds of biomolecules.  
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Lipids have a different solubility and serve different functions from 
proteins.  Both are needed for life as we know it.  Carbon-carbon bonds 
provide both kinds of branching using the same basic building blocks.  
Lipoprotein molecules can cooperate to contribute to cellular survival 
through such functions as membrane formation.  Silicone oxide can 
form layers, but lacks the unique properties of lipoprotein needed for 
semi-permeable membranes, active transport, secretion, and excretion. 
[23, pg..]   
 

Silicon was also of interest because it can serve as a surface adsorbent and 
catalyst for proper alignment and polymerization of polyadenosines and poly-
uradine [20, 27-41].  But polyadenosines and polyuradines, like the monoto-
nous clay crystals to which they adsorb, contain almost no Shannon uncertain-
ty.  Without Shannon uncertainty, no opportunity exists for instructions to be 
instantiated into any medium.  Clay-adsorbed homopolymers could not possi-
bly be the source of highly informational genetic instructions [23].  

A side issue related to silicon dioxide and silica carbonate is that such min-
erals display filamentous-looking features that have called supposedly ancient 
microfossils into question [42, 43].  Patterns suggesting fossilized filamentous 
bacteria (e.g. cyanobacterial) can form independent of life.  Scientists have 
trouble telling what is or was alive on Earth.  Microscopic structures uncov-
ered in the roughly 3.5-billion-year-old Apex Chert formation in western Aus-
tralia were originally described as the oldest microbial fossils. These structures 
were thought to be blue-green algae embedded in a silica-loaded rock.  The 
branching structures were always suspect. University of Kansas geospectros-
copist Craig Marshall and his colleagues determined that these structures 
might not be carbon-based after all [44], but rather a series of fractures filled 
with quartz and iron-rich hematite.  The signature for hematite is very similar 
to that of carbon.  The case has grown stronger that these microstructures are 
not ancient microfossils of cyanobacteria they were originally thought to be. 

The notion of boron life did not receive serious attention for very long.   
Insufficient boron seems to exist in the cosmos to support life on any planet.  
Large quantities of boron compounds would be needed to provide enough di-
versity from which the environment could have “selected” accidental algo-
rithmic metabolic function.  The only problem is that no one has ever observed 
a nontrivial algorithm arise accidently.  Borate minerals, however, can stabilize 
ribose [45].  The instability of ribose constitutes a major problem for the RNA 
World model.   

Neither silicon nor boron provides the replicative potential of carbon bi-
opolymers.  In addition, both silicon and boron fail to provide the peculiar sec-
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ondary and tertiary folding versatility needed to catalyze and support life.  The 
unique lock-and-key binding fits that are so important to carbon biochemistry 
are not provided by boron or silicon molecules.  In short, silicon and boron 
life-origin models face way too many serious hurdles to provide plausibility.  
No empirical evidence exists for any form of life other than carbon-chemistry 
life.    

3. Geochemical self-organization models 

Many geochemical models have been published suggesting how a very 
early protometabolism could have “self-organized.”  The main problem with 
all of them is that no basis for formal organization exists except in the mind of 
the theorist.  Every investigator mentally constructs the needed and desired 
biochemical pathways to metabolic success with no basis within inanimate na-
ture for such cooperative integration of tasks  Relentless progress up multiple 
foothills towards the mountain peak of pragmatic success is imagined.  Little 
possibility is allowed for the effect of gravity back down any of those foothills, 
let alone the mountain top. 

Wächtershäuser explored the “Iron-Sulfur-World” [46-48] in which 
complex organic molecules were formed from the catalysis and energy release 
of the redox system FeS + H2SFeS2 + H2.  Alpermann, et al [49] have adapted 
Wächtershäuser’s  model using vesicles to achieve the needed compartmental-
ization.   They call their initial prebiotic unit “Polymersomes.”  In April of 
2011, Wächtershäuser’s model of a precursor to the RNA World hypothesis 
was updated by Frederick Kundell [50].  Kundell suggested a cubic pyrite 
crystal edge serving as a catalytic surface for the production of a condensed 
ribose, and potentially a proto-nucleic acid.  Martin, Russell and Hall have 
worked in the same area for over two decades, concentrating on serpentiniza-
tion of ultramafic crust, iron monosulphide bubbles and hydrothermal vents 
[51-57].   

Many others have investigated hydrothermal vents [51, 58, 59].  In one 
of the most recent [60], Lane argues that the first donor was hydrogen and the 
first acceptor CO2.  Martin, Russell, et al [51] had previously noted striking 
parallels between the chemistry of the H(2)-CO(2) redox couple present in hy-
drothermal systems and the core energy metabolic reactions of some modern 
prokaryotic autotrophs. Lane points out that “synthesis of ATP by chemiosmo-
sis today involves generation of an ion gradient by means of vectorial electron 
transfer from a donor to an acceptor.” [60]. 

Recently a Zinc World has been suggested [61].  “ZnS surfaces (1) used 
the solar radiation to drive carbon dioxide reduction, yielding the building 
blocks for the first biopolymers, (2) served as templates for the synthesis of 
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longer biopolymers from simpler building blocks, and (3) prevented the first 
biopolymers from photo-dissociation, by absorbing from them the excess radi-
ation.”[61] This was believed to be powered by UV-rich solar radiation at 
photosynthetically active porous edifices made of precipitated zinc sulfide 
(ZnS).  Similar conditions are found around deep-sea hydrothermal vents.  

Among the many problems with hydrothermal vent models is that homo-
chirality and the polymers themselves break down at high temperatures.  An 
aqueous environment is no friend of “dehydration synthesis.”  The removal of 
a molecule of H2O to form each peptide bond is rather difficult in an environ-
ment of water molecules!  RNA bases and even some of the essential amino 
acid monomers are degraded in hot aqueous environments.  Other problems 
include dilution factors and lack of containment in compartments.  Thus along 
with heat’s advantages (e.g., speeding up reaction rates) comes a slew of prob-
lems.  This has led some to postulate a cold origin of life where denaturization 
and other breakdowns would not occur.   

Various eutectic ice approaches have been tried [62-68].  The main prob-
lem with eutectic ice environments is that the reaction rates are slowed to a 
snail’s pace.  No sophisticated enzyme catalysts exist yet in any type of envi-
sioned protocell, whether peptide first or pre-RNA world models.  In order for 
any macroevolutionary scenario to even seem plausible at cold temperatures, 
huge phase spaces of varying polymers and efficient enzymatic catalysis 
would have been required.  Neither were available.  And time was limited 
since earth’s cooling. 

Eshenmoser pursued the chemical etiology of nucleic acid structure [69-
71].  Rode suggested a salt-induced peptide formation reaction in connection 
with adsorption processes on clay minerals as the source of a possible Peptide 
World [72].  Carney and Gazit have further explored peptide assemblies that 
“possess the ability to bind and stabilize ribonucleotides in a sequence depend-
ent manner.” [73]   

Many other geochemical models explore hypothetical chemolithoauto-
trophic pathways [74-81] [82].  Many geochemical models arise out of astro-
biological research programs sponsored by NASA grants.  In all these geo-
chemical models, no naturalistic basis is ever presented for inanimate nature’s 
pursuit of any potential functional pathway.  Teleology is of course disallowed 
by any naturalistic model.  Yet without pursuit of formal function, not even the 
naturalistic version of teleology, teleonomy, is ever observed to arise sponta-
neously. 
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4.  Protometabolism First models 

Most prebiotic molecular evolution models involve organic components 
and are many and varied [83-140].  As Fry points out [141], autotrophy versus 
heterotrophy and “soup” versus hydrothermal vent environments remain the 
major dividing theoretical camps [2, 47].   

Freeman Dyson proposed an initial “Garbage Can model” in 1982 [142, 
143]. The Dyson model in 1982 was not specific about the nature of the pro-
posed inorganic reactions and catalysts [144].   No experimental basis is pro-
vided for high discrimination factors between similar molecules (e.g., amino 
acids).   As Anet points out, the high discrimination factors are far more diffi-
cult to achieve than mere catalysis [144, pg. 655].  Dyson’s oligopeptides con-
tained around a five-monomer active site in twenty-monomer strings.   But the 
non-active-site monomer sequences are critical to folding and function.   

von Kiedrowski [136, 137, 145] demonstrated a self-replicating hexade-
oxy nucleotide [145].  Short double helix templates can self-replicate easily.  
The two strands separate with a certain probability to form templates. 
Szathmary points out that longer strands can serve as templates too, but do not 
replicate "because the two strands do not separate spontaneously; intervention 
is required."[146, pg. 32]. 

Lifson refutes theories of self-organization that fail to incorporate natural 
selection [90].  But what exactly is the prebiotic mechanism of selection for 
function at the level of monomer sequence formation?  Biopolymers form with 
rigid covalent bonds prior to any folding.  Selection occurs at the phenotypic 
level, not at the genetic level of polymer formation [147].  Even in Peptide and 
Protein Worlds, sequencing would have determined minimum-free-energy 
folding space.  Some have argued that sequences of at least 80-100 mers are 
necessary for any substantial selective catalysis [148].   

Differential autocatalytic doubling is seen as a substitute for informa-
tional genetic replication and the basis for natural selection in protometabolism 
first models.  Constrained geochemical conditions are actually seen as advan-
tageous by some in limiting the possibilities of early protolife development 
[48, 149, 150].  This would reduce the likelihood of cross reactions and meta-
bolic dead-ends.  This more deterministic hypothesis resembles Dean Ken-
yan’s “biochemical predestination” model of life origin [151] which Kenyan 
himself eventually disowned.  

Protometabolism First models such as Robert Shapiro’s [152] are seen as 
more probable by metabolists than Information First genetic models.  The ex-
treme improbability of RNA world scenarios is the reason.  But others such as 
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Leslie Orgel have challenged this [144, 153, 154].  Plausibility is perhaps just 
as lacking for protometabolism first models as replication-first models. 

4.1  Composomes 

The naturalistic dream upon which all macroevolutionary theory is 
founded is a “self-reproducing and evolving proto-metabolic network.”  Given 
all of the many biochemical problems with RNA World models, many investi-
gators have returned to previously-abandoned Metabolism First models [53, 
56, 143, 146, 152, 155-159].  The self-replication and ligation of peptides has 
received some attention [160, 161].  But the catalytic properties of peptides is 
well known to be little more than those of ribozymes—extremely poor com-
pared to proteins. 

Lancet, Segre and Shenhav have championed “composomes” [162],  
Graded Autocatalytic Replication Domains (GARD) [163], and Lipid World 
models [164].  Progress was limited with these models.  Composomes are the-
oretical Metabolism First protocellular entities.  Early on they are believed to 
have found themselves contained within lipid vesicles or micelles. They are 
not seen as full-fledged living systems.  But they example one of the simplest 
conceivable models of protolife.  Compositional “genomes” (assemblies of 
varying molecular species) are thought by some to be able to propagate evolv-
able chemical and structural information. 

Catalytic organic amphiphiles within vesicles provide what Lancet’s 
group calls “compositional information.” [163, 165-167].  Lancet’s protocells 
are able to propagate without polynucleotides.  Irregularities that arise in the 
envisioned catalytic networks are considered to be mutations [167].  

It has never been clear exactly how “compositional information” is read, 
or exactly how this three-dimensional composition organizes and instructs a 
protometabolism.   The model resembles the old imaginative protoplasm gel 
theory of life.  The devil is in the details of any model.  Detail is sorely lacking 
in the composome model.  The problem with a non-digital means of analog 
replication is that the fidelity of information quickly deteriorates.[168-171].  
The units of replication and selection need to be discrete.  Nevertheless,  
Sterelny and Griffiths [172, 173], Lancet and Shenhav [167], and Pohorille 
[174] argue for analog instructions playing the major role.   

Autocatalytic amphiphilic assemblies are hypothesized to co-evolve 
along with their surroundings.   Auto- or perhaps mutually-catalytic “metabol-
ic networks” are envisioned.  They are “devoid of sequence-based biopoly-
mers, yet could exhibit transfer of chemical information” with the hope that 
they might also undergo selection and evolution without a genetic apparatus 
[162].  They are viewed as rudimentary "compositional genomes." The chemi-
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cal composition of the environment would have theoretically governed the 
chemical repertoire generated within molecular assemblies in these composi-
tional protocells.  Segre et al’s “lipid world” includes evolutionary genetic 
membranes that do not require protein or RNA enzyme catalysis (Segre, Ben-
Eli, Deamer, et al., 2001). 

The compounds generated within the composomes would have then al-
tered the chemical composition of the environment.  This is called the envi-
ronment exchange polymer graded autocatalysis replication domain (EE-
GARD) model [162]. In the computer models of composome evolution, early 
stage composomes disappeared, while others emerged. 

EE-GARD is of course not the only non-genetic Metabolism-First life-
origin model.  Many models throughout recent decades have been proposed.  
Freeman Dyson’s two-step model attempted to bridge the gap and provide 
transition from garbage-can Metabolism First to more template–directed in-
formational genetic models [143].  Yarus posits a more contemporary two-step 
model [175].  Many of these models emphasized a three-dimensional physico-
chemical and structural concept of information as opposed to the linear digital 
PI messaging found in all known current life.  Eshenmoser [71], Russell, Mar-
tin and Hall [51, 55, 176] Shapiro [177, 178],  Kauffman [179, 180], de Duve 
[150], Wachtershauser [48], Morowitz [181], Deamer [182], Pohorille [174] 
and Lindhal [183] models provide specific chemical detail.  Wong [184, 185], 
Guamaeres [159, 186] and Di Giulio [187, 188] offer models that attempt to 
link early protometabolism to code development.   But, as we shall see below, 
virtually all Metabolism First models lack organizational motive, ability and 
naturalistic explanation.   

4.2 Compartmentalization  

Compartmentalization becomes a major issue early on in life-origin re-
search.  Most life-origin models today incorporate some form of an early mi-
celle, vesicle, or pseudo membrane.   

Pier Luigi Luisi [189-194] and David Deamer [182, 195-204] have been 
leaders in primordial membrane research.  The problem is that most primordial 
pseudo membranes that would keep needed protometabolites in the compart-
ment also keep toxic metabolites in with them.  In addition, needed nutrients 
are kept out without highly selective active transport mechanisms.  The simple 
bilipid layers of vesicle models lack this sophistication.  Simple but serious 
osmotic problems even exist with bilipid vesicular pseudomembranes.  Active 
transport and highly specific differentiations are necessary in channels to ex-
clude cross-reacting factors, yet provide needed metabolites.  Even Wächter-
shäuser’s “surface metabolist” model requires a water-resistant pseudomem-
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brane on pyrite crystal surfaces [47].  Mansy et al have done some of the most 
recent and impressive work on protomembranes [205-208].  

The latest RNA World models of life origin all require a membrane of 
sorts that can expand and divide.  This pseudomembrane encircles an RNA 
replicase ribozyme [209]. An additional ribozyme is thought to have formed 
within this vesicle that catalyzed the synthesis of essential membrane-genome 
relationship factors [193].  

4.3  The problem of sequencing 

It is only recently that the origin-of-life scientific community has been 
candid in acknowledging the problem of co-polymer sequencing.  Perhaps the 
Origin of Life Prize was instrumental in stimulating previously neglected dis-
cussion and research into gene emergence (www.lifeorigin.org).  A co-
polymer is a polymer consisting of two or more different monomers.  This is 
distinguished from homopolymers where all monomers are identical.  It is 
much easier to form homopolymers under prebiotic conditions than co-
polymers.  As Pier Luigi Luisi point out,  “the kinetics and thermodynamics 
attending the synthesis of copolymers poses stringent constraints for the bio-
genesis and growth of specific sequences.” [210]  Luisi goes on to say that alt-
hough co-oligopeptide chains can be produced by prebiotic reactions, “It is not 
possible by the bottom up approach to find the conditions for the synthesis of 
our actual proteins—lysozyme, chymotrypsin or the like, . . .” [210]  Sequenc-
ing is critical in proteins and nucleic acid.  But of course the sequencing of 
amino acids to form proteins stems back to the prescriptive codon sequencing 
and editing of DNA and mRNA.  The chemical bonds between nucleotides are 
all identical.  The chemical bonds  between amino acids are also identical.  The 
problem of sequencing, especially the prescriptive sequencing of nucleotides 
will not be solved by any physical law [9, 15, 18, 211].  The same is true of the 
formal Hamming block-coding and codon table used to reduce noise pollution 
in the Shannon channel.  

4.4  Hypercyles 

Few concepts are more important to any protometabolic scheme than 
Eigen and Schuster’s original notion of hypercycles [212-226].  Hypercycles 
have been proposed as a source of spontaneous naturalistic self-organization 
[215, 218, 219, 225].  Biochemical cycles act as catalysts.  Hypercycle theory 
is based on positive and negative feedback constraints [48, 162, 174, 227-230].  
These mere circular constraints are typically confused with formal controls.  
These deterministic cycles of interaction are envisioned to give rise spontane-
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ously to pragmatic pathways, networks, and finally integrated metabolic pro-
cesses.  The key word is “envisioned.”  An imaginative human mind can envi-
sion extraordinary creativity through natural process without any empirical or 
prediction fulfilling confirmation.  Actual experimental observation of physi-
codynamic interactions say otherwise.  Eigen was able to engineer a hypercy-
cle of cooperating RNAs that catalyzed each others’ replication [231]. But en-
gineering always involves formal controls.  Wächtershäuser attributes what he 
considers to be non-genetic memory to the branching products feeding back 
into the cycle.      

The reason Eigen’s hypercycles are so appealing is that the simpler 
chemical cycles obviate the need for protein enzymes and even ribozymes.  
The cycle itself provides catalysis.  Hypercycles are envisioned to provide fuel 
for a bottom-up theory of self-organization and life origin, all from purely 
chemical “systems.”  A cyclic process sign is used to replace equality in mass-
balance equations.   Once again, mere cyclical constraints are confused with 
formally programmed feedback controls needed to organize any bona fide 
pragmatic system (e.g., metabolism).  

Blomberg, the head of NASA’s Astrobiology program at the time, re-
minded us of the Eigen-Schuster “error theshold,” 

  
There is a limitation of size due to the accuracy, which can be called the 
Eigen Schuster error threshold [217, 232].  If the size of a replicating mac-
romolecule becomes too large, then there will be too many errors, and no 
systematic reproduction.  This leads to a dilemma, sometimes called the 
Eigen dilemma:  it was necessary to have a high accuracy to obtain long, 
functionally active macromolecules. But to achieve high accuracy, long ac-
tive controlling macromolecules were needed.  There are many chicken 
and egg problems of that kind for this stage that obscures a direct step by 
step development. [233]    

4.5  Tibor Ganti’s well-developed chemoton model 

Perhaps the most well-developed, comprehensive Protometabolism-First 
model published by any one author is Tibor Ganti’s “chemoton theory” [86, 
87, 146, 234-237].  Tibor Ganti’s chemoton model is a hypercycle take-off. 
Ganti envisioned interconnected autocatalytic, or at least mutually catalytic 
[223], Eigen-Schuster type hypercycles [213-219] in well-organized elemen-
tary units of life called “chemotons.” [87, 234, 236, 237]   

Ganti’s basic idea is that stoichiometric cycles act as catalysts.  No pro-
teins exist yet, and therefore no linear digital prescription is needed.  He uses a 
cyclic process sign to replace equality in mass-balance equations [238].  The 
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cycles do the work of enzymes and ribozymes.  It’s a bottom-up theory that is 
very appealing to those faithfully committed to purely materialistic metaphysi-
cal presuppositions.  The model depicts a transition directly from chemicals to 
living “systems” without any formal controls.  

Chemotons have three self-producing (autocatalytic) stoichiometric sub-
systems that are coupled to one another:  autocatalytic metabolism, a genetic 
polymer, and a membrane.  The key to life is “fluid automata,” complex sys-
tems of chemical reactions in fluid phase that function like machines.  They 
have no solid parts.  But they can be regulated. 

Ganti’s models are quite different from Lancet, Segre and Shenhav’s 
composomes discussed earlier.  Ganti recognizes and even emphasizes the 
need for cybernetic controls.  “Chemical reactions as building blocks can be 
assembled into regulated and program-controlled chemical automata without 
including any solid components.”  Ganti realizes that true organization is es-
sential for life to exist.  The chemoton model’s “organizational principles must 
be present in every living being.”  Ganti calls his chemical cycles and net-
works “cycle stoichiometry.” Ganti sees a direct link between genetic cyber-
netics and computer science.  “Program control must control a functional sys-
tem and enzymatic regulation must also regulate a functional system.”[146, pg 
xii]  “Chemoton theory is concerned primarily with this machinery aspect.”    

Says Ganti, “A chemoton is the simplest chemical machine which shows 
the generally accepted characteristics of life.” [146]   The first problem with 
this is that no such machine exists.  The simplest living organism is a cell con-
taining multiple operating systems, hundreds if not thousands of programs,  
multiple layers and dimensions of Prescriptive Information (PI), and huge 
numbers of molecular nanocomputers all cooperating in one concerted integra-
tive effort [239, 240].  The second problem is that “the generally accepted 
characteristics of life” depend upon who is defining life.  No two scientists’ 
definitions of life seem to be the same.  Life-origin science has a long history 
of defining-down life to something far less than life in order to make our mod-
els “work for us.” [241] 

Ganti repeatedly refers to his chemotons as not only “interconnected sys-
tems of chemical reactions,” but as “organized regulated processes.”  “Organi-
zational principles must be present in every living being,” [146, pg 1].   The 
question of exactly how chance and or necessity could sense, obey or pursue a 
formal “organizational principle” is never addressed.  Until this missing essen-
tial piece of the puzzle is supplied, the model falls apart as a supposedly natu-
ralistic explanation.  

Ganti envisioned his fluid automata chemotons to have two parts:  an op-
erating partthe automaton; and a controlling partthe genetic programs 
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[146, pg. 13].  Regarding the controlling part, Ganti makes a stunning admis-
sion:  “Of course, the sequence of signs is not material [italics mine].  But nei-
ther is it independent of material, since the sign is carried by some material 
substance.”  [146, pg 13]  In other words, Ganti regards the information found 
in the sequence of signs as nonmaterial even though that sequence is instanti-
ated into a physical medium of monomeric sequence.  It is surprising to this 
author that much of the supposedly controversial material presented in The 
First Gene Ganti himself would probably have had to agree with. 

What in nature for Ganti could possibly be “not material” (not 
mass/energy)?  Naturalistic science is physicalistic.  Reality tends to be de-
fined solely in terms of mass/energy.  When Ganti talks about non-material 
representational sign syntax, does he believe in some sort of non-material “su-
per nature”?  Ganti would probably assure us of his commitment to a natural-
istic worldview.  The whole point of naturalistic life-origin science is to avoid 
nonphysical explanations of what is claimed to be a purely physical reality.  
But is his cybernetic model tenable under the naturalistic metaphysical impera-
tive?  Representationalism is a little hard to explain from a physicalist perspec-
tive.  So are the mathematics and reason upon which the scientific method re-
lies.  To argue logically for physicalism is to deny physicalism.  There is noth-
ing physical about the exercise of logic theory. 

What does Ganti’s word “program” mean?   Programming requires pur-
poseful logic-gate settings.  Exactly how are programs instantiated into this 
liquid chemoton’s physicality?  What is the basic unit of selection and instruc-
tion in this liquid?  By what chemical mechanism did this programming arise?  
Can we cite any examples of chemical reactions in liquid phase, especially, 
programming and optimizing algorithms?  Says Ganti, “The living system is a 
program-controlled cybernetic system.” [146, pg 12]  Ganti continues, “Cy-
bernetics itself originated from the study of the regulated and controlled opera-
tion of living systems, and program control is already familiar from the genetic 
program.” [146 pg 12]     

Says Ganti,  “Chemical reactions as building blocks can be assembled in-
to regulated and program-controlled chemical automata without including any 
solid components.” [146, pg xiv].  But what is the nature of this mysterious 
liquid program?   Is it a liquid crystal?   How could programmed information 
be instantiated into a liquid OR highly ordered solid structure?  And what ex-
actly does the “regulating” of these chemical reactions?   What sort of magic 
cybernetic liquid crystal is this?    

There is no basis for logic theory, quantification, decision theory, scien-
tific debate, computation, computer science, controlled experimentation, or 
engineering within the physicalist world view.  But we ought not be too hard 
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on Ganti for acknowledging the reality of representational signs in the cyber-
netics of life.  The sequence of physically instantiated “signs” (“physical sym-
bol vehicles;” tokens) is everything when it comes to the message of messen-
ger molecules.  

The most serious problem with Ganti’s model is that he is unable to gen-
erate a basis for “programming” OR “organization” from mere physicodynam-
ics.  Interconnected hypercycles are even more constrained than individual cy-
cles.  Constraints are not controls.  Constraints cannot steer events toward 
pragmatic goals.   

Ganti’s chemotons are assumed to be already evolved prior to the ap-
pearance of catalytic RNA’s  [146, pg vii].  So RNA linear digital prescription 
cannot explain Ganti’s acknowledged need for programming and organization 
in the forming of chemotons. RNA was supposedly assembled only later by 
substrates already present in the chemoton [146, pg vii].  This notion alone 
does not explain how the particular functional sequencing of “signs” [actually 
tokens—“physical symbol vehicles” in a Material Symbol System (MSS) [242, 
243]] was achieved. 

Exons, the protein-coding regions of eukaryotic DNA, were found to 
contain a seemingly random statistical distribution of the four nucleotides.  
Weiss et al. reported that “Protein sequences can be regarded as slightly edited 
random strings.” [244].  These facts led this author to originally surmise that 
nucleotide sequencing in highly informational strands must be physicodynami-
cally indeterminate not only in exons, but probably in the very first informa-
tional single-stranded, non-templated RNAs.  All of the 3’5’ phosphodiester 
bonds are the same between coding nucleotides. With a seemingly random nu-
cleotide frequency of distribution, one would expect no physicodynamic “pref-
erence” in sequencing.  But the recent finds of extensive highly-functional 
regulatory microRNAs in non-coding introns raises new questions.  Introns 
contain a great deal of redundant order.  They were once thought to represent 
non-informational junk DNA.  For configurable switch-settings to have cyber-
netic function, the switch must exhibit near equal physicodynamic opportunity 
to be flipped either way.  “Off” must be just as feasible as “On” from the 
standpoint of natural law’s influence on the physical switch.  If the laws of 
physics in any way militate against “Off” (e.g., the force of gravity favored the 
down position of the switch knob on a vertical switch board), the switch set-
ting becomes less significant algorithmically.  To whatever degree the switch-
setting is forced by physicochemical necessity, its Shannon uncertainty drops.  
Shannon uncertainty is nothing more than a probability function.  Its ability to 
instantiate prescriptive information nose-dives with increasing physicodynam-
ic determinism.  Maximum information retention at that switch is realized only 
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if “On” and “Off” are equally possible from the standpoint of physics and 
chemistry.   

Constraints and physical laws are normally poisonous to control unless 
configurable switches are specifically designed to be physicodynamically inert.  
This is exactly the case with the coding regions of DNA.  Protein coding se-
quences are non-ordered by “necessity” (law).  Weiss et al found that proteins 
are “slightly edited random strings.” [244]  The 1% nonrandom factors were 
thought to arise out of secondary structure requirements and low complexity 
regions.    

Very recent work has also shown that up to 120 mer cyclic homopoly-
mers of RNA can form spontaneously in heated aqueous environments.  No 
catalysts or templates are required.  Oligomerization of 3′, 5′-cGMP to ∼25-
nucleotide-long RNA molecules, and of 3′,5′-cAMP to 4- to 8-nucleotide-long 
molecules were achieved [245].   The authors hoped that this research might 
explain the first genetic polymers.  But they failed to address how such high 
redundancy could instantiate much Shannon uncertainty, let alone PI.   Highly 
ordered strings should have a very low information-retaining ability.  Pro-
gramming with highly redundant, intron-like sequences would have to be very 
simple and limited.  Perhaps the information requirements for regulation are 
minimal, with only short segments needing specificity, and the bulk of the re-
dundancy going into basic noncritical carrier structure of the active sites.  But 
with the discovery of so many highly functional, yet  highly-ordered mi-
croRNAs, it does raise the question of whether ordered strings, not just seem-
ingly random strings, can be used to prescribe function.  Functional sequenc-
ing can include repeated selection of the same nucleotides in monomeric se-
quencing (syntax).  Order in a sentence or programming string is not necessari-
ly from physicodynamic causation.  In a linguistic string, for example, some 
letters have a high frequency of arbitrary re-use.  Morse code assigns the 
shortest symbols to represent the most frequently used letters (“.” represents 
and “e”).  “Freedom” from physicochemical law exists in the coding regions of 
DNA to program biopolymeric messenger molecules. This programming free-
dom includes frequent re-use of the same nucleotide in microRNA prescrip-
tions. The situation is a little like a programmer re-using redundant modules, 
or an engineer using many highly-ordered components to manufacture a so-
phisticated product.   

Also surprising, if not shocking, is the discovery that the negative com-
plementary strand of coding DNA that is physicodynamically base-paired can 
simultaneously prescribe regulatory function independent of the positive 
strand’s prescriptive function.  Both PI sets are sequence dependent.  Clearly 
some formal factors are transcending what seems to be the purely physicody-
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namic base-pairing to prescribe multiple unrelated formal functions with each 
complementary strand.  It is a false conclusion that these formal functions were 
prescribed by base-pairing itself.  Purely physicodynamic base-pairing is inca-
pable of programming any formal function.  The programming is so formally 
sophisticated that it prescribes and organizes even physicodynamics to accom-
plish computational cybernetic goals.  The evidence only continues to mount 
for the Formalism > Physicality (F > P) Principle presented in Chapter 12.  

The existence of Ganti’s initial PI is just presupposed rather than ex-
plained by his model.  Ganti repeatedly acknowledges the need for program-
ming and organization, but provides no naturalistic model for either formalism.   

Ganti is right that, “A living being is a controlled system.” [146, Pg. 13]  
But Ganti thoroughly confuses circular physicodynamic constraints with for-
mal organizational controls needed to generate “usefulness.” [246]   Con-
straints and Laws cannot possibly generate cybernetics.  We should never con-
fuse mere order with algorithmic programming.  Ganti says, “A strictly defined 
order exists in our television set, radio, or computer.” [146, pg. 19]   Physico-
dynamic order (e.g., redundant crystalline structure or oscillations) doesn’t 
make television sets.  Says a peer reviewer of this paper, “Actors collecting the 
necessary and defined resources using processes to act on them through formal 
cybernetic and algorithm organization make televisions.  The televisions, in 
turn, run electronics which are taking incoming analog or digital inputs and 
converting them to audio-visual displays through algorithm organization.” 

    Ganti pursues order in his liquid automatons in an effort to explain 
programming, organization and the beginnings of cellular cybernetics.  He 
looks for “forced coupling between the forced trajectories so that the solution 
is capable of operating as an automaton with a given function.” [146, pg 19]   
Neither cause-and-effect ordering (necessity) nor oscillating (redundant) chem-
ical reactions can explain phenomena such as chemotaxis.  Chemotaxis re-
quires freedom from forced constraint and law.  Genetic programming is simi-
lar to computer programming wherein degrees of user freedom are pro-
grammed into the software.  The user gets to choose from among real options.  
No trajectory is forced.  No highly ordered oscillation allows a bacterium to 
avoid noxious stimuli.  Logic gates require programming freedom, not fixed 
order. 

Could circular constraints ever generate formal regulatory control and 
organization of protometabolism?  Many publications have argued that this is 
possible.  But they are all purely theoretical with no observational or prediction 
fulfilling support.  The circular intertwined diagrams of Tibor Ganti certainly 
look plausible at first glance [146, 236, 237].  Upon more careful, critical anal-
ysis however, they are merely self-constraining feedbacks, not formally self-
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controlling feedbacks.  No choice contingency is involved.  No steering or se-
lective programming in pursuit of formal utility is achieved by purely chemical 
positive or negative circular cause-and-effect constraints.  Minimal uncertainty 
is involved in circular constraint, and therefore almost no Prescriptive Infor-
mation (PI) is required.  Indeed, PI control is nearly impossible.  Any feedback 
is forced in a circular cause-and-effect deterministic chain.  Increased produc-
tion of reactant A will always lead to increased feedback production of reac-
tant A1  or B in cases of positive self-constrained feedback.  The opposite is 
true in cases of negatively self-constrained feedback   No opportunity exists 
for formal “regulation” of anything.  The product ratios are forced by the rela-
tive constraints irrespective of any formal need or desired utility.  No fine-
tuning in pursuit of function optimization is possible or even desired by a self-
constrained cycle.  The term “feedback mechanism” is an illusion.  Only unim-
aginative redundant, cyclical, physicodynamic determinism prevails without 
regard to mechanistic (machine like) pragmatic benefit.  Sophisticated ma-
chines don’t spontaneously generate any more than life spontaneously gener-
ates. 

Ganti’s model of life-origin was doomed from the start for two major 
reasons:  1) his failure to understand the difference between “constraints” and 
“controls,” and 2) his confusion of physicodynamic laws with the arbitrary cy-
bernetic rules of life’s programming.  

Controlled paths can be paths with purposefully preset switches.  Preset 
switches are formal decision-node choice commitments.  They are logic gates.  
And they must be freely set to either open or closed positions with program-
ming intent.  Neither coin flips at each decision node (fair or weighted) nor 
physicodynamic laws will achieve sophisticated algorithmic function.  Life is 
algorithmic and dependent upon linear digital prescription using a material 
symbol system (MSS) [243].   

Ganti’s notion of cybernetics is nothing more than physicodynamic cou-
plingcause-and-effect chemical reactions interconnected by forced stoichi-
ometric connections between three auto-catalytic cycles.   The three cycles are 
unable to function without each other.  Their cooperation together forms an 
interdependent super system, a model which, if it actually existed, Michael 
Behe might claim exemplifies “irreducible complexity” [247].   

In addition, “If A, then B” reactions are constrained, not formally con-
trolled to achieve desired function.  Such cycles of constraint, even if they lead 
to positive or negative feedback, are not true examples of formal control, regu-
lation, pragmatic organization, or true systems.  Cycle stoichiometry would 
have to be steered by controls, not mere reaction constraints, to achieve formal 
integration and final metabolic function.  Only by highly selective catalysis 
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and formal regulation of the cyclic pathway can stoichiometry produce any 
desired useful work.   

Ganti considers an oscillatory chemical reaction a chemical automaton (p 
19) because of his sometimes loose definition of “cybernetic.”   At other times, 
he more accurately defines “cybernetic.”  A major problem with Ganti’s model 
is that he shifts back and forth between the two definitions of cybernetic within 
his model.  Mere oscillation is not cybernetic, at least not to the degree we 
could draw any analogies with sophisticated machine generation or function.  
A pendulum swing doesn’t do very much “useful work.”  A reviewer counter 
argued that crystal oscillators can be used in computers to provide input func-
tion for circuitry timing.  “Crystal oscillation provides useful work—timing 
input function—which allows all dependent circuits to be coordinated.”  But 
the key to this contention is “can be used” (by agents).  A hill does not become 
a simple machine (an inclined plane) until an agent decides to use that hill as 
the means to achieve a desired function.  The hill itself does not perform useful 
work.  The hill just exists in a formally neutral sense.  A hill is not “an inclined 
plane” until that hill is used by human agents to do useful work—to achieve a 
desired purpose—to accomplish formal utility.  A hill is not a simple machine 
merely because the hill exists.  The hill can be used by us to increase the effi-
ciency of raising a heavy object to a higher altitude against the force of gravity.  
The choice and act of an agent rolling a heavy object up the hill, rather than 
lifting it, alone makes the hill a simple machine.  The wind can blow a tumble 
weed up the hill, but no functional work is accomplished. The inanimate envi-
ronment does not value the tumble weed winding up at a higher altitude.  No 
formal goal is pursued, and no utility accomplished, in seeming opposition to 
nature’s relentless trend towards disorganization and loss of sophisticated utili-
ty.   

Ganti talks about “successive chemical transformations involving organ-
ic acids in biological oxidation.” [146, pg xi].  Ganti did not seem to concern 
himself with the prevailing serious problem of how interminably-long bio-
chemical reactions take without sophisticated enzymes with remarkable rate 
constants (107 to 108 times the acceleration rate).  Szathmary, in critiquing 
Ganti’s model, seems to believe that a non-enzymatic chemoton would be im-
possible [146, pg 41].  Over a hundred reaction steps would be required for the 
simplest chemoton.  Two thirds of these reactions have been shown in the lit-
erature to be infeasible in a prebiotic environment [146, pg 41].  Even if so-
phisticated protein enzymes had been available from the start, how would a 
hundred different chemoton reactions all be integrated into a unified and co-
herent pragmatic system in a prebiotic environment? 
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More problems with Ganti’s model are listed by Stegmann [248].   The 
Krebs Cycle, like a biopolymer, can be viewed as an “ordered [sequenced] 
set.”  Stegmann [248] asks which factors determine the identity and the se-
quence of the elements of this 8-tuple?  “In the Krebs cycle, each reaction 
product becomes the substrate of the subsequent reaction.”  Oxalacetate (O) 
accepts an acetyl residue, producing citrate (C).  The C next becomes the sub-
strate for the reaction that produces isocitrate (I).  The sequence of the 8-tuple 

is a direct result of “If A, then B” reactions.  Thus says Steg-
mann, “the order [the sequence] is not determined by the properties of a mole-
cule present before the reactions occur.  It is not even necessary that the set of 
substrates is present before the cycle starts, because the substrates are pro-
duced as the cycle unfolds.”    

Where is this chemoton unit of life in observational nature?  Chemotons 
as elementary units of life have never been observed.  No prediction fulfill-
ment has ever been realized of spontaneously forming chemotons coming to 
life.  For all of the tens of millions of life forms that exist on earth, one would 
expect to be able to identify innumerable examples of spontaneously generated 
chemoton units from which all these organisms supposedly arose originally.  
And we would also expect to be able to vivisect organisms down to their sim-
plest chemoton units of life for study.  But any attempt to reduce life down to 
its imagined sub cellular chemoton level invariably kills that life.   

Glass et al. [249] identified 382 of the 482 Mycoplasma genitalium pro-
tein-coding genes as essential, plus five sets of disrupted genes that encode 
proteins with potentially redundant essential functions, such as phosphate 
transport. Genes encoding proteins of unknown function constituted 28% of 
the essential protein-coding genes set.  It remains to be seen how many pep-
tides, polypeptides, and small RNAs are essential for regulation in this Myco-
plasma in order for it to be alive. This is the simplest form of life known.  It 
cannot be reduced to a smaller living chemoton unit.  Just because we say life 
is reducible to only five criteria does not make it so in objective reality.     

Says Ganti, “Thinking in a suitable abstract chemical state space” (a cy-
cle stoichiometry state space), “It is possible to design fluid chemical automata 
in a similar way to that used by mechanical engineers when planning mechan-
ical automata or by electrical engineers when designing a radio or a computer.  
The same method is used and the work can be done at the desk.” [Italics mine]  
[146, pg 23]  Ganti goes on to point out that, “The author has designed several 
‘chemical machines’” [146, pg 23].  We might ask in response to this argu-
ment, “Are these contentions supposed to provide support for a prebiotic natu-
ralistic spontaneous generation of a chemoton?!    

, , , ,...O C I G 
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The primary problem with the chemoton model is that the reaction chain 
always branches into innumerable “wild goose chases.”  Controls, not mere 
constraints, are needed at every fork in the road to achieve computational suc-
cess.  Ganti’s main figure of the minimum chemoton (Fig 1.1) in Principles of 
Life is telling.  It depicts a non-existent abstract scenario featuring careful, de-
liberate exclusions of the innumerable dead-end branches, cross-reactions, and 
negative feedbacks that shatter hypercyclic dreams.  In addition, Fig. 1.1 in his 
book does not show the rapid consumption of valuable resources by both the 
“right” and the “wrong” paths that could be taken.  There is no right or wrong 
path in a purely physicalistic reality.   Whatever cause-and-effect determinism 
militates is “right,” whether it produces any functional benefit or not.  No basis 
exists for “correct” (computationally successful) switch-settings within 
Monod’s chance or necessity (Monod, 1972).  Freedom of selecting each fork 
in the road of the potential reaction network is essential to generate formal 
function.  In the absence of choice-with-intent, we simply do not observe three 
conceptually complex autocatalytic cycles simultaneously integrating them-
selves into a protometabolism.  Algorithmic programming is required to cou-
ple them appropriately to achieve unified and coherent holistic function.   
Ganti just presupposes—blindly believes—all this spontaneous cooperation.  
No observational support exists in the history of human experience for such 
spontaneous pragmatic self-organization.  

Says Ganti, “It is also a splendid recognition that living systems are 
complicated fluid machines consisting of invisible wheels in an imaginary 
field.  But if this is true, then those claiming that such a machine could not be 
developed by itself are probably correct.” [146, pg 24]  One wonders how 
“machines consisting of invisible wheels in an imaginary field” would be any 
more respectable a scientific hypothesis than vitalism. 

Ganti continues, “Obviously, a constructor was needed who designed the 
controlling program first, but also planned the controlled machine. Who was 
the constructor who designed these congenial machines and who was the 
chemist who realized these plans?” Somehow Ganti’s model does not seem to 
be measuring up to the plausible naturalistic model it is claimed to be.   

Biochemical products of cycle stoichiometry can occur spontaneously.  
But these products are not directed toward or integrated into any desired or 
needed task. The reactions just happen without regard for any pragmatism. 
They are not programmed or organized into any process.  “A cell is not a bag 
of enzymes.”   

Contrary to the current preferred scenario, the environment doesn’t “co-
evolve” with physicodynamics towards ever increasing spontaneous function-
ality.  The inanimate environment could care less whether anything “func-
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tions” or whether “useful” products are produced.  No basis exists for the envi-
ronment preferring them.  The only way hundreds, if not thousands, of co-
evolution steps could progress towards an organized protometabolism is via 
Freudian “wish-fulfillment” in our minds, not in a physical inanimate envi-
ronment.  Not only would all available resources be consumed in the militated 
automaticity of Ganti’s first few coupled reactions, but the products would 
cross-react and lead to biochemical dead-ends.  The number of cycles and cy-
cle couplings would have to far exceed by orders of magnitude the number of 
current-life enzymes needed to accomplish just the reductive citric acid cycle 
alone. 

Like Stuart Kauffman, Ganti asks many of “the right questions” which 
others run from:  “Living systems are program-controlled chemical machines.  
So where is the program?” [146 pg 30].  Ganti answers by saying that in self-
regulating chemical processes, reaction networks are regulated by feedback.  
He views feedback as being the precursor or primordial program itself.  But 
what exactly is feedback in the case of Ganti’s chemoton model?  The forced 
or “necessary” products of chemical reactions become substrates and/or cata-
lysts for more automatic cycles of the same constrained process.  Autocatalysis 
and self-replication are self-ordering phenomena of physicochemical necessity, 
not formal programming freedom.  They are like the redundant oscillation of a 
pendulum, or one full revolution of a tornado or hurricane. Ganti senses some-
thing is wrong with his attempted equating of controls with constraints: “How-
ever, for program control, external intervention is necessary which regulates, 
via external information, the operation of the machine.”  What external infor-
mation might that be?  Could it be Prescriptive Information (PI)?  What would 
be the source of PI a prebiotic naturalistic environment?  Mere stoichiometric 
cycles cannot generate formal PI or organization. 

Programming is something much more than mere auto-catalysis. No pro-
gramming whatsoever is required for trivial autocatalysis.  “Automaticity” is 
not synonymous with “program.”  The automaticity of trivial autocatalysis re-
lies solely on cause-and-effect forces, self-ordering, and the laws of nature.  
Programming, on the other hand, relies upon freedom from that order and ne-
cessity.  Algorithmic programs are possible only because the programmer can 
make real choices at each successive decision node.  Switch-settings must not 
be physicodynamically determined by interlocking chemical reactions!  Pro-
gramming decisions require freedom from physicochemical determinism.  

Ganti keeps presupposing “process” in his model.  He pre-assumes that 
natural events are progressing relentlessly toward ever-improving functionali-
ty.  No natural mechanism is provided for such a preference.  Then he repeat-
edly argues that he has logically proven his thesis.  According to Ganti, a clear 
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unambiguous answer has been given to the question of the genesis of life 
(Ganti, 2003, pg. 41): 

 
Is it possible to prepare a plana metabolic mapof a chemoton in 
which, compounds present in the primordial atmosphere can be substituted 
for the letters in the abstract reactions?  If so, then this will represent a 
credible pathway for the genesis of life which is not based on chance. [146 
pg 39, italics mine].          
 

The problem is that it would not be based on physical determinism ei-
ther.  Preparing a plan is formal, not physical [15, 211, 250, 251]. Ganti is 
right that chance cannot explain abstract plans and maps, as he calls them.  But 
neither can the fixed invariant laws of nature.  Ganti continues:  “If such a de-
sign can be realized, this will show that the spontaneous genesis of life cannot 
be regarded as an accidental improbable miracle, but as a process directed by 
the laws of nature . . .” Ganti simply does not understand, or refuses to 
acknowledge,  that fixed law precludes the very programming freedom and 
organization which his model requires.  Physicodynamic determinism locks 
logic gates into a fixed position and destroys all hope of formal programming 
of utility [250].   

The fixed laws of nature cannot “prepare a plan.” The laws of nature 
cannot “map” out a journey through a maze, “represent” in “abstract” terms, or 
“design” a single engineering function.   All of the latter accomplishments are 
formal and algorithmic.  They are phenomena arising from a different category 
entirely from redundant natural law.  Natural law cannot program anything.  
Ganti continues to reason from within a certain internal inconsistency: 

 
The chemoton model can be used to design program-controlled proliferat-
ing fluid automata which form spontaneously [!] and show properties char-
acteristic of living systems in an exact and concrete manner if the neces-
sary data are known, just as an engineer designs his machines and instru-
ments [!]. ([146, pg 41], exclamation marks mine) 
 

Ganti is first saying that his abstract, human-crafted model can be used to 
design program-controlled fluid automata.  He is describing obvious engineer-
ing functions here.  Both his model and the program-controlled fluid automata 
designed by his model are algorithmic.  Neither chance nor necessity could 
produce any of these objects.  Under no circumstances would they be expected 
to form spontaneously in nature.  Even if they did, they would display none of 
the properties or characteristics of living systems, which are invariably algo-
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rithmic to an extraordinary degree.  Spontaneous events have almost nothing in 
common with how “an engineer designs his machines and instruments.”  An 
engineer designs through an integrated succession of purposeful decision-node 
choice commitments.  Each and every choice is made with intent to achieve a 
desired function.  The function comes into existence only upon implementa-
tion and halting of the finished program.  The initial program may not be ideal.  
But it must produce the basic computational function to even be considered a 
program. 
But Ganti is right to emphasize “the property of specially organized systems.” 

Ganti is correct when he says, “Life itself is the continuous organized 
functioning of the system, which can only be maintained at the price of contin-
uous performance of work” [146, pg. 72].  But his correctness is realized only 
within the context of proper definitions of “organized” and “work.”  “Orga-
nized” is always algorithmic, never self-ordered.  An algorithm is a stepwise 
procedure governed by purposeful programming choices. Organization cannot 
arise from law-like self-ordering phenomena.  “Work” is always defined by 
utility relevant to some need, desire, or goal.  Life is cybernetic.  All known 
living organisms manifest the ability to harness, transduce, store, and call up 
when needed chemical energy for the work of staying alive.  As Ganti points 
out, organisms must maintain themselves permanently far from equilibrium.  
This requires the constant expenditure of captured and algorithmically-
transduced energy.  

Where is the empirical support for this chemoton pipe dream?  Ganti re-
peatedly  argues in effect, “See, no miracle is needed.”  But in the absence of 
empirical support for spontaneous programming, faith in miracles is exactly 
what is being presented as though it were a scientific model.  Even spontane-
ous multiple couplings of organic autocatalytic cycles has not been empirically 
supported, especially in prebiotic environments. 

Can bona fide “systems” exist without control and regulation?  Undenia-
ble life is empirically unknown without the essential ingredient of highly fine-
tuned metabolism made possible only by highly organized systems of sophisti-
cated enzymes.  The fine-tuning cannot be so easily dismissed from the “nec-
essary and sufficient” definition of empirical life.  But it is all-too-easily dis-
missed from Ganti’s abstract model of life.   The efficiency of regulation may 
well be the most significant component of life.  It is the key to homeostasis in 
a constantly changing, hostile environment.  The primordial environment was 
far more hostile than it is today.  Abstract theoretical models of life all-too-
easily escape the checks and balances of empirical accountability and predict-
ability which are so crucial to science.  Ganti’s model dangerously departs 
from scientific empirical accountability.  We have abandoned observable bio-
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logical categories in favor of purely metaphysical mental constructions.  Life 
and its criteria have now become philosophic and psychological abstractions.  
As in theoretical physics, all sorts of “realities” can be deduced in such a fanta-
sy world that have no connection with “the real world.”  

Antirealists no doubt recoil at the notion “objective reality.”  We tend to 
be obsessed with our “epistemological problem.”  This often leads to commit-
ting a non-sequitur.  We fallaciously conclude that because we cannot know 
inside our minds that objective reality exists outside of our minds, that objec-
tive reality doesn’t exist, or cannot exist, or doesn’t matter.  Objective reality 
will have the last laugh over our dying anthropocentric and solipsistic brains 
and minds.   

Near the end of his long career, the esteemed Leslie Orgel saw little hope 
of any kind of Metabolism First model being successful: "In my opinion, there 
is no basis in known chemistry for the belief that long sequences of reactions 
can organize spontaneously---and every reason to believe that they cannot."     

Metabolism First models have no purely physicodynamically steered 
pathway from self-ordered or random molecular assemblies toward the Aristo-
telian “final” state of true organization and metabolic pragmatic benefit.  In 
fact, “efficient” causation of formal function and organization cannot even be 
explained from physicodynamics alone.  Molecular assemblies can spontane-
ously self-order. But they do not self-organize into bona fide function-valuing 
and function-pursuing systems. Thus it is not surprising that only computer 
models exist of composomal evolution with no empirical realizations of spon-
taneous metabolism arising within a truly “natural” nature.  Computer models 
almost always have smuggled-in hidden experimenter teleology to make the 
computer model work for the investigator.  The supposed evolution model in-
variably is found to exhibit “directed evolution,” which is NO evolution at all.  
“Directed evolution” is a self-contradiction.  If the supposed evolution is di-
rected, it is not evolutionary.   If it is evolutionary, it cannot be directed.  The 
whole point of evolutionary theory is to obviate the necessity of any artificial 
steering.  So-called “natural process” must be free of any hint of teleology.  
Simply renaming “teleology” to the more naturalistic-sounding “teleonomy” 
doesn’t help.  If the process is directed or engineered in any way, it is not “nat-
ural.”  No more “natural process” mechanism is provided in the literature for 
“teleonomy” than for “teleology.”   

Non-genetic Metabolism First models require constantly re-inventing the 
wheel from scratch with each new generation.  No means exist of preserving 
and propagating any already hard-won organizational and pragmatic advances.  
But, no basis was ever provided for any initial metabolic organizational suc-
cess, either.  It was just blindly believed because such faith was required for 
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any materialistic model to get off the ground.  We conveniently imagine spon-
taneous self-organization of formal metabolic integration and success in the 
first place.  From there it is an easy matter to further imagine a relentless uphill 
refinement of metabolism.  Optimization is firmly believed to occur in the 
complete absence of any goals or purposeful steering.  Finally, the process is 
of course proclaimed to be “inevitable,” all in the name of science!   Anyone 
who might raise an eyebrow of educated skepticism about this scenario is im-
mediately labeled a “vitalist” or “religionist.”  No possibility of practicing 
quality skeptical science is entertained.    

The inability of mere “chance and necessity” to optimize, and the lack of 
evolvability of self-sustaining autocatalytic networks presents serious, if not 
fatal, problems for all protometabolism-first models [252]. 

5.  Self-replicative, auto-catalytic, informational models. 

Protometabolism First models depend upon physicodynamic coupling of 
circular constraints.  The presumed constancy of these integrated cycles is en-
visioned to eliminate the need for both enzymes and the replication of genetic 
instructions.  From Protometabolism First models we move to self-replicative, 
auto-catalytic, informational models.  As we consider these models, it is wise 
to keep in mind what Kovac et al warned:  “A system of self-replication has to 
consist of both replicators and replicants.” [253]  

5.1  RNA World 

RNA World theories initially envisioned free-standing RNA oligomers 
folding into ribozymes that spontaneously acquire both catalytic and infor-
mation-retaining functions.  Primordial ribozymes are best thought of as  sin-
gle strands of RNA folded back onto themselves with a considerable degree of 
base-pairing stems and loops—bulge, internal, hairpin, multi-loops with 
branches, etc.  This folding is determined by the sequencing of ribonucleo-
tides.  Ribozyme sequencing does not provide DNA-like, coded, codonic pre-
scription of amino acid sequencing.   For an RNA World to get off the ground, 
ribonucleotide sequencing must be such that when the single strand folds back 
onto itself, base-pairing causes a secondary structure to form that will fold into 
a tertiary structure that is self-replicative.   

RNA chemists quickly encountered many serious road bocks to any natu-
ral RNA World model.  Ribonucleotide oligermization did not occur sponta-
neously, especially in aqueous environments.  Ribose was difficult to form and 
was unstable.    An RNA World model “assumes a large prebiotic source of D-
ribose. The problem of obtaining a homochiral population of pure D-ribose is 
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daunting.  But even prior to that dilemma are problems with any ribose. The 
generally accepted prebiotic synthesis of ribose, the formose reaction, yields 
numerous sugars without any selectivity.  Even if there were a selective syn-
thesis specifically of ribose, there is still the problem of stability.  Sugars are 
known to be unstable in strong acid or base, . . .”  [254].  “These results sug-
gest that the backbone of the first genetic material could not have contained 
ribose or other sugars because of their instability.” [254].  

Pyrimidine ribonucleotides have been synthetized in the presence of 
phosphate using a precursor of both ribose and nucleobases [255, 256].  But a 
plausible prebiotic synthesis of purines is still lacking. Ribonucleotides are dif-
ficult to activate.  No basis for functional sequencing existed. Cytosine was 
extremely difficult to make, even by highly intelligent chemists [257, 258].  
Even Gerald Joyce and Leslie Orgel became skeptical of the RNA World [259, 
pg. 213].  Says Orgel, 

  
I believe that it is very unlikely that RNA did arise prebiotically on the  
primitive earth.  Ribonucleotides are such complicated molecules that  
they are not likely to have formed in sufficient amounts and with  
sufficient purity on the primitive earth to permit the formation of even  
the simplest self-replicating RNA molecule. [260 pg. 213]  

 
As Fry points out [141], even as recently as in the 3rd Edition of The RNA 

World [148],  Joyce and Orgel still refer to the RNA World model as “the 
prebiotic chemist’s nightmare.” 

Nevertheless, adherence to the RNA World [261-264] and early infor-
mation models still prevails in many circles [265-279].  It has become impos-
sible to deny the essential role of informational biopolymers.  All Protometab-
olism First models suffer primarily from a lack of heritable mutability and re-
tained progress.  Open-ended evolution (OEE) requires separation of genotypic 
and phenotypic functions [242, 280, 281].  Even early Information First mod-
els are all plagued with a need for molecular evolution to improve the genetic 
material symbol system’s functional token sequencing. Yet no basis for selec-
tion for phenotypic function exists at the point of genetic polymerization [147, 
282]. 

A self-replicative ribozyme has been a lot harder to design and engineer 
than RNA chemists originally supposed.  Some advancements in ribozyme en-
gineering have occurred, however [283].  But artificially engineered self-
replicative ribozymes usually catalyze only self-replication of that one ribo-
zyme [284].  Paul and Joyce successfully engineered a self-replicating ligase 
ribozyme [285, 286].  The authors explain, “A self-replicating molecule directs 
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the covalent assembly of component molecules to form a product that is of 
identical composition to the parent.”  Note that the “component molecules” are 
just presupposed rather than explained.  “When the newly formed product also 
is able to direct the assembly of product molecules, the self-replicating system 
can be termed autocatalytic.”  Paul and Joyce designed “a self-replicating sys-
tem based on a ribozyme that catalyzes the assembly of additional copies of 
itself through an RNA-catalyzed RNA ligation reaction. The R3C ligase ribo-
zyme was redesigned so that it would ligate two substrates to generate an exact 
copy of itself, which then would behave in a similar manner.”[285]  The prob-
lem with this ribozyme for life-origin specialists is its lack of prebiotic plausi-
bility.  Would it have formed spontaneously under harsh conditions with lim-
ited component resources, with no steering and regulatory controls, and no en-
zyme catalysis?  As admitted by the authors, a “rational design approach” was 
used to create this sophisticated molecule.  This hardly provides evidence for a 
stochastic ensemble arising in a prebiotic world with all of the attributes of this 
ribozyme. In addition, the authors admit,   “Exponential growth was limited, 
however, because newly formed ribozyme molecules had greater difficulty 
forming a productive complex with the two substrates. Further optimization of 
the system may lead to the sustained exponential growth of ribozymes that un-
dergo self-replication.” [285].  Notice that only “further optimization” “may” 
lead to sustained exponential growth of this ribozyme.  What would be the 
naturalistic impetus for pursuing functional optimization?  The environment 
doesn’t care whether anything functions. And if further optimization did 
somehow continue, most all resources in the environment would be consumed 
in the massive self-replication of this one ribozyme.  What resources would be 
left for all of the hundreds, if not thousands, of other needed ribozymes to 
form?  Ribozymes are very poor catalysts compared to proteins.  Any protome-
tabolism would require a large number of ribozymes in the same place and 
time.  What would organize all these reactions into a productive protometabol-
ic effort?  What would prevent all of the many cross-reactions? [287].     

Ma and Yu suggested that two RNA synthesis ribozymes may be inte-
grated into one RNA molecule, as two functional domains which could cata-
lyze the copy of each other. Thus the RNA molecule could self-replicate and 
be referred to as "intra-molecular replicase" [288].  Ribozymes that function as 
RNA polymerases have been humanly engineered [283, 285, 287].  But no cat-
alytic polymerases have been found among natural ribozymes, and no pro-
tometabolism is organized by self-catalyzed, self-replicative ribozymes.      

Anet [144] differs with Shapiro, Dyson, Kauffman, de Duve, Wachter-
shauser, Morowitz, Deamer, Lancet, Lindhal, Guamaeres, and Russell, all of 
whom promote models of early spontaneous protometabolism.  Anet likes in-
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stead Nicholas Hud's molecular midwives, intercalations and base-stacking as 
a source of functional nucleic acid molecules [289-293].  But it is not at all 
clear how intercalations and base-stacking arranges varying monomers into 
prescriptive strings using a linear digital symbol system.  The model purports 
to provide a source of new untemplated information, but mere Shannon uncer-
tainty is erroneously equated with “information.”  Certainly no basis is provid-
ed for the generation of Prescriptive Information (PI).  Even Shannon uncer-
tainty would be compromised by a tendency toward self-ordering. 

More recent RNA World models all include vesicle containment [205, 
294-296].  Yarus and Janas found that membrane-binding RNAs coat artificial 
phospholipid membranes relatively uniformly, except for a frequent tendency 
to concentrate at bends and membrane junctions.  Yarus calls RNA protocells 
“ribocytes” [297, 298].   

The biggest problem with bilipid vesicle pseudo-membranes is their lack 
of highly specific active transport tunnels and mechanisms to control the “in-
gestion” of needed metabolites, the rejection of deleterious molecules from 
entry into the protocell, and the excretion of toxic waste products from the ves-
icle.  Some slight progress has been made with osmotic factors which can ac-
tually promote vesicle division [253, 299, 300].  But Kovac et al remind us 
that “logical possibility does not equal thermodynamic feasibility.” [253]. 

No natural basis exists for optimization of ribozymes’ primary structure, 
either, so as to yield pragmatic folds and three-dimensional shapes.  Ribo-
zymes are in a sense nothing more than combinatorial composomes.  There is 
no reason a composome can’t exist as a folded linear digital biopolymer.  Prior 
to folding, ribozymes are combinatorial strings of “alphabetical characters” or 
token sequences. The fact that they start out as  linearly arranged prior to fold-
ing does not disqualify them from being composomes.  The alphabet consists 
of four possible “letter” or token options.  Only one of four nucleotide options 
can be selected at each locus in the string.   In the absence of selection in a ma-
terialistic world, the monomeric component would either be 1) random, 2) or-
dered to some degree by physicochemical law-like tendencies, or 3) ordered to 
some degree by unequal availability of each base in a given environment.  
Some bases like cytosine would have been extremely rare in a prebiotic envi-
ronment.   So any spontaneously forming composomal string of ribonucleo-
tides would be considerably ordered by a greater abundance of some nucleo-
tide options over others.  This would greatly reduce the Shannon uncertainty 
and information potential of any string formation.  If there were no physicody-
namic preferences for any one base over another from the base-4 alphabet, and 
all nucleotides were equally available in the prebiotic environment, each po-
tential selection at each locus would represent two bits of Shannon uncertainty.   
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No folding takes place until the ribonucleotide string is already polymerized 
with rigidly formed 3’5’ phosphodiester bonds.  The sequencing determines 
via thermodynamics the particular secondary and tertiary folding that eventual-
ly produces a functional ribozyme.   

Natural selection is only eliminative, not constructive [239, 240].  Empir-
ical evidence and prediction fulfillment are both sorely lacking in support of 
the contention that random variation (noise) can generate good new ideas, im-
plementations, designs or engineering from which the environment could “se-
lect.”  This is true of RNA stochastic ensembles and any early RNA analogs 
forming in a pre-RNA world.  It is all the more true of the derivation of current 
life’s universal linear digital symbol system.  These tokens represent and pre-
scribe future primary structure (sequencing), folding, secondary and tertiary 
structure (three-dimensional catalysts, machines and nanocomputers), and the 
eventual molecular interactions between them (e.g., protein-protein interac-
tions).  

Natural selection does nothing more than eliminate second-rate pheno-
typic organisms arising from inferior programming [147].   Evolution contrib-
utes nothing to new programming [15, 250].  Duplication plus variation (ran-
dom noise) has never been shown to generate a single new nontrivial program.  
A mechanism for programming potential new function using a linear digital 
material symbol system exists nowhere in the environmental selection para-
digm.  Natural selection has never been observed to prescribe a single new su-
perior genome or metabolome from mere noise “variation.”   Instead of a natu-
ral process mechanism for spontaneous programming of genetic and genomic 
Prescriptive Information (PI), blind belief in the amazing, mystical powers of 
“variation” of duplications is propagated. Optimism still exists, however, that 
one day the prebiotic self-organization of an RNA World will be worked out 
[45, 63, 301-305].  But the RNA World remains to this day entirely imagina-
tive [306].  Even if it ever existed, Blomberg, head of NASA’s Astrobiology 
program at the time, admitted, "The RNA world may have been a great 
achievement, but it could hardly provide, in a direct way, the functions that 
were necessary for the final steps to the first organisms." [233]     

5.2  Pre-RNA World and RNA World analogs 

The Pre-RNA World model [133, 254, 307-313] arose out of necessity 
because spontaneous RNA chemistry in a prebiotic environment proved to be 
unrealistic. “Ribose is difficult to form selectively, and the addition of nucleo-
bases to ribose is inefficient in the case of purines and does not occur at all in 
the case of the canonical pyrimidines.”[256]  Thus pre-RNA World models 
began to arise in which RNA analogs, alternative RNA-like molecules with 
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backbones different from ribose-phosphate, and possibly even peptides, serve 
primarily as catalysts.  The backbone of RNA analogs is made up phosphate-
bonded non-ribose sugars [69, 71].  

Early on, Orgel and Joyce realized the seriousness of problems with ini-
tial RNA chemistry in a prebiotic environment [314, 315].  They also investi-
gated simpler nucleic acid polymers.  Examples of specific RNA analogs are 
(L)-a-threofuranosyl oligonucleotides and TNAs [316].  These molecules have 
threose rather than ribose in their sugar-phosphate backbones and yet retain 
many of the properties of RNA including the ability to pair up in double heli-
ces.  Anastasi, et al reviewed recent experimental work on the assembly of po-
tential RNA precursors [303].  Powner, Gerland and Sutherland investigated 
the synthesis of activated pyrimidine ribonucleotides under plausible prebiotic 
conditions [256].  House discussed possible roles for dihydrouracils in the pre-
RNA world [312].  Matray and Gryaznov investigated the synthesis and 
properties of RNA analogs-oligoribonucleotide N3'-->P5' phosphoramidates. 
[317]   Kolb found many of the properties of urazole to make it a good poten-
tial precursor to uracil and guanazole a potential precursor to cytosine in a pre-
RNA world [313].   

Nielson investigated peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) using an amide rather 
than ribose backbone [318, 319].  Diederichsen investigated alternating D- and 
L- alanyl peptide nucleic acids (ANAs) [320]. 

Iris Fry [141] describes models such as Cairns-Smith’s and de Duve’s as 
“Preparatory metabolism” models.  Both Cairns-Smith and de Duve find the 
prebiotic emergence of RNA implausible.  But they both believe correctly that 
a genetic polymer is essential for open-ended evolution (OEE).  Says Howard 
Pattee, "Separate description and construction components are necessary for 
complex systems that can adapt and evolve." [321, pg 261].  Fry argues that 
other models should also be considered “preparatory” rather than Metabolism 
First [141].  As usual, no explanation is provided as to how inanimate nature 
would go about “preparing” for eventual metabolic success.  Failure to explain 
how so-called “natural process” physicodynamics could anticipate and pursue 
formal function impedes virtually all models of life origin, whether Protomet-
abolic First or Information/Replication First.   Appealing to a preRNA World 
does not solve this problem either.  No motive or basis exists for selection of 
cooperative organization over disorganization.  Only investigator minds imag-
ine inanimate nature incorporating urazole and its ribosides, peptide RNA ana-
logs, group II introns and other self-replicative ribozymes into auto-catalytic 
schemes.  Nature does not scheme.  All code-origin models are plagued by the 
same lack of environmental pursuit of pragmatism of any kind.  Inanimate na-
ture does not value or pursue “usefulness.” Unaided physicodynamic con-
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straints and laws do not generate controls that steer interactions toward formal 
function. 

Even Pre-RNA World chemistry proved to be far more unrealistic than 
originally envisioned [152, 177, 178, 257, 258, 322-324].  Leslie Orgel was the 
premier life-origin investigator of the late twentieth and early twenty-first cen-
tury.  Orgel could find no basis for a Protometabolic World of self-
organization:   

 
In my opinion, there is no basis in known chemistry for the belief that long  
sequences of reactions can organize spontaneously---and every reason to  
believe that they cannot.  [155] 
 

Thus Orgel had little choice but to hypothesize a simpler RNA analog 
scenario that could eventually evolve into an RNA World.  He believed there 
had to have been alternate polymers, perhaps RNA analogs, in a preRNA 
World.  But his optimism only seemed to wane near the end of his illustrious 
career.  And opponents of the RNA World are no more impressed with the 
plausibility of useful RNA analog formation than that of RNA.  It has been 
argued by opponents of the preRNA and RNA World that the spontaneous 
formation and self-organization of RNA analogs such as TNA, PNA, ANA 
and urazole in a prebiotic environment is not significantly more plausible than 
the RNA World model [150, 178, 303, 325].  In addition, it has not been estab-
lished that any of these alternative backbones could provide the extensive 
Shannon uncertainty and Prescriptive Information (PI) potential provided by 
current life nucleic acids [15, 16, 18, 318, 326].  Nevertheless, adherence to the 
Pre-RNA World model remains strong in many circles [133, 175, 264, 311, 
313, 327-331].    

6.  Early photosynthetic models 

The earliest photosynthetic cells are thought to have been almost certain-
ly anoxygenic.  Oxygenic photosynthesis and the subsequent rise of atmos-
pheric oxygen supposedly occurred around 2.4 billion years ago [332].  Com-
plex biosynthetic pathways of carbon fixation would have been needed involv-
ing new photosynthetic cofactors, electron carriers, and pigments [141].  Endo-
symbiosis is thought to have played a role [333-337].  Schopf states, 

 
Fossil evidence of photosynthesis, documented in Precambrian sediments 
by microbially laminated stromatolites, cyanobacterial microscopic fossils, 
and carbon isotopic data consistent with the presence of Rubisco-mediated 
CO2-fixation, extends from the present to ~3,500 million years ago. Such 
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data, however, do not resolve time of origin of O2-producing photoauto-
trophy from its anoxygenic, bacterial, evolutionary precursor. Though it is 
well established that Earth's ecosystem has been based on autotrophy since 
its very early stages, the time of origin of oxygenic photosynthesis, more 
than 2,450 million years ago, has yet to be established.[338] 
 

Grenfell et al [339] point out that the Sun was originally shining 20-25% 
less brightly than today.  They maintain that earth would have been an ice ball 
without greenhouse-like conditions to warm the atmosphere.  They thus con-
clude that greenhouse gases must have been present on early Earth to warm the 
planet.  Argue Grenfell et al.: 

  
Evidence from the geological record indicates an abundance of the 
greenhouse gas CO(2). CH(4) was probably present as well; and, in 
this regard, methanogenic bacteria, which belong to a diverse group of 
anaerobic prokaryotes that ferment CO(2) plus H(2) to CH(4), may 
have contributed to modification of the early atmosphere. Molecular 
oxygen was not present, as is indicated by the study of rocks from that 
era, which contain iron carbonate rather than iron oxide. [339] 

 
Mulkidjanian and Galperin believe that life started within photosynthe-

sizing ZnS compartments [61, 340].  They contend that life could have evolved 
under the conditions of elevated levels of Zn2+ ions, byproducts of the ZnS-
mediated photosynthesis. UV-rich solar radiation set the stage for a Zinc 
World.  They envision precipitated zinc sulfide (ZnS) providing photosyntheti-
cally active porous edifices similar to what is found near deep-sea hydrother-
mal vents. They cite as evidence the roles of Zn2+ ions and possibly manga-
nese sulfide in modern organisms, particularly in RNA and protein structures: 

 
Under the high pressure of the primeval, carbon dioxide-dominated atmos-
phere ZnS could precipitate at the surface of the first continents, within 
reach of solar light. It is suggested that the ZnS surfaces (1) used the solar 
radiation to drive carbon dioxide reduction, yielding the building blocks 
for the first biopolymers, (2) served as templates for the synthesis of longer 
biopolymers from simpler building blocks, and (3) prevented the first bi-
opolymers from photo-dissociation, by absorbing from them the excess ra-
diation. In addition, the UV light may have favoured the selective enrich-
ment of photostable, RNA-like polymers. [61] 
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Baltscheffsky investigated stepwise molecular evolution of bacterial pho-
tosynthetic energy conversion [98]. Various other embryonic Photosynthetic 
models have been proposed [341-363].  All of them require considerable or-
ganization and pathway integration to be able to harness, transduce, store, and 
call up when needed energy in a usable form.  Even if this organization were to 
spontaneously generate, innumerable mechanisms would have to simultane-
ously arise that could accomplish something creative using the transduced 
stored energy.  Even the simplest protometabolism would had to have been 
masterfully organized to meet homeostatic metabolic needs necessary for life. 

7.  Code-origin Models   

Much work has been done trying to elucidate how genetic code arose 
naturalistically [159, 184-186, 188, 298, 364-391].  Di Giulio, Wong, Yarus, 
Schimmel and Guimaraes have probably been the leading code-origin theo-
rists.  The conceptually ideal nature of genetic code [392-398], however, is dif-
ficult to explain working only with after-the-fact differential survival and re-
production of the best already-programmed organisms.  Genetic programming 
must not only preceed, but prescribe the existence of any organism.  This is not 
just true for the fittest organisms, but for any living organism.   No basis exists 
within the metaphysical belief system of naturalism for selection of coded in-
structions prior to the realization of phenotypic superiority [147].            

The Code Co-evolution Model of code origin was first proposed by 
Wong [387, 388] and updated 30 years later [184].  Wong’s model suggested 
that genetic code co-evolved with biosynthetic pathways of AA.  “Amino acid 
biosynthesis and hydrophobicity were important factors in shaping the genetic 
code, as the primitive code co-evolved with new varieties of amino acids gen-
erated by the expanding pathways of biosynthesis.” [390]  Ronneberg conclud-
ed that Wong’s code co-evolution theory cannot adequately explain the struc-
ture of the genetic code [379].  Wong countered with a defense of his model 
[389, 390].  Others have entertained variations of Wong’s approach that differ 
in important respects [368, 399] [159, 186, 400].  Lahav suggested a unique 
co-evolution of enzymes and ribozymes [128].  Guimaraes has published prob-
ably the most recently updated code origin model [159, 186, 400-402]. 

Yockey [403, pg 4-5] shows that the Central Dogma—the one-way-only 
flow of Prescriptive Information (PI) from the codon alphabet of 64 (or 61) 
block codes to the amino acid alphabet of 20—is a mathematical property aris-
ing from the redundancy (poorly termed “degeneracy”) of the genetic code, not 
just a physicodynamic property of nucleic acids and amino acids per se.  It is a 
mathematical impossibility for PI to flow in the opposite direction as is re-
quired by many code-origin models that propose slow growth of the code table 
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over long periods of time.   The PI in the redundant codon table had to have 
been there first.  When told only that a pair of tossed die generated a total of 7, 
there is no way to recover the information of whether the two die showed a 1 
and 6, 2 and 5, 3 and 4, 4 and 3, 5 and 2, or 6 and 1.  Detailed information is 
permanently lost in the totaling of the two die.   One cannot determine from 
knowing only the amino acid, without the codon table, which of the 1, 2, 3, 4 
or 6 codons that prescribed that amino acid. Such information is crucial with 
many genetic diseases and with cancer mutations. 

The genetic code is ideally arranged to minimize the effect of genetic 
noise in the Shannon channel [392, 395-397, 403, pg 104-107].  This optimal 
coding requires the additional information that would not have existed if the 
code were slowly constructed through evolution from amino acids to codons.  
Naturalistic code-origin models seem to consistently ignore this reality.  The 
devil is in the details of which codon prescribed which amino acid in each 
unique situation.  Some genetic diseases are caused by a point mutation of one 
of the three nucleotides in a codon even though the amino acid prescribed is 
unaffected!   

8.  Composome, Chemoton and RNA evolution would have been extreme-
ly limited. 

Composomes, chemotons and ribozymes do NOT have separate descrip-
tion and construction components.  The two components are one in the same.  
Sequencing directly determines structure and catalytic ability.  This creates 
real problems for any abiogenic evolutionary model that hopes to maintain its 
optimized self-replicative sequencing, folds, structure and function while sim-
ultaneously mutating to a different sequence that is optimized for some other 
metabolic function other than self-replication. When the “genome” changes, 
the phenotypic “organism” itself changes in an immediate and direct way.  The 
odds of the primary structure (sequencing) being the same for both optimized 
self-replicative function and a separate sophisticated metabolic function are 
miniscule at best.  Any move towards an improved new metabolic function 
will simultaneously compromise the ribozyme’s or protocell’s hoped-for (nev-
er once observed) spontaneous self-replicative function.            

Another unanswered question for RNA World advocates is, “What corre-
lation exists between highly-optimized, error-free self-replication of sequenc-
es, and highly optimized metabolic function?  How could one sequence simul-
taneously be optimized for both important functions?  The reason ribozymes 
receive so much attention in life-origin science is their ability to simultaneous-
ly serve as catalysts and information-retaining linear digital strings.  Their cat-
alytic function and information retention depends upon their particular se-
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quence of ribonucleotides.  But in ribozymes, the exact same sequence that 
would be optimized for catalysis of self-replication is also the “heritable” se-
quence.  For the heritable sequence to mutate necessarily involves the de-
optimization of the already optimized catalytic sequence and function.  In ri-
bozymes the two sequences are one in the same with shared functions.  Pro-
gress in one area compromises progress in another.  No selection pressure for 
either function takes place upon polymerization of ribonucleotides with rigid 
bonds.  The environment has no goal or desire to optimize either function, let 
alone organize both together into an integrated homeostatic metabolic scheme 
with accurate self-replication.  The Functional Information (FI) [10-14] found 
in ribozyme’s primary-structure sequencing would be largely limited to the 
sequencing that prescribes folding into that particular ribozyme.  The ribonu-
cleotide sequencing would first and foremost have to be optimized for self-
replication.  Simultaneous optimization of this same sequence for contribution 
to any holistic metabolic scheme would be almost impossible.   Even in a pro-
tocell, hundreds if not thousands of metabolic functions other than the self-
replication function would be needed to organize anything close to life.   

Recently even Szathmáry’s group has argued effectively that compo-
somes cannot evolve [252].  Compositional “genomes” (assemblies of varying 
molecular species) are thought by some to be able to propagate evolvable 
chemical and structural information [162-165].  Szathmary’s group calls these 
macromolecular aggregates “ensemble replicators.”  They are thought to be 
able to replicate three-dimensional structures that would support the idea of 
composome evolution.  Vasas, Szathmáry and Santos found in a 2010 PNAS 
paper entitled “Lack of evolvability in self-sustaining autocatalytic networks 
constrains metabolism-first scenarios for the origin of life,” 

 
In sharp contrast with template-dependent replication dynamics, we 
demonstrate here that replication of compositional information is so in-
accurate that fitter compositional genomes cannot be maintained by se-
lection and, therefore, the system lacks evolvability (i.e., it cannot sub-
stantially depart from the asymptotic steady-state solution already 
built-in in the dynamical equations). We conclude that this fundamental 
limitation of ensemble replicators cautions against metabolism-first 
theories of the origin of life, although ancient metabolic systems could 
have provided a stable habitat within which polymer replicators later 
evolved. [252, pg. 1470] 

 
Thus three-dimensional composomes cannot evolve.  Composomes lack 

the dichotomization of genome from phenotype needed for evolution to occur 
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[404-408].   A buffer zone must exist between genome and phenotype to allow 
for the simultaneous existence of genetic drift and a relatively stable phenotyp-
ic life simultaneously.   

Any mutation of an oligoribonucleotide sequence in the RNA World 
would tend to produce a much more immediate phenotypic change than seen 
with current organism DNA mutations.  And that mutation would be almost 
certainly be far more deleterious to the already accidentally and barely 
achieved self-replicative function.  Any movement towards a beneficial new 
metabolic function would be de-optimizing to the self-replicative function.   

But even before that, no reason or mechanism was ever provided for how 
the sequencing was achieved that would produce self-replicative function.   
How did an inanimate nature pursue optimization of self-replicative sequenc-
ing in the first place? 

The primary structure (the sequencing) is “written in stone” with rigid 
3’5’ phosphodiester bonds before any prescriptive function could be realized.  
And the environment has no desire or preference for replication over non-
replication.  No basis exists for selection for potential self-replicative function.  
Either a stochastic ensemble against all odds just happens to form that has self-
replicative catalytic ability, or it doesn’t.  The finest RNA chemists in the 
world have had an extremely difficult time purposefully engineering ribo-
zymes to auto-catalyze [62, 294].  The statistical prohibitiveness of a stochastic 
ensemble achieving this function cannot be circumvented in the absence of a 
selection mechanism or experimenter engineering.  

But suppose by some miracle a primary structure stochastic ensemble 
formed spontaneously which catalyzed self-replication.  Any mutation would 
not only not pursue a new function, it would compromise and de-optimize the 
already-existing self-replicative function.  Self-replication would be sacrificed 
at the expense of selection for almost any other metabolic function.    

Virtually all Protometabolism First and RNA World models lack organi-
zational motive, ability and naturalistic explanation.  No reason is provided 
from these purely physicodynamic interactions as to why inanimate nature 
would pursue the goal of formal integration and function.  

The self-replicative optimization was itself already problematic because 
it would consume all resources in the mass production of the same self-
replicator oligoribonucleotide sequence.  Selfish auto-catalytic self-replications 
would completely exhaust the phase space resources so that none of the other 
scores (if not hundreds) of essential protometabolic contributors could have 
formed at the same place and time. 

The vast combinatorial and structural phase space needed for other spon-
taneous stochastic evolutions of functions would be completely consumed be-
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fore any “search” could begin.  But of course there is no search.  Environ-
ments don’t search for anything.  Evolution has no goal, especially not prebi-
otic evolution (for which there is zero observational evidence, or even plausi-
ble rational support).   Function first has to exist for it to be secondarily pre-
ferred. The environment has no preference for function over non-function.   
Evolution is nothing more than elimination of lesser quality already-living or-
ganisms [239, 240].      

The difficulty with which most of these needed organic contributors are 
chemically produced, their short-lived stability in most prebiotic environments, 
the innumerable cross reactions that occur, the exclusivity of left-handed ami-
no acids and right-handed sugars with no straight forward means of homochi-
ral production, are just a few of the many problems with Metabolism First 
models. 

Rocha describes natural selection as a “statistical bias on the rates of re-
production of populations of individuals,” but acknowledges that “this is as far 
as (statistical) dynamics can take us to describe this process” [243, pg. 11].  No 
reason is provided as to why a statistical bias might exist that would favor 
formal organization.  No contrast is drawn between mere physicodynamic con-
straints and formal controls, between fixed laws and the arbitrary formal rules 
needed to generate formal pragmatic systems.  Choices, not constraints—and 
rules, not laws—are needed to organize any formal utility.  Until science fully 
acknowledges this objective reality, progress in life-origin studies will contin-
ue to encounter immovable road blocks. 

Literal genetic algorithms, not figurative ones, prescribe and control life. 
Nucleotides function in an objective, not just a subjective human symbolic ca-
pacity. The particular symbol selection at each decision node of nucleotide 
polymerization is isolated from physicodynamic causation by a dynamic dis-
continuity [242, 243, 409]. The nonphysical instructions are physically instan-
tiated into material symbol systems using physical symbol vehicles.  The pro-
gramming is fundamentally formal, not physical.  “Seman-
tic/semiotic/bioengineering function requires dynamically inert, resortable, 
physical symbol vehicles that represent time-independent, non-dynamic 
“meaning (e.g., codons).” [9]  Physicodynamics cannot participate in represen-
tationalism.  The latter is purely formal, not physical.  No empirical or rational 
basis exists for granting to physics or chemistry such non-dynamic capabilities 
of functional sequencing. Neither chance nor necessity (fixed law) can pro-
gram configurable switches to integrate circuits, write coded instructions, or 
organize formal utility. 

The bottom line is that no naturalistic basis exists for optimization of ri-
bozymes’ primary structure.  The environment is blind to isolated function.  
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The notion of molecular evolution has nothing to work with as a basis for se-
lection other than self-replication.  But self-replicative function is very differ-
ent from metabolic function.  No reason exists for a sequence optimized for 
self-replication to also be simultaneously optimized for hundreds of other met-
abolic catalytic functions needed for a protometabolism to organize.  Even if 
all the individual ribozyme catalytic metabolic functions somehow got opti-
mized at the same time as the self-replicative function, nothing would exist in 
a prebiotic environment to organize a living system.   We would have nothing 
but a vesicle or micelle that was a “bag of ribozymes.”    If a “bag of enzymes” 
does not constitute a living cell, a “bag of ribozymes” certainly wouldn’t.   The 
capabilities of ribozymes are extremely limited with only minimally effective 
rate constants and sophistication compared to proteins.     

A recent paper in The Quarterly Review of Biology shows that almost all 
of the very few supposedly “helpful” adaptive mutations involve either the loss 
or the modification of existing function [410].  It was already well-known that 
most mutations are outrightly deleterious.  What is significant about this study 
is that it shows even the rare supposedly “beneficial” mutations degrade the 
genome.  Genetic research seems to be consistently showing information decay 
from mutations, not improvement in the quality of sophisticated prescription 
[279]. 

Systems biology [411-417] has risen to the forefront as investigators 
have discovered ever more amazing degrees of metabolic organization and 
control.  No basis exists for organization or control in a chance-and-necessity-
only materialistic worldview.  This problem is just as real, if not more acute, in 
primordial systems biology [418, 419]. 

Biosemiosis—communication within and between cells, is now firmly 
entrenched in our understanding of life.  This includes the molecular biological 
level [420-424] [15, 326, 406-408, 425-449].  Communication of meaning-
ful/functional messages is impossible without arbitrary selection of symbols or 
programming choices. 

9.  Panspermia 

It has never been clear to this author why any astrobiologist would think 
that panspermia would help solve the life-origin problem on earth.  The age of 
the cosmos is only three times that of the earth.  How could the statistical pro-
hibitiveness of spontaneous generation of life on earth possibly be helped sig-
nificantly by multiplying that ridiculously low probability by a mere factor of 
3?   

Problems exist with the notion of panspermia from other solar systems.  
For a rock or ET spacecraft to overcome the gravity of an average source plan-
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et, it would need an escape velocity equivalent to around 16,000 mph.  An as-
teroid hit would be required.  In addition, any rock coming from around 40 
light years away would take around a million years to get here.  DNA would 
be destroyed by radiation even in spores.  The temperature in space is nearly 
absolute zero.  No nutrients or oxygen would exist during the trip.  Entry into 
the earth’s atmosphere would cook the rock.  The impact of whatever super-
heated meteriorite was left wouldn’t help much. 

Recently Hoover [450] has claimed to have found microfossils in carbo-
naceous chondritic meteriorites.  This is not the first time he has made this 
claim [451].  The astrobiological scientific community remains skeptical. Car-
bonaceous chondrites are meteorites that are thought to have formed in the ear-
ly solar system.  The metals in these meteorites are found as silicates, oxides 
and sulfides rather than in their free form.  They can also contain considerable 
amounts of carbon and organic compounds, especially if they have never been 
heated to more than 50 degrees C.   They are important because they seem to 
have formed in oxygen-rich environments, and many of them contain minerals 
that appear to have been exposed to water.  Different kinds of carbonaceous 
chondrites have formed depending upon the planet and region of the early so-
lar system from which they originated.  

Hoover attempted to rule out contamination of his samples, but Brasier 
argues:  “In terms of syngenicity, these samples have been sitting around in 
laboratories for between 205 and 73 years. It is well known that microbial con-
taminants can penetrate deep into such rocks, even during storage.” [452] 

Morphology is not very reliable in identifying such microfossils.  In ad-
dition to filamentous bacteria varying a great deal in morphology, electron mi-
croscopy introduces many artifacts.  Brasier [452] argues that such filamentous 
structures can form abiotically as ambient inclusion trails (AITs).  These AITs 
greatly resemble cyanobacterial microfossils, and have compositions similar to 
those described by Hoover that are enriched in carbon, sulphur and silica-rich 
minerals in their filament margins. NASA itself is cautious about supporting 
Hoover’s claims.  Carbon enrichment is a major component of all the meteor-
ites that Hoover studied.  The evidence for life in Hoover’s samples is proba-
bly no better than that for the Martian meteorite ALH840001. 

After over 40 years of trying to detect an intelligent message from outer 
space, the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) has come up empty 
handed. 

For a discussion of the metaphysical notion of multiverse, see Chapter 
11, Section 5.  
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10. Conclusions: 

No evasion of the facts is any longer possible.  The reality of Prescriptive 
Information’s control of life is undeniable [281, 453-460].  The many recently 
discovered additional layers and dimensions of PI only make explaining the 
derivation of PI all the more daunting a task.  The roles of micro RNAs, pep-
tides and small polypeptides, in addition to regulatory proteins, have proven 
linear digital regulation of function within bona fide formal molecular biologi-
cal systems.  Even linear digital controls of development are now quite appar-
ent.   

Any kind of organization requires programming for potential function, 
arrangement of components, control and regulation of events prior to the exist-
ence of any pursued biofunction.  But of course no prebiotic chemical system 
is capable of pursuing eventual function.    

Eigen/Schuster hypercycle models and Ganti chemoton/stoichiometric 
models excite  naturalistic explanatory hope.  The reason is that they provide a 
vivid illusion of control and self-organization.  In reality, no such formal con-
trol or organization is provided by mere constraints.   Both positive and nega-
tive feedback circular constraints occur that affect reaction products determin-
istically.  But no formally integrative and fine-tuned system of regulation and 
sophisticated function arises from circular physicodynamic constraints.   

Any evolution of improved metabolic function would compromise its 
self-replicative function, as the two would almost always have two widely dif-
ferent optimized structures.  Similarly, the molecular evolution of any new 
metabolically functional structure would compromise its self-replicative struc-
ture.  Ribozymes, like any other composome, cannot evolve much without 
progressive loss of their already-optimized auto-catalytic tertiary structure.  
Not even the auto-catalytic function of ribozymes has ever been observed to 
occur without extensive human engineering.  As mentioned above, so-called 
“directed evolution” is a nonsense term that violates the evolutionary require-
ment of being non-teleological.  

In Leslie Orgel’s last paper, entitled “The implausibility of metabolic cy-
cles on the prebiotic earth” [153], Orgel  emphasized that “. . . , solutions of-
fered by supporters of geneticist or metabolist scenarios that are dependent on 
“if pigs could fly” hypothetical chemistry are unlikely to help.” 

Nobel laureate biologist George Wald stated without hesitancy that "one 
has only to contemplate the magnitude of [the] task to concede that the sponta-
neous generation of a living organism is impossible." [461] 
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Abstract.  The origin of life’s biggest mystery is the origin of the genome 
which contains the information to cybernetically control all aspects of 
cellular life today.  Without formal control, no life would exist.  The 
genetics-first and metabolism-first models will be examined, each having 
characteristics that strain scientific credibility.  Major physical science 
limitations and the formidable information science problems are examined.  
These problems usually result in over-simplifications in speculative 
scenarios.  More serious are the 11 peer-reviewed scientific null 
hypotheses that require falsification before any of the naturalistic scenarios 
can be considered as serious science.  Assuming the problems can be 
resolved, the requirements for a minimal “genome” can be discussed in the 
areas of initial generation of programmed controls, replication of the 
genome and needed components that make it useful, regulation of “life’s” 
processes, and evolvability.  Life is an intersection of the physical 
sciences of chemistry and physics and the nonphysical formalism of 
information science.  Each domain must be investigated using that 
domain's principles. Yet most scientists have been attempting to use 
physical science to explain life's nonphysical information domain, a 
practice that has no scientific justification. 
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Introduction: Pseudo-Scientific Speculations or Science? 

 A hundred years ago, the title’s question wouldn’t have been needed 
since a cell was thought to be bag of plasm [1] originating in a “warm little 
pond” [2].  Fifty years ago, protein and DNA structures had been 
determined so science “knew” the secrets of the genome.  With the 
Miller/Urey [3] synthesis, many thought that the origin of life explanation 
was near.  Fifteen years ago, it started to be realized that “junk DNA” was 
a misnomer.  Five years ago, epigenetic control systems largely deter-
mined by non-coding DNA began to be discovered.  As new knowledge of 
functional complexity is revealed, we realize that our knowledge of that 
complexity has been increasing exponentially, with no end in sight.  As 
one layer is pealed back, a new level of functional complexity is exposed.  
Rather than getting simpler, the more we know, the more we know we don’t 
know! “As sequencing and other new technologies spew forth data, the 
complexity of biology has seemed to grow by orders of Magnitude” [4].  
There seems to be an exponential increase in knowledge, with the target of 
understanding the origin receding ever faster. 

 The origin of life (OOL) is unknown and is obscured by the lack of 
knowledge of the prebiotic conditions that existed as life “developed.”  
“Most of the (bio)chemical processes found within all the living organisms 
are well understood at the molecular level, whereas the origin of life 
remains one of the most vexing issues in chemistry, biology, and 
philosophy” [5].  “The origin of life remains one of the humankind's last 
great unanswered questions, as well as one of the most experimentally 
challenging research areas” [6]. Any speculation inevitably involves 
science as we don’t know it.  It is metaphysically presumed that since life 
obviously exists, there must have been a time when non-life developed into 
life through natural mechanisms.  It is also presumed (with no substanti-
ating reasons) that Pasteur's Law of Biogenesis, all life is from life (“Omne 
vivum ex vivo” [7]), must not have been applicable during life’s formation 
from inanimate material.  Pasteur’s warning that "Spontaneous generation 
is a dream" ("La génération spontanée est une chimère" [8] ) is perhaps 
appropriate to consider with the various speculations.  It is important to 
realize that “we don’t yet know, but the answers will be coming” isn’t a 
scientific statement, but rather expresses faith in naturalism-of-the-gaps, 
which is no more scientific than the god-of-the-gaps explanation that most 
scientists would dismiss out-of-hand. 
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 Speculation on a particular aspect of life may not prove fruitful 
since all known life is a carefully-orchestrated cybernetic system 
[9-12].  Without consideration of the origin of cybernetic processes, 
they are “systems and processes that interact with themselves and 
produce themselves from themselves” [13].  Michael Polanyi argued 
that life is not reducible to physical and chemical principles, but rather 
that, “the information content of a biological whole exceeds that of the 
sum of its parts” [14].  “A whole exists when it acts like a whole, when 
it produces combined effects that the parts cannot produce alone” [15].  
“Understanding the origin of life requires knowledge not only of the 
origin of biological molecules such as amino acids, nucleotides and 
their polymers, but also the manner in which those molecules are 
integrated into the organized systems that characterize cellular life” 
[16]. 

 It should be noted that speculation is important within science, 
since that is the way that new lines of thought are proposed in order to 
test scenarios for possibility and feasibility [17].  While the dream of 
becoming a Nobel laureate may encourage wide dissemination of a 
speculation, it seems appropriate to warn about spreading such 
speculations outside the scientific community.  The public too often 
views a scientist’s speculation as validated science, so that the 
speculative nature is overlooked.  The public may value a scientist’s 
view in much the same way that a movie star’s endorsement of a product 
is seen as important.  There seems to be a wide-spread belief in 
chemical predestination, even though its chief promoter [18] has 
repudiated its possibility.  For example, when signs of water on Mars 
were discovered, the media proclaimed that there must be life then.  
Our collective preoccupation with the Search for Extraterrestrial 
Intelligence [19] illustrates the belief in the inevitability of life. 

1. Overview  

 The approach of this essay will be to consider scenarios for 
developing the minimal replication and control information (“pro-
to-genome”) for a protocell, since even “protolife” would require 
self-replication and control ability.   Note that the ability to use the 
“genomic” information for functionality is also critical.  Metabolic 
cycles [20], homochirality [21-24], cell membranes [25-26], and other 
required components will not be the primary thrust, even though all are 
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indirectly controlled by today’s genome.  An excellent review of the 
organic chemistry for biomolecular origin is available [27].  Each 
proponent’s scenario will be briefly highlighted, with the primary 
arguments against the scenario coming from proponents of an 
alternative scenario, typically as quotes.  Finally, we’ll examine 
principles that are almost universally ignored in OOL scenarios, but are 
in critical need of scientific explanation. 

1.1 RNA (Genetics) First Scenarios 

 A ribosome, “a molecular fossil” [28], can join amino acids 
without additional enzymes except for those that are imbedded in the 
ribosome itself to make it a ribozyme (enzymes needed to manufacture 
tRNAs presumably developed later).  “An appeal of the RNA world 
hypothesis is that it solves the ‘chicken and egg’ problem; it shows that 
in an earlier, simplified biota the genotype/replicator and pheno-
type/catalyst could have been one and the same molecule” [29] (but the 
RNA/enzyme of a ribozyme is another chicken/egg problem).  “RNA 
appears well suited to have served as the first replicative polymer on 
this planet” [30].  The origin of the RNA World by stringing together 
optimistic extrapolations of prebiotic chemistry achievements and 
experimenter-directed RNA “evolution” (a misnomer) has been 
described as “the ‘Molecular Biologists' Dream ... [and]  the prebiotic 
chemist's nightmare” [31].  An excellent review [32] describes the 
potential and problems of the RNA world.  The “difficulties in 
nucleobase ribosylation can be overcome with directing, blocking, and 
activating groups on the nucleobase and ribose … These molecular 
interventions are synthetically ingenious, but serve to emphasize the 
enormous difficulties that must be overcome if ribonucleosides are to be 
efficiently produced by nucleobase ribosylation under prebiotically 
plausible conditions. This impasse has led many scientists to abandon 
the idea that a RNA “genome” might have assembled abiotically, and 
has prompted a search for potential pre-RNA informational molecules” 
[33].  It has been pointed out that “what is essential, therefore, is a 
reasonably detailed description, hopefully supported by experimental 
evidence, of how an evolvable family of cycles might operate. The 
scheme should not make unreasonable demands on the efficiency and 
specificity of the various external and internally generated catalysts that 
are supposed to be involved.  Without such a description, acceptance 
of the possibility of complex non-enzymatic cyclic organizations that 
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are capable of evolution can only be based on faith, a notoriously 
dangerous route to scientific progress” [20].  The experimenter- 
directed “side products would have amounted to a fatal and committed 
step in the synthesis of a nascent proto-RNA. This problem illustrates a 
difficulty in non-enzymatic polymerization that must be taken into 
account when considering how the nature of the synthetic routes to and 
structural identities of early genetic polymers: irreversible linkages are 
adaptive for an informational polymer only when mechanisms exist to 
make them conditionally reversible [34]. 

 “No physical law need be broken for spontaneous RNA formation 
to happen, but the chances against it are so immense, that the suggestion 
implies that the non-living world had an innate desire to generate RNA 

  There is no reason to presume that an indifferent nature would not 
combine units at random, producing an immense variety of hybrid short, 
terminated chains, rather than the much longer one of uniform backbone 
geometry needed to support replicator and catalytic functions” [35].   
“The RNA molecule is too complex, requiring assembly first of the 
monomeric constituents of RNA, then assembly of strings of monomers 
into polymers. As a random event without a highly structured chemical 
context, this sequence has a forbiddingly low probability and the 
process lacks a plausible chemical explanation, despite considerable 
effort to supply one” [36].  “It has been challenging to identify 
possible prebiotic chemistry that might have created RNA.  Organic 
molecules, given energy, have a well-known propensity to form 
multiple products, sometimes referred to collectively as ‘tar’ or 
‘tholin.’  These mixtures appear to be unsuited to support Darwinian 
processes, and certainly have never been observed to spontaneously 
yield a homochiral genetic polymer.  To date, proposed solutions to 
this challenge either involve too much direct human intervention to 
satisfy many in the community, or generate molecules that are 
unreactive ‘dead ends’ under standard conditions of temperature and 
pressure” [27].  

 Some [27, 33] believe that inorganic crystals or clay served as a 
template for the original RNA.   The “replication of clay ‘information’ 
has remained hypothetical, and transfer of replicated clay properties to 
nucleic acids even more so” [29].   Crystals contain a very small 
quantity of information in their regular structures, so that any 
significant information would have to be in irregularities.  How would 
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inanimate nature produce those irregularities to serve as templates for 
functional information in replicative polymers? 

 “The reaction system... is a purified reconstituted system in which 
all of the components and their concentrations are defined. The number 
of components is amazingly large, yet this is one of the simplest 
encapsulated systems for carrying out protein translation and RNA 
replication.  With regard to the origin of life, the first living systems 
would have had functionally identical translation and replication 
systems, but they must have been simpler and contained machinery for 
nutrient transport.  The complexity of our system implies that extant 
translation machinery has become highly sophisticated during the 
evolutionary process” [16]. 

1.2  Metabolism-First Scenarios 

 Metabolism-first scenarios involve development of a 
self-replicating, self-sustaining chemical system that is able to capture 
energy and that is contained within a protocell [24] or geothermal vent 
[38-39].  Perhaps energy transfer used an “osmosis first” paradigm 
[40, 26].  Unlike RNA first, there is no nucleotide genome to control 
replication or component construction so that selection would have 
favored “not the best replicator, but the reaction that sucked in fuel the 
quickest, denying energy to other chemical processes” [41].  The “bag 
of chemicals” (composome) presumably would grow until it reaches a 
size that enables it to divide, with each “daughter” inheriting about half 
the chemical contents.  “The origin of life was marked when a rare few 
protocells happened to have the ability to capture energy from the 
environment to initiate catalyzed heterotrophic growth directed by 
heritable genetic information in the polymers ... The origin of life 
occurred when a subset of these molecules was captured in a com-
partment and could interact with one another to produce the properties 
we associate with the living state” [39].  There have been simulations 
[42-43] in which the composomes “undergo mutation-like composi-
tional changes” that are claimed to illustrate evolution, but these have 
never been experimentally observed. 

 Although metabolism-first avoids the infeasibility of forming 
functional RNA by chance, “replication of compositional information is 
so inaccurate that fitter compositional genomes cannot be maintained by 
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selection and, therefore, the system lacks evolvability (i.e., it cannot 
substantially depart from the asymptotic steady-state solution already 
built-in in the dynamical equations).  We conclude that this funda-
mental limitation of ensemble replicators cautions against metabo-
lism-first theories of the origin of life” [44].  Concerning the chemical 
cycles required, “These are chemically very difficult reactions ... One 
needs, therefore, to postulate highly specific catalysts for these 
reactions.  It is likely that such catalysts could be constructed by a 
skilled synthetic chemist, but questionable that they could be found 
among naturally occurring minerals or prebiotic organic mole-
cules…The lack of a supporting background in chemistry is even more 
evident in proposals that metabolic cycles can evolve to ‘life-like’ 
complexity.  The most serious challenge to proponents of metabolic 
cycle theories—the problems presented by the lack of specificity of 
most non-enzymatic catalysts—has, in general, not been appreciated. If 
it has, it has been ignored.  Theories of the origin of life based on 
metabolic cycles cannot be justified by the inadequacy of competing 
theories: they must stand on their own” [20]. 

2. Major Unresolved Difficulties 

 Nearly all scenarios presented as science during this author’s 
education using the American Chemical Society’s “From Molecules to 
Man” have been shown to be incorrect by today’s science.  Scientists 
need to use much caution during speculative dreaming about mecha-
nisms that can be considered as explanations for the observations that 
are currently available.  Some of the major difficulties requiring 
scientific explanation will be highlighted in this section 

2.1 Physical Science Limitations 

 What natural interactions produced homochilarity, α-linkage only 
amino acids, and non-enzymatic peptide bonds and other dehydration 
reactions in aqueous solutions to produce proteins and RNAs?  What 
physical laws could integrate biochemical pathways and cycles into a 
formal protometabolic scheme?  How did the enzymes required to level 
life’s 1019 range of uncatalyzed reactions [45] spontaneously poly-
merize and self-assemble? 
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2.2 Formidable Information Science Problems 

 “Biological information is not a substance ... biological infor-
mation is not identical to genes or to DNA (any more than the words on 
this page are identical to the printers ink visible to the eye of the reader).  
Information, whether biological or cultural, is not a part of the world of 
substance” [46].  “All the equations of physics taken together cannot 
describe, much less explain, living systems.  Indeed, the laws of 
physics do not even contain any hints regarding cybernetic processes or 
feedback control” [10].  The argument for abiogenesis “simply says it 
happened.  As such, it is nothing more than blind belief.  Science must 
provide rational theoretical mechanism, empirical support, prediction 
fulfillment, or some combination of these three.  If none of these three 
are available, science should reconsider that molecular evolution of 
genetic cybernetics is a proven fact and press forward with new research 
approaches which are not obvious at this time” [47].  “The challenge 
for an undirected origin of such a cybernetic complex interacting 
computer system is the need to demonstrate that the rules, laws, and 
theories that govern electronic computing systems and information 
don't apply to the even more complex digital information systems that 
are in living organisms.  Laws of chemistry and physics, which follow 
exact statistical, thermodynamic, and spatial laws, are totally inade-
quate for generating complex functional information or those systems 
that process that information using prescriptive algorithmic infor-
mation” [48]. 

 It is important to realize that data generated by regular fluctuations 
(such as seasons or light/dark cycles) have extremely low information 
content, offering no explanation for life’s functional information.  
Communication of information requires that both sender and receiver 
know the arbitrary protocol determined by rules, not law.   A 
functioning protocell would have needed formal organization, not 
redundant order.  Organization requires control, which requires 
formalism as a reality [Chapt 1].  Each protein is currently the result of 
the execution of a real computer program running on the genetic 
operating system.  How did inanimate nature write those programs and 
operating systems?  The genome would be useless without the 
processing systems needed to carry out its prescriptive instructions. 
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2.3 Over-Simplification of Information Requirements  

 “Whatever the source of life (which is scientifically unknowable), 
the alphabet involved with the origin of life, by the necessary conditions 
of information theory, had to be at least as symbolically complex as the 
current codon alphabet.  If intermediate alphabets existed (as some 
have speculated), each predecessor also would be required to be at least 
as complex as its successor, or Shannon’s Channel Capacity [49] would 
be exceeded for information transfer between the probability space of 
alphabets with differing Shannon capacity.  Therefore, life’s original 
alphabet must have used a coding system at least as symbolically 
complex as the current codon alphabet.  There has been no feasible 
natural explanation proposed to produce such an alphabet since chance 
or physicality cannot produce functional information or a coding 
system, let alone a system as complex as that in life” [50].  Coded 
information has never been observed to originate from physicality.  
“Due to the abstract character of function and sign systems [semiotics -- 
symbols and their meaning], life is not a subsystem of natural laws.  
This suggests that our reason is limited in respect to solving the problem 
of the origin of life and that we are left accepting life as an axiom... Life 
express[es] both function and sign systems, which indicates that it is not 
a subsystem of the [physical] universe, since chance and necessity 
cannot explain sign systems, meaning, purpose, and goals” [51].  “The 
reductionist approach has been to regard information as arising out of 
matter and energy.  Coded information systems such as DNA are 
regarded as accidental in terms of the origin of life and that these then 
led to the evolution of all life forms as a process of increasing 
complexity by natural selection operating on mutations on these first 
forms of life” [52].  “From the information perspective, the genetic 
system is a pre-existing operating system of unknown origin that 
supports the storage and execution of a wide variety of specific genetic 
programs (the genome applications), each program being stored in 
DNA.  DNA is a storage medium, not a computer, that specifies all 
information needed to support the growth, metabolism, parts manu-
facturing, etc. for a specific organism via gene subprograms” [50]. 

 There are many features in current life that are extremely difficult 
to envision as arising from a protocell.  The smallest genome (though 
not autonomous) found so far is in "the psyllid symbiont Carsonella 
ruddii, which consists of a circular chromosome of 159,662 base pairs... 
The genome has a high coding density (97%) with many overlapping 
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genes and reduced gene length" [53].  “The origin and evolution of 
overlapping genes are still unknown” [54].  Since they are prevalent in 
the simplest known genome, a big question is how and why did 
overlapping genes arise?  Recently, sub-coded information [55] and a 
second genetic code [56] characterizing alternative splicing have been 
discovered.  Various transcribed RNAs are mixed and matched and 
spliced into mRNAs for specifying protein construction and other 
controls.  MicroRNAs regulate large networks of genes by acting as 
master control switches [57].  Tiny polypeptides (with 11-32 amino 
acids) can function as "micro-protein" gene expression regulators [58].  
Were these features required initially, or by what interactions of nature 
did they arise later? 

 Scientists are investigating “the organization of information in 
genomes and the functional roles that non-protein coding RNAs play in 
the life of the cell.  The most significant challenges can be summarized 
by two points: a) each cell makes hundreds of thousands of different 
RNAs and a large percent of these are cleaved into shorter functional 
RNAs demonstrating that each region of the genome is likely to be 
multifunctional and b) the identification of the functional regions of a 
genome is difficult because not only are there many of them but because 
the functional RNAs can be created by taking sequences that are not 
near each other in the genome and joining them together in an RNA 
molecule.  The order of these sequences that are joined together need 
not be sequential.  The central mystery is what controls the temporal 
and coordinated expression of these RNAs” [59].  "It is very difficult 
to wrap your head around how big the genome is and how complicated 
... It's very confusing and intimidating ... The coding parts of genes 
come in pieces, like beads on a string, and by splicing out different 
beads, or exons, after RNA copies are made, a single gene can 
potentially code for tens of thousands of different proteins, although the 
average is about five ... It's the way in which genes are switched on and 
off, though, that has turned out to be really mind-boggling, with layer 
after layer of complexity emerging" [60].  When and how did these 
features arise?  Were any present in the first life? 

2.4 Scientific Hypotheses Requiring Falsification 

 In addition to falsifying Shannon Capacity Theorem [49] if a 
proposed original information system isn’t as complex as today’s 
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codon-based system, the following testable null hypotheses (proposed 
in peer-reviewed papers) may require falsification.  No scenario 
should be accepted as science if it violates one or more of these 
unfalsified null hypotheses [60-61, 11-12]. 

#1  Stochastic ensembles of physical units cannot program algorith-
mic/cybernetic function. 

#2 Dynamically-ordered sequences of individual physical units 
(physicality patterned by natural law causation) cannot program 
algorithmic/cybernetic function. 

#3  Statistically weighted means (e.g., increased availability of certain 
units in the polymerization environment) giving rise to patterned 
(compressible) sequences of units cannot program algorith-
mic/cybernetic function. 

#4  Computationally successful configurable switches cannot be set by 
chance, necessity, or any combination of the two, even over large 
periods of time. 

#5  Self-ordering phenomena cannot generate cybernetic organization. 

#6  Randomness cannot generate cybernetic organization. 

#7  PI (prescriptive information [12]) cannot be generated from/by the 
chance and necessity of inanimate physicodynamics. 

#8  PI cannot be generated independent of formal choice contingency. 

#9  Formal algorithmic optimization, and the conceptual organization 
that results, cannot be generated independent of PI. 

#10 Physicodynamics cannot spontaneously traverse The Cybernetic 
Cut [11]: physicodynamics alone cannot organize itself into for-
mally functional systems requiring algorithmic optimization 
computational halting, and circuit integration. 

3. Could a Protocell Live and Reproduce Without a “Genome?”  

 Assuming that the problems highlighted in the previous sections 
can be overcome (including falsifications of 2.4), this section will 
discuss the key topic of this essay.  The protocell will be assumed to 
have an appropriate boundary (membrane, microtubule, etc.) that 
separates the “living” protocell from its environment.  This section 
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will highlight what would be required of a “proto-genome,” without 
regard as to whether such a “genome” is feasible (not operationally 
falsified).  “There seems to be little general agreement as to how the 
molecular apparatus needed to implement genetics within a cell could 
have come about. In fact, there seems to be nothing but puzzlement on 
such questions with virtually no chemically founded suggestions being 
made at all” [63].  We will be examining the functional requirements of 
the proto-genome, as opposed to hypothetical implementations.  A 
proto-genome may have little resemblance to today’s DNA-based 
genome since it will be assumed that life’s origin didn’t involve DNA.  
Consequently, we will be attempting to examine life as we don’t know 
it, an exercise that should always be accompanied by healthy scientific 
skepticism. 

 It is important to realize that John von Neumann proposed and 
proved the requirements for a self-replicating automaton long before the 
discovery of DNA’s information [64].  A self-reproducing system must 
contain the necessary components of any computer system, as well as 
the program for its own construction with the hardware needed to 
accomplish that construction.  

3.1 Replication Requirements 

 A mechanism is needed to divide the protocell into two approxi-
mately equal daughters with each daughter being capable of growth and 
eventual division for exponential population potential.  The “pro-
to-genome” with its processing system must replicate itself, along with 
all cellular controls (functional information and send-
ers/receivers/processors) into each daughter.  Unless the “pro-
to-genome” has replisome capabilities included in the “proto-genome” 
rather than a separate enzyme, the self-contained capability is required 
to duplicate all other needed components for “life” with high fidelity.   
Each daughter also needs a replicated (or split) cell boundary. 

 Science knows that the current replication hardware and software 
requires all the components to be fully functional for replication to 
occur at all.  All known errors during replication result in a decrease of 
both Shannon and functional information [65], usually producing a cell 
that is no longer able to reproduce.  Reliable replication is fundamental 
to life, a characteristic lacking in composomes [44]. 
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3.2 Control Requirements 

 Controlled chemical metabolic networks are needed that can 
selectively admit “fuel” (redox, heat, photons, etc.) into the cell and 
process the “fuel” to harness the energy for growth, reproduction, 
manufacturing of needed components that can’t migrate in, and other 
useful work.  Both sender and receiver of the each control signal are 
needed, along with knowledge of the protocol rules for correct 
communication.  The manufacturing control for needed cellular 
components would probably require enzymatic functionality for 
polymerization, along with producing homochiral components.  In 
addition, control is required for cell division.  Without control, 
organization (as opposed to self-ordering) is impossible, and func-
tionality would disintegrate, with “tar” a likely result. 

 Cellular control is a cybernetic process, so all of the requirements 
of the first eight chapters need instantiation into the protocell.  While 
the proto-genome may contain the control instructions, those instruc-
tions must be read by other components (unless the proto-genome has 
expanded capabilities so that it can read itself), and communicated 
reliably (using “agreed upon” arbitrary protocols between sender and 
receiver, source and destination) to the components effecting the 
control operations.  This is not an easily-dismissed prerequisite since 
control in known life is critical to make the chemical components 
“alive.”  In addition, mere physicodynamic constraints cannot generate 
formal biological controls [66]. 

3.3  Evolvability Requirements  

 The system would have to be capable of accurate duplication, but 
capable of gradual changes that would permit evolution to 
life-as-we-know-it.   A robust information structure that can be 
self-maintained (including error-correction), such as in a long genetic 
polymer, would be required.  The feasibility of formation of such a 
polymer has yet to be shown with any prebiotic mixture proposed to 
date.  The enzyme- and template-independent 120-mer polymers 
recently generated in water at high temperatures [67] are 
non-informational homopolymers similar to those adsorbed onto 
montmorillonite clay surfaces [68].  The aqueous polymers are also 
cyclic and require some experimenter engineering to achieve 120 mer 
length.   
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 The proto-genome would also need to be able to effect highly 
accurate duplication of the entire proto-cell, with only an occasional 
“error” that could produce a very similar proto-cell, still possessing all 
three of the requirements in section 3. The proto-genome, along with all 
the proto-cell components, would need to have a feasible path to 
eventually produce cells with the functional complexity of today’s life.  
It does little good to speculate a “simple” initial system unless there are 
feasible scenarios that can traverse from the proposed initial system to 
life as we know it, including coded information and other features 
highlighted previously.  For example, one could envision dipping a 
finger into a bottle of ink and flicking the ink toward a white sheet 
would eventually produce a pattern that looks like an English letter.  
That would not explain the formal rules and meaningful syntax of letters 
that you are currently observing in this book, however.  

4.  Conclusions 

 While scenarios for the first cell can be envisioned purely from 
physicality, a “proto-genome” introduces cybernetic aspects that can 
have no origination from inanimate material.  In particular, organiza-
tion, prescriptive information, and control require traversing The 
Cybernetic Cut on a one-way CS (Configurable Switch) Bridge [11] that 
allows traffic only from formalism to physicality.  Just as formalism 
needs recognition as reality, it is also critical to recognize the limits of 
physical science, such as physics and chemistry, whose spontaneous 
inanimate mass/energy interaction behavior is constrained by laws, not 
formal controls.  Initial starting constraints chosen by an experimenter 
become controls for an experiment, but those chosen constraints are 
instantiations into physicality of nonphysical formalisms.  

 Life is an intersection of physical science and information science.  
Both domains are critical for any life to exist, and each must be 
investigated using that domain's principles. Yet most scientists have 
been attempting to use physical science to explain life's information 
domain, a practice that has no scientific justification. Since the 
chemistry and physics of life are controlled by prescriptive information 
(not just constrained by laws), biology is really an information science, 
not a physical science. 
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Abstract:  Mere possibility is not an adequate basis for asserting scientific 
plausibility.   A precisely defined universal bound is needed beyond which the 
assertion of plausibility, particularly in life-origin models, can be considered 
operationally falsified.  But can something so seemingly relative and subjec-
tive as plausibility ever be quantified?  Amazingly, the answer is, “Yes.”   A 
method of objectively measuring the plausibility of any chance hypothesis 
(The Universal Plausibility Metric [UPM]) is presented.  A numerical inequali-
ty is also provided whereby any chance hypothesis can be definitively falsified 
when its UPM metric of ξ is  <  1 (The Universal Plausibility Principle [UPP]).  
Both UPM and UPP pre-exist and are independent of any experimental design 
and data set.  No low-probability hypothetical plausibility assertion should 
survive peer-review without subjection to the UPP inequality standard of for-
mal falsification (ξ  <  1). 
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Introduction:  The seemingly subjective liquidity of “plausibility”     

Are there any objective standards that could be applied to evaluate the 
seemingly subjective notion of plausibility?  Can something so psychological-
ly relative as plausibility ever be quantified?  

Our skepticism about defining a precise, objective Universal Plausibility 
Metric (UPM) stems from a healthy realization of our finiteness [1], subjectivi-
ty [2], presuppositional biases [3, 4], and epistemological problem [5].  We are 
rightly wary of absolutism.   The very nature of probability theory emphasizes 
gray-scales more than the black and white extremes of p = 0 or 1.0.  Our prob-
lem is that extremely low probabilities can only asymptotically approach im-
possibility.  An extremely unlikely event’s probability always remains at least 
slightly > 0.   No matter how many orders of magnitude is the negative expo-
nent of an event’s probability, that event or scenario technically cannot be con-
sidered impossible.  Not even a Universal  Probability Bound [6-8] seems to 
establish absolute theoretical impossibility.  The fanatical pursuit of absolute-
ness by finite subjective knowers is considered counterproductive in post mod-
ern science.  Open-mindedness to all possibilities is encouraged [9].   

But at some point our reluctance to exclude any possibility becomes stul-
tifying to operational science [10].  Falsification is critical to narrowing down 
the list of serious possibilities [11].  Almost all hypotheses are possible.  Only 
a few of them wind up being helpful and scientifically productive.  Just be-
cause a hypothesis is possible should not grant that hypothesis scientific re-
spectability.  More attention to the concept of “infeasibility” has been suggest-
ed [12].  Millions of dollars in astrobiology grant money have been wasted on 
scenarios that are possible, but plausibly bankrupt.  The question for scientific 
methodology should not be, “Is this scenario possible?”  The question should 
be, “Is this possibility a plausible scientific hypothesis?”  One chance in 10200 
is theoretically possible, but given maximum cosmic probabilistic resources, 
such a possibility is hardly plausible.  With funding resources rapidly drying 
up, science needs a foundational principle by which to falsify a myriad of theo-
retical possibilities that are not worthy of serious scientific consideration and 
modeling.    

Proving a theory is considered technically unachievable [11].   Few 
bench scientists realize that falsification has also been shown by philosophers 
of science to be at best technically suspect [13].   Nevertheless, operational 
science has no choice but to proceed primarily by a process of elimination 
through practical falsification of competing models and theories.   

Which model or theory best corresponds to the data? [14 (pg. 32-98)] [8]. 
Which model or theory best predicts future interactions?  Answering these 
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questions is made easier by eliminating implausible possibilities from the list 
of theoretical possibilities.   Great care must be taken at this point, especially 
given the many non-intuitive aspects of scientifically addressable reality.   But 
operational science must proceed on the basis of best-thus-far tentative 
knowledge.  The human epistemological problem is quite real.  But we cannot 
allow it to paralyze scientific inquiry.   

If it is true that we cannot know anything for certain, then we have all the 
more reason to proceed on the basis of the greatest “plausibility of belief” [15-
19].  If human mental constructions cannot be equated with objective reality, 
we are all the more justified in pursuing the greatest likelihood of correspond-
ence of our knowledge to the object of that knowledge—presumed ontological 
being itself.  Can we prove that objectivity exists outside of our minds?  No.  
Does that establish that objectivity does not exist outside of our minds?  No 
again.  Science makes its best progress based on the axioms that 1) an objec-
tive reality independent of our minds does exist, and 2) scientists’ collective 
knowledge can progressively correspond to that objective reality.  The human 
epistemological problem is kept in its proper place through a) double-blind 
studies, b) groups of independent investigators all repeating the same experi-
ment,  c) prediction fulfillments, and d) the application of pristine logic (taking 
linguistic fuzziness into account), and e) the competition of various human 
ideas for best correspondence to repeated independent observations.    

The physical law equations and the deductive system of mathematical 
rules that govern the manipulations of those equations are all formally abso-
lute.   But the axioms from which formal logic theory flows, and the decision 
of when to consider mathematical equations universal “laws” are not absolute.   
Acceptance of mathematical axioms is hypothetico-deductively relative.  Ac-
ceptance of physical laws is inductively relative.  The pursuit of correspond-
ence between presumed objective reality and our knowledge of objective reali-
ty is laudable in science.   But not even the axioms of mathematics or the laws 
of physics can be viewed as absolute.    Science of necessity proceeds tenta-
tively on the basis of best-thus-far subjective knowledge.  At some admittedly 
relative point, the scientific community agrees by consensus to declare certain 
formal equations to be reliable descriptors and predictors of future physicody-
namic interactions.  Eventually the correspondence level between our 
knowledge and our repeated observations of presumed objective reality is con-
sidered adequate to make a tentative commitment to the veracity of an axiom 
or universal law until they are proven otherwise.   

The same standard should apply in falsifying ridiculously implausible 
life-origin assertions.   Combinatorial imaginings and hypothetical scenarios 
can be endlessly argued simply on the grounds that they are theoretically pos-
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sible.  But there is a point beyond which arguing the plausibility of an absurdly 
low probability becomes operationally counterproductive.  That point can ac-
tually be quantified for universal application to all fields of science, not just 
astrobiology.  Quantification of a Universal Plausibility Metric (UPM) and 
application of the Universal Plausibility Principle (UPP) inequality test to that 
specific UPM provides for definitive, unequivocal falsification of scientifically 
unhelpful and functionally useless hypotheses. When the UPP is violated, de-
claring falsification of that highly implausible notion is just as justified as the 
firm commitment we make to any mathematical axiom or physical “law” of 
motion.      

1.  Universal Probability Bounds 

“Statistical prohibitiveness” in probability theory and the physical sci-
ences has remained a nebulous concept for far too long.  The importance of 
probabilistic resources as a context for consideration of extremely low proba-
bilities has been previously emphasized [20 (pg. 13-17)]  [6-8, 21].  Statistical 
prohibitiveness cannot be established by an exceedingly low probability alone 
[6].  Rejection regions and probability bounds need to be established inde-
pendent of (preferably prior to) experimentation in any experimental design.  
But the setting of these zones and bounds is all too relative and variable from 
one experimental design to the next.  In the end, however, probability is not 
the critical issue.  The plausibility of hypotheses is the real issue.  Even more 
important is the question of whether we can ever operationally falsify a pre-
posterous but theoretically possible hypothesis.   

The Universal Probability Bound (UPB) [6, 7] quantifies the maximum 
cosmic probabilistic resources (Ω, upper case omega) as the context of evalua-
tion of any extremely low probability event.  Ω corresponds to the maximum 
number of possible probabilistic trials (quantum transitions or physicochemical 
interactions) that could have occurred in cosmic history.  The value of Ω is 
calculated by taking the product of three factors:   
 

1)  The number of seconds that have elapsed since the Big Bang (1017) 
assumes a cosmic age of around 14 billion years.   60 sec/min  X   60 
min/hr  X  24 hrs/day  X  365 days per year  X 14 billion years  =  4.4 x 
1017 seconds since the Big Bang. 
 
2)  The number of possible quantum events/transitions per second is 
derived from the amount of time it takes for light to traverse the mini-
mum unit of distance.  The minimum unit of distance (a quantum of 
space) is Planck length (10-33 centimeters).  The minimum amount of 
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time required for light to traverse the Plank length is Plank time (10-43 
seconds) [6, 7, 8, pg 215-217].  Thus a maximum of 1043 quantum tran-
sitions can take place per second.  Since 1017 seconds have elapsed 
since the Big Bang, the number of possible quantum transitions since 
the Big Bang would be 1043 x 1017 =  1060. 
 
3)  Sir Arthur Eddington’s estimate of the number of protons, neutrons 
and electrons in the observable cosmos (1080) [22] has been widely re-
spected throughout the scientific literature for decades.   
 
Some estimates of the total number of elementary particles have been 
slightly higher.  The Universe is 95 billion light years (30 gigaparsecs) 
across.  We can convert this to cubic centimeters using the equation for 
the volume of a sphere (5 x 1086 cc).   If we multiply this times 500 
particles (100 neutrinos and 400 photons) per cc, we would get 2.5 x 
1089 elementary particles in the visible universe.     
 
A Universal [6, 7]Probability Bound could therefore be calculated by 
the product of these three factors:   1017   x    1043    x    1080     =    10140     
 
If the highest estimate of the number of elementary particles in the 
Universe is used (e.g., 1089), the UPB would be 10149.      
 

The UPB’s discussed above are the highest calculated universal proba-
bility bounds ever published by many orders of magnitude [7, 8].  They are the 
most permissive of (favorable to) extremely low-probability plausibility asser-
tions in print [6] [8 (pg. 216-217)].  All other proposed metrics of probabilistic 
resources are far less permissive of low-probability chance-hypothesis plausi-
bility assertions.  Emile Borel’s limit of cosmic probabilistic resources was 
only 1050 [23 (pg. 28-30)].  Borel based this probability bound in part on the 
product of the number of observable stars (109) times the number of possible 
human observations that could be made on those stars (1020).  Physicist Bret 
Van de Sande at the University of Pittsburgh calculates a UPB of  2.6 X 1092 
[8, 24].  Cryptographers tend to use the figure of 1094 computational steps as 
the resource limit to any cryptosystem’s decryption [25].  MIT’s Seth Lloyd 
has calculated that the universe could not have performed more than 10120 bit 
operations in its history [26].   

Here we must point out that a discussion of the number of cybernetic or 
cryptographic “operations” is totally inappropriate in determining a prebiotic 
UPB.  Probabilistic combinatorics has nothing to do with “operations.”  Opera-
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tions involve choice contingency [27-29].  Bits are “Yes/No” question oppor-
tunities [30 (pg. 66)], each of which could potentially reduce the total number 
of combinatorial possibilities (2NH possible biopolymers: see Appendix 1) by 
half.  But of course asking the right question and getting an answer is not a 
spontaneous physicochemical phenomenon describable by mere probabilistic 
uncertainty measures [31-33].  Any binary “operation” involves a bona fide 
decision node [34-36].  An operation is a formal choice-based function.  Shan-
non uncertainty measures do not apply to specific choices [37-39].  Bits meas-
ure only the number of non-distinct, generic, potential binary choices, not ac-
tual specific choices [37].  Inanimate nature cannot ask questions, get answers, 
and exercise choice contingency at decision nodes in response to those an-
swers.  Inanimate nature cannot optimize algorithms, compute, pursue formal 
function, or program configurable switches to achieve integration and 
shortcuts to formal utility [28].  Cybernetic operations therefore have no bear-
ing whatever in determining universal probability bounds for chance hypothe-
ses.   

Agreement on a sensible UPB in advance of (or at least totally independ-
ent of) any specific hypothesis, suggested scenario, or theory of mechanism is 
critical to experimental design.  No known empirical or rational considerations 
exist to preclude acceptance of the above UPB.  The only exceptions in print 
seem to come from investigators who argue that the above UPB is too permis-
sive of the chance hypothesis [8, 12].  Faddish acceptance prevails of hypothet-
ical scenarios of extremely low probability simply because they are in vogue 
and are theoretically possible.  Not only a UPB is needed, but a fixed universal 
mathematical standard of plausibility is needed.  This is especially true for 
complex hypothetical scenarios involving joint and/or conditional probabili-
ties.  Many imaginative hypothetical scenarios propose constellations of highly 
cooperative events that are theorized to self-organize into holistic formal 
schemes.  Whether joint, conditional or independent, multiple probabilities 
must be factored into an overall plausibility metric.  In addition, a universal 
plausibility bound is needed to eliminate overly imaginative fantasies from 
consideration for the best inference to causation. 

2.  The Universal Plausibility Metric (UPM) 

To be able to definitively falsify ridiculously implausible hypotheses, we 
need first a Universal Plausibility Metric (UPM) to assign a numerical plausi-
bility value to each proposed hypothetical scenario.  Second, a Universal Plau-
sibility Principle (UPP) inequality is needed as plausibility bound of this 
measurement for falsification evaluation.  We need a cut-off point beyond 
which no extremely low probability scenario can be considered a “scientifical-
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ly respectable” possibility.  What is needed more than a probability bound is a 
plausibility bound.  Any “possibility” that exceeds the ability of its probabilis-
tic resources to generate should immediately be considered a “functional non-
possibility,” and therefore an implausible scenario. While it may not be a theo-
retically absolute impossibility, if it exceeds its probabilistic resources, it is a 
gross understatement to declare that such a proposed scenario is simply not 
worth the expenditure of serious scientific consideration, pursuit, and re-
sources.  Every field of scientific investigation, not just biophysics and life-
origin science, needs the application of the same independent test of credibility 
to judge the plausibility of its hypothetical events and scenarios.  The applica-
tion of this standard should be an integral component of the scientific method 
itself for all fields of scientific inquiry. 

To arrive at the UPM, we begin with the maximum available probabilis-
tic resources discussed above (Ω, upper case Omega) [6, 7].  But Ω could be 
considered from a quantum or a classical molecular/chemical perspective.  
Thus this paper proposes that the Ω quantification be broken down first ac-
cording to the Level (L) or perspective of physicodynamic analysis (LΩ), 
where the perspective at the quantum level is represented by the superscript 
“q” (qΩ) and the perspective at the classical level is represented by “c” (cΩ).  
Each represents the maximum probabilistic resources available at each level of 
physical activity being evaluated, with the total number of quantum transitions 
being much larger than the total number of “ordinary” chemical reactions since 
the Big Bang. 

Second, the maximum probabilistic resources LΩ (qΩ  for the quantum 
level and cΩ for classical molecular/chemical level) can be broken down even 
further according to the astronomical subset being addressed using the general 
subscript “A” for Astronomical:  LΩA  (representing both qΩA and  cΩA).  The 
maximum probabilistic resources can then be measured for each of the four 
different specific environments of each LΩ, where the general subscript A is 
specifically enumerated with “u” for universe, “g” for our galaxy, “s” for our 
solar system, and “e” for earth: 
 
      Universe       LΩu 

      Galaxy       LΩg 

      Solar System   LΩs  
      Earth       LΩe     (LΩe excludes meteorite and panspermia inoculations) 
 

To include meteorite and panspermia inoculations in the earth metrics, 
we use the Solar System metrics LΩs  (

qΩs and 
cΩs). 
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As examples, for quantification of the maximum probabilistic resources 
at the quantum level for the astronomical subset of our galactic phase space, 
we would use the qΩg  metric.   For quantification of the maximum probabilis-
tic resources at the ordinary classical molecular/chemical reaction level in our 
solar system, we would use the cΩs metric. 

The most permissive UPM possible would employ the probabilistic re-
sources symbolized by qΩu  where both the quantum level perspective and the 
entire universe are considered.  

The sub division between the LΩA for the quantum perspective (quanti-
fied by qΩA) and that for the classical molecular/chemical perspective (quanti-
fied by cΩA), however, is often not as clear and precise as we might wish.   
Crossovers frequently occur.  This is particularly true where quantum events 
have direct bearing on “ordinary” chemical reactions in the “everyday” classi-
cal world.  If we are going to err in evaluating the plausibility of any hypothet-
ical scenario, let us err in favor of maximizing the probabilistic resources of 
LΩA.  In cases where quantum factors seem to directly affect chemical reac-
tions, we would want to use the four quantum level metrics of qΩA (qΩu 

 qΩg, 
qΩs and 

qΩe) to preserve the plausibility of the lowest-probability explanations. 

3.  Quantification of the Universal Plausibility Metric (UPM) 

We keep italicizing plausibility because of prior experience with read-
ers confusing the UPM with a probability measure.  The UPM is not a proba-
bility measure.  It is a plausibility measure.  The computed Universal Plausibil-
ity Metric (UPM) objectively quantifies the level of plausibility of any chance 
hypothesis or theory.  The UPM employs the symbol ξ (Xi, pronounced zai in 
American English, sai in UK English, ksi in modern Greek) to represent the 
computed UPM according to the following equation: 
 

 
L

Af



        Equation 1 

  
where f represents the number of functional objects/events/scenarios that are 
known to occur out of all possible combinations (lower case omega, ω) (e.g., 
the number [f] of functional protein family members of varying sequence 
known to occur out of sequence space [ω]), and LΩA (upper case Omega, Ω) 
represents the total probabilistic resources for any particular probabilistic con-
text.   The “L” superscript context of Ω describes which perspective of analy-
sis, whether quantum (q) or a classical (c), and the “A” subscript context of Ω 
enumerates which subset of astronomical phase space is being evaluated: “u” 
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for universe, “g” for our galaxy, “s” for our solar system, and “e” for earth.  
Note that the basic generic UPM (ξ) equation’s form remains constant despite 
changes in the variables of levels of perspective (L: whether q or c) and astro-
nomic subsets (A: whether u, g, s, or e).     

The calculations of probabilistic resources in LΩA  can be found in Ap-
pendix 2.  Note that the upper and lower case omega symbols used in this 
equation are case sensitive and each represents a completely different phase 
space.  

The UPM from both the quantum (qΩA) and classical molecular/chemical 
(cΩA) perspectives/levels can be quantified by Equation 1.  This equation in-
corporates the number of possible transitions or physical interactions that 
could have occurred since the Big Bang.  Maximum quantum-perspective 
probabilistic resources qΩu were enumerated above in the discussion of a UPB 
[6, 7] [8 (pg. 215-217)].  Here we use basically the same approach with slight 
modifications to the factored probabilistic resources that comprise Ω.   

Let us address the quantum level perspective (q) first for the entire uni-
verse (u) followed by three astronomical subsets: our galaxy (g), our solar sys-
tem (s) and earth (e).   
Since approximately 1017 seconds have elapsed since the Big Bang, we factor 
that total time into the following calculations of quantum perspective probabil-
istic resource measures.  Note that the difference between the age of the earth 
and the age of the cosmos is only a factor of 3.  A factor of 3 is rather negligi-
ble at the high order of magnitude of 1017 seconds since the Big Bang (versus 
age of the earth).  Thus, 1017 seconds is used for all three astronomical subsets: 
 

qΩu  =  Universe  =  1043  trans/sec  X  1017 secs   X  1080  protons, neutrons & elec-
trons  =  10140  
 
qΩg  =  Galaxy  =  1043  X  1017  X  1067  =  10127         
 
qΩs  =  Solar System  =  1043  X  1017  X  1057  =  10117 
 
qΩe  =  Earth   =  1043  X  1017  X  1042  =  10102 

 
These above limits of probabilistic resources exist within the only known 

universe that we can repeatedly observe—the only universe that is scientifical-
ly addressable.  Wild metaphysical claims of an infinite number of cosmoses 
may be fine for cosmological imagination, religious belief, or superstition.   
But such conjecturing has no place in hard science.  Such claims cannot be 
empirically investigated, and they certainly cannot be falsified.  They violate 
Ockham’s (Occam’s) Razor [40].  No prediction fulfillments are realizable.  
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They are therefore nothing more than blind beliefs that are totally inappropri-
ate in peer-reviewed scientific literature.   Such cosmological conjectures are 
far closer to metaphysical or philosophic enterprises than they are to bench 
science.      

From a more classical perspective at the level of ordinary molecu-
lar/chemical reactions, we will again provide metrics first for the entire uni-
verse (u) followed by three astronomical subsets, our galaxy (g), our solar sys-
tem (s) and earth (e).    

The classical molecular/chemical perspective makes two primary chang-
es from the quantum perspective.  With the classical perspective, the number 
of atoms rather than the number of protons, neutrons and electrons is used.  In 
addition, the total number of classical chemical reactions that could have tak-
en place since the Big Bang is used rather than transitions related to cubic 
light-Planck’s.  The shortest time any transition requires before a chemical re-
action can take place is 10 femtoseconds [41-46].  A femtosecond is 10-15 se-
conds.  Complete chemical reactions, however, rarely take place faster than the 
picosecond range (10-12 secs).  Most biochemical reactions, even with highly 
sophisticated enzymatic catalysis, take place no faster than the nano (10-9) and 
usually the micro (10-6) range.  To be exceedingly generous (perhaps overly 
permissive of the capabilities of the chance hypothesis), we shall use 100 
femtoseconds as the shortest chemical reaction time.  100 femtoseconds is 10-

13 seconds.  Thus 1013 simple and fastest chemical reactions could conceivably 
take place per second in the best of theoretical pipe-dream scenarios.  The four 
cΩA measures are as follows: 
 

cΩu  =  Universe  = 1013 reactions/sec  X  1017 secs  X  1078 atoms  =  10108     
 
cΩg  =  Galaxy  =  1013   X  1017  X  1066    =  1096      
 
cΩs  =  Solar System  =  1013  X  1017  X  1055   =  1085 
 
cΩe  =  Earth   =  1013  X  1017  X  1040 =  1070     
 

Remember that LΩe excludes meteorite and panspermia inoculations.  To 
include meteorite and panspermia inoculations, we use the metric for our solar 
system cΩs.   

These maximum metrics of the limit of probabilistic resources are based 
on the best-thus-far estimates of a large body of collective scientific investiga-
tions.  We can expect slight variations up or down of our best guesses of the 
number of elementary particles in the universe, for example.  But the basic 
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formula presented as the Universal Plausibility Metric (PM) will never change.  
The Universal Plausibility Principle (UPP) inequality presented below is also 
immutable and worthy of law-like status.  It affords the ability to objectively 
once and for all falsify not just highly improbable, but ridiculously implausible 
scenarios.   Slight adjustments to the factors that contribute to the value of each 
LΩA are straightforward and easy for the scientific community to update 
through time.  

Most chemical reactions take longer by many orders of magnitude than 
what these exceedingly liberal maximum probabilistic resources allow.  Bio-
chemical reactions can take years to occur in the absence of highly sophisticat-
ed protein enzymes not present in a prebiotic environment.  Even humanly en-
gineered ribozymes rarely catalyze reactions by an enhancement rate of more 
than 105[47-51].  Thus the use of the fastest rate known for any complete 
chemical reaction (100 femtoseconds) seems to be the most liberal/forgiving 
probability bound that could possibly be incorporated into the classical chemi-
cal probabilistic resource perspective cΩA.  For this reason, we should be all 
the more ruthless in applying the UPP test of falsification presented below to 
seemingly “far-out” metaphysical hypotheses that have no place in responsible 
science. 

4.  Falsification using The Universal Plausibility Principle (UPP) 

The Universal Plausibility Principle (UPP) states that definitive opera-
tional falsification of any chance hypothesis is provided by the inequality of: 
 
 ξ  <  1       Inequality 1 
 

This definitive operational falsification holds for hypotheses, theories, 
models, or scenarios at any level of perspective (q or c) and for any astronomi-
cal subset (u, g, s, and e).  The UPP inequality’s falsification is valid whether 
the hypothesized event is singular or compound, independent or conditional.  
Great care must be taken, however, to eliminate errors in the calculation of 
complex probabilities.  Every aspect of the hypothesized scenario must have 
its probabilistic components factored into the one probability (p) that is used in 
the UPM (See equation 2 below).  Many such combinatorial possibilities are 
joint or conditional.  It is not sufficient to factor only the probabilities of each 
reactant’s formation, for example, while omitting the probabilistic aspects of 
each reactant being presented at the same place and time, becoming available 
in the required reaction order, or being able to react at all (activated vs. not ac-
tivated).  Other factors must be included in the calculation of probabilities: op-
tical isomers, non-peptide bond formation, many non-biological amino acids 
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that also react [8].  The exact calculation of such probabilities is often not 
straightforward.  But in many cases it becomes readily apparent that whatever 
the exact multi-factored calculation, the probability “p” of the entire scenario 
easily crosses the plausibility bound provided by the UPP inequality.  This 
provides a definitive objective standard of falsification.  When ξ  <  1,  imme-
diately the notion should be considered “not a scientifically plausible possibil-
ity.”   A ξ value < 1 should serve as an unequivocal operational falsification of 
that hypothesis.  The hypothetical scenario or theory generating that ξ metric 
should be excluded from the differential list of possible causes.   The hypothet-
ical notion should be declared to be outside the bounds of scientific respecta-
bility.   It should be flatly rejected as the equivalent of superstition. 

f  / ω  in Equation 1 is in effect the probability of a particular functional 
event or object occurring out of all possible combinations.  Take for example 
an RNA-World model.  23 different functional ribozymes in the same family 
might arise out of 1015 stochastic ensembles of 50-mer RNAs.  This would re-
duce to a probability p of roughly 10-14 of getting a stochastic ensemble that 
manifested some degree of that ribozyme family’s function. 

Thus f  / ω  in Equation 1 reduces to the equivalent of a probability p: 
 
 UPM  =  ξ  =  p cΩe          Equation 2 
 

where “p” represents an extremely low probability of any chance hy-
pothesis that is asserted to be plausible given LΩA probabilistic re-
sources, in this particular case cΩe  probabilistic resources.    

  
As examples of attempts to falsify, suppose we have three different 

chance hypotheses, each with its own low probability (p), all being evaluated 
from the quantum perspective at the astronomical level of the entire universe 
(qΩu).  Given the three different probabilities (p) provided below, the applied 
UPP inequality for each ξ  = p qΩu  of each hypothetical scenario would establish 
definitive operational falsification for one of these three hypothetical scenari-
os, and fail to falsify two others:  
 

p  =  10-140  X  10140   =  100  =  1    giving a  ξ  which is NOT < 1,   so NOT falsified 
 
p  =  10-130   X  10140   =  1010     giving a  ξ  > 1,   so NOT falsified 
 
p  =  3.7  x  10-151   X  10140   =  3.7  x  10-11    giving a  ξ  < 1,    so Falsified  

 
Let us quantify an example of the use of the UPM and UPP to attempt 

falsification of a chance hypothetical scenario:    
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Suppose 103 biofunctional polymeric sequences of monomers (f ) exist 
out of 1017 possible sequences in sequence space (ω) all of the same number 
(N) of monomers.  That would correspond to one chance in 1014 of getting a 
functional sequence by chance (p = 103/1017 = 1/1014 =  10-14 of getting a func-
tional sequence).  If we were measuring the UPM from the perspective of a 
classical chemical view on earth over the last 5 billion years (cΩe =  1070), we 
would use the following UPM equation (#1 above) with substituted values:  
 

 
c

ef



    =  
3 70

17

10 10

10

x
 

 

 
73

17

10

10
      =     1056 

 
Since ξ  > 1,  this particular chance hypothesis is shown unequivocally to 

be plausible and worthy of further scientific investigation.    
As one of the reviewers of this manuscript has pointed out, however, we 

might find the sequence space  ω,  and therefore the probability space  f / ω,  to 
be radically different for abiogenesis than for general physico-chemical reac-
tions.  The sequence space  ω  must include factors such as heterochirality, 
unwanted non-peptide-bond formation, and the large number of non-biological 
amino acids present in any prebiotic environment [8, 12].  This greatly in-
creases ω, and would tend to substantially reduce the probability p of natural-
istic abiogenesis.  Spontaneously biofunctional stochastic ensemble formation 
was found to be only 1 in 1064 when TEM-1 β-lactamase’s working domain of 
around 150 amino acids was used as a model [52].  Function was related to the 
hydropathic signature necessary for proper folding (tertiary structure).  The 
ability to confer any relative degree of beta-lactam penicillin-like antibiotic 
resistance to bacteria was considered to define “biofunctional” in this study.  
Axe further measured the probability of a random 150-residue primary struc-
ture producing any short protein, despite many allowable monomeric substitu-
tions, to be 10-74 .   This probability is an example of a scientifically deter-
mined p that should be incorporated into any determination of the UPM in abi-
ogenesis models.     

5.  Don’t multiverse models undermine The UPP? 

Multiverse models imagine that our universe is only one of perhaps 
countless parallel universes [53-55].  Appeals to the Multiverse worldview are 
becoming more popular in life-origin research as the statistical prohibitiveness 
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of spontaneous generation becomes more incontrovertible in a finite universe 
[56-58].  The term “notion,” however, is more appropriate to refer to multi-
verse speculation than “theory.”  The idea of multiple parallel universes cannot 
legitimately qualify as a testable scientific hypothesis, let alone a mature theo-
ry.  Entertaining multiverse “thought experiments” almost immediately takes 
us beyond the domain of responsible science into the realm of pure metaphysi-
cal belief and conjecture.  The dogma is literally “beyond physics and astron-
omy,”  the very meaning of the word “metaphysical.” 

The notion of multiverse has no observational support, let alone repeated 
observations. Empirical justification is completely lacking.  It has no testabil-
ity: no falsification potential exists.  If provides no prediction fulfillments.  
The non-parsimonious construct of multiverse grossly violates the principle of 
Ockham’s (Occam’s) Razor [40].  No logical inference seems apparent to sup-
port the strained belief other than a perceived need to rationalize what we 
know is statistically prohibitive in the only universe that we do experience.  
Multiverse fantasies tend to constitute a back-door fire escape for when our 
models hit insurmountable roadblocks in the observable cosmos.  When none 
of the facts fit our favorite model, we conveniently create imaginary extra uni-
verses that are more accommodating.  This is not science.  Science is interested 
in falsification within the only universe that science can address.  Science can-
not operate within mysticism, blind belief, or superstition.  A multiverse may 
be fine for theoretical metaphysical models.  But no justification exists for in-
clusion of this “dream world” in the sciences of physics and astronomy.   

It could be argued that multiverse notions arose only in response to the 
severe time and space constraints arising out of Hawking, Ellis and Penrose’s 
singularity theorems [59-61].  Solutions in general relativity involve singulari-
ties wherein matter is compressed to a point in space and light rays originate 
from a curvature.  These theorems place severe limits on time and space since 
the Big Bang.  Many of the prior assumptions of limitless time and sample 
space in naturalistic models were eliminated by the demonstration that time 
and space in the cosmos are quite finite, not infinite.  For instance, we only 
have 1017-1018 seconds at most to work with in any responsible cosmological 
universe model since the Big Bang.    Glansdorff makes the point, “Conjec-
tures about emergence of life in an infinite multiverse should not confuse 
probability with possibility.” [62] 

Even if multiple physical cosmoses existed, it is a logically sound deduc-
tion that linear digital genetic instructions using a representational material 
symbol system (MSS) [63] cannot be programmed by the chance and/or fixed 
laws of physicodynamics [27-29, 32, 33, 36-39, 64, 65].  This fact is not only 
true of the physical universe, but would be just as true in any imagined physi-
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cal multiverse.   Physicality cannot generate nonphysical Prescriptive Infor-
mation (PI) [29].  Physicodynamics cannot practice formalisms (The Cybernet-
ic Cut) [27, 34].  Constraints cannot exercise formal control unless those con-
straints are themselves chosen to achieve formal function [28, 66].  Environ-
mental selection cannot select at the genetic level of arbitrary symbol sequenc-
ing (e.g., the polymerization of nucleotides and codons).  (The GS Principle 
[Genetic Selection Principle]) [36, 64].   Polymeric syntax (sequencing; prima-
ry structure) prescribes future (potential; not-yet-existent) folding and formal 
function of small RNAs and even DNA.  Symbol systems and configurable 
switch-settings can only be programmed with choice contingency, not chance 
contingency or fixed law, if nontrivial coordination and formal organization 
are expected [29, 38].  The all-important determinative sequencing of mono-
mers is completed with rigid covalent bonds before any transcription, transla-
tion, or three-dimensional folding begins.  Thus, imagining multiple physical 
universes or infinite time does not solve the problem of the origin of formal 
(nonphysical) biocybernetics and biosemiosis using a linear digital representa-
tional symbol system.  The source of Prescriptive Information (PI) [29, 35] in 
a metaphysically presupposed material-only world is closely related to the 
problem of gene emergence from physicodynamics alone. The latter hurdles 
remain the number-one enigmas of life-origin research [67]. 

The main subconscious motivation behind multiverse conjecture seems 
to be, “Multiverse models can do anything we want them to do to make our 
models work for us.”  We can argue Multiverse models ad infinitum because 
their potential is limitless.  The notion of Multiverse has great appeal because 
it can explain everything (and therefore nothing). Multiverse models are be-
yond scientific critique, falsification, and prediction fulfillment verification.  
They are purely metaphysical.  

Multiverse imaginings, therefore, offer no scientific threat whatever to 
the universality of the UPM and UPP in the only cosmic reality that science 
knows and investigates. 

6.  Conclusions  

Mere possibility is not an adequate basis for asserting scientific plausibil-
ity.   Indeed, the practical need exists in science to narrow down lists of possi-
bilities on the basis of objectively quantifiable plausibility.   

A numerically defined Universal Plausibility Metric (UPM  =  ξ) has 
been provided in this paper.  A numerical inequality of ξ  <  1 establishes de-
finitive operational falsification of any chance hypothesis (The Universal Plau-
sibility Principle [UPP]).  Both UPM and UPP pre-exist and are independent 
of any experimental design and data set.  No low-probability plausibility asser-
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tion should survive peer-review without subjection to the UPP inequality 
standard of formal falsification (ξ  <  1).  

The use of the UPM and application of the UPP inequality to each specif-
ic UPM will promote clarity, efficiency and decisiveness in all fields of scien-
tific methodology by allowing operational falsification of ridiculously implau-
sible plausibility assertions.  The UPP is especially important in astrobiology 
and all areas of life-origin research where mere theoretical possibility is often 
equated erroneously with plausibility.  The application of The Universal Plau-
sibility Principle (UPP) precludes the inclusion in scientific literature of wild 
metaphysical conjectures that conveniently ignore or illegitimately inflate 
probabilistic resources to beyond the limits of observational science.   The 
UPM and UPP together prevent rapidly shrinking funding and labor resources 
from being wasted on preposterous notions that have no legitimate place in 
science.  At best, notions with  ξ  <  1 should be considered not only opera-
tionally falsified hypotheses, but bad metaphysics on a plane equivalent to 
blind faith and superstition.  

7.  Appendix 1 

2NH is the “practical” number (high probability group), measured in bits, 
rather than the erroneous theoretical nN as is usually published, of all possible 
biopolymeric sequences that could form, where  
 N  =  the number of loci in the string (or monomers in polymer)  
 n  =  the number of possible alphabetical symbols that could be used at  

each locus (4 nucleotides, 64 codons, or 20 amino acids) 
 H  =   the Shannon uncertainty at each locus 
For a 100 mer biopolymeric primary structure, the number of sequence combi-
nations is actually only 2.69 X 10-6 of the theoretically possible and more in-
tuitive measure of nN sequences.   The reason derives from the Shannon-
McMillan-Breiman Theorem [68-71] which is explained in detail by Yockey 
[72, pg 73-76].   

8.  Appendix 2 

For best estimates of the number of atoms, protons, neutrons and elec-
trons in the universe and its astronomical subsets, see [73]. 

Simple arithmetic is needed for many of these calculations.  For exam-
ple, the mass of our galaxy is estimated to be around 1012 solar masses.  The 
mass of "normal matter" in our galaxy is around 1011 solar masses.  The mass 
of the sun is about 2 x 1030 kg.  The mass of our solar system is surprisingly 
not much more than the mass of the sun, still about 2 x 1030 kg.  (The Sun con-
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tains 99.85% of all the matter in the Solar System, and the planets contain only 
0.136% of the mass of the solar system.)  The mass of a proton or neutron is 
1.7 x 10-27 kg.  Thus the number of protons & neutrons in our solar system is 
around 2 x 1030 / 1.7 x 10-27 = 1.2 x 1057.   The number of electrons is about 
half of that, or 0.6 x 1057.  The number of protons, neutrons and electrons in 
our solar system is therefore around 1.8 x 1057.   The number of protons, neu-
trons and electrons in our galaxy is around 1.8 x 1068.   We have crudely esti-
mated a total of 100 protons, neutrons and electrons on average per atom.  All 
of these estimates will of course vary some through time as consensus evolves.  
But adjustments to LΩA are easily updated with absolutely no change in the 
Universal Plausibility Metric (UPM) equation or the Universal Plausibility 
Principle (UPP) inequality.   Definitive operational falsification still holds 
when ξ  <  1.   
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ABSTRACT:  The F > P Principle states that “Formalism not only describes, 
but preceded, prescribed, organized, and continues to govern and predict Phys-
icality.”  The F > P Principle is an axiom that defines the ontological primacy 
of formalism in a presumed objective reality that transcends both human epis-
temology, our sensation of physicality, and physicality itself.  The F > P Prin-
ciple works hand in hand with the Law of Physicodynamic Incompleteness, 
which states that physicochemical interactions are inadequate to explain the 
mathematical and formal nature of physical law relationships.  Physicodynam-
ics cannot generate formal processes and procedures leading to nontrivial func-
tion.  Chance, necessity and mere constraints cannot steer, program or opti-
mize algorithmic/computational success to provide desired nontrivial utility.  
As a major corollary, physicodynamics cannot explain or generate life. Life is 
invariably cybernetic. The F > P Principle denies the notion of unity of Pre-
scriptive Information (PI) with mass/energy.  The F > P Principle distinguishes 
instantiation of formal choices into physicality from physicality itself.  The 
arbitrary setting of configurable switches and the selection of symbols in any 
Material Symbol System (MSS) is physicodynamically indeterminate—
decoupled from physicochemical determinism.   
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Introduction:  The reality of nonphysical formalism 

Both the physicodynamic force relationships of classical physics and 
quantum statistical reality conform to mathematical description.  The prescrip-
tive mathematical formulae known as “natural laws” are formal, not physical.  
Why do these mathematical expressions work so well not only to describe, but 
to predict future physicodynamic interactions?   Eugene Wigner [10], Ham-
ming [11], Steiner [12], and  Einstein [13] all published on the “unreasonable” 
effectiveness of formal mathematics to describe and predict physical interac-
tions.  Einstein asked,  "How is it possible that mathematics, a product of hu-
man thought that is independent of experience, fits so excellently the objects of 
physical reality?" [13]  Mathematics is the ultimate expression of formal logic.  
Numerical representation and quantification are highly prized in science.  
Quantification permits by far the best modeling of physicality.  But quantifica-
tion is formal, not physical.  The rational rules of mathematics, logic theory, 
and the scientific method are also all formal, not physical.  Together they pro-
vide for reliable prediction of physical events.   

Relationships in nature tend to stay constant despite varying local initial 
conditions.  This constancy is defined by numerical constants. We value laws 
and the constants they employ because they are invariant in nature (excepting 
quantum decoherence, for the moment).  Invariance is the key to prediction.  
Despite the variables, universal mathematical relationships exist that tell us 
how forces and physical objects will interact.  The preciseness of quantifica-
tion in force relationships minimizes subjective factors, objectifying our un-
derstanding of physical reality.  Most advances in science have resulted from 
the formal manipulation of these numerical representations.  In short, nonphys-
ical formalism is the glue that holds all forms of scientific investigation to-
gether.     

Other formalisms include logic theory, language, and cybernetics. None 
of these formalisms can be explained by physicality alone within a materialis-
tic, physicalistic, naturalistic worldview.  Naturalism looks for derivation of 
everything though mass/energy interactions and through chance- and-necessity 
causation.  But chance contingency does not explain computational program-
ming, or any other form of nontrivial utility.  Logic gates cannot be set to 
open-or-closed functionality by redundant fixed law, either.  If logic gates 
were set by law, they would all be set to the same position.  Logic would be 
impossible.  Binary programs would consist either of all “1’s,” or of all “0’s.”  
No uncertainty would exist, and therefore no Prescriptive Information poten-
tial.  There would be no freedom of purposeful choice from among real op-
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tions.  Programming of any kind requires choice contingency, not forced law, 
and not mere chance contingency. 

In the case of evolution, we refer to choice contingency as “selection 
pressure.”   But as has been covered many times in this anthology, selection 
pressure cannot steer events towards eventual utility.  Evolution cannot pursue 
potential function at the decision-node programming level where organization 
originates.  Evolution cannot work at the genetic/genomic/epigenetic/ epige-
nomic programming level where the phenomenon of regulation and control 
originates (The Genetic Selection [GS] Principle [5]).   

At the level of consciousness, choice contingency in the intuitive sense is 
undeniably real.  Certainly at the level of human cognition, no one doubts the 
reality of purposeful choice.  In addition, one cannot even argue for the 
worldview of a strict physicalistic determinism without employing formal 
choice contingency in the logical argument itself.  Any defense of physicalism 
is therefore self-contradictory.  There will be no escape in logical or scientific 
debate from the reality of choice contingency.  95% of the practice of physics, 
(the study of physicodynamics), consists of formal nonphysical mathematics 
and logic theory.  The other 5% consists of observation which cannot be re-
duced to mass/energy either.  Why do mathematics and logic theory serve us 
so well in the pursuit of scientific knowledge?   And why should a fundamen-
tally chaotic, irrational and non-formal physicality be so wonderfully able to 
be modeled by rational and mathematical formalism?  Could it be that physi-
cality has its roots in, and arose out of, a formalism even more fundamental 
and causative than physicodynamics?  

1.  Is physicality chaotic, or organized? 

This question may pose a false dichotomy, but naturalistic science tends 
to just metaphysically presuppose initial disorganization in its various cosmol-
ogies and cosmogonies.  Mass/Energy is allowed, but not formal organization.  
Sometimes initial order is considered in the notion of a cosmic egg.  But not 
bona fide organization as the primal force.  How was it determined that reality 
was initially chaotic and only physical?  Certainly not scientifically.  The pre-
assumption of ultimate chaos is not only purely metaphysical; it is antithetical 
to repeated observations of current reality, and to abundant formal prediction 
fulfillments of an underlying organization.  It is contrary to the logic theory 
upon which math and science are based.  Overwhelming empirical evidence 
exists that reality is not fundamentally chaotic.  Not only repeated observation, 
but innumerable fulfilled predictions of physical interactions based solely on 
mathematical models is far more suggestive that physicality unfolds according 
to formalism’s ultimate integration, organization and control of physicality.      
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The effectiveness of mathematics in science is only “unreasonable” if we 
are foolish enough to begin our thinking with purely physicalistic metaphysical 
pre-assumptions.  The Formalism > Physicality (F > P) Principle explains 
away this supposedly “unreasonable” effectiveness of mathematics in the natu-
ral sciences.  What is unreasonable is a materialistic belief system that ignores 
or tries to deny the supremacy of formalism.  Materialism has never been em-
pirically or logically established to be absolute Truth.  This physicalistic faith 
system is inherently self-contradictory.  No “ism” is physical.  Naturalism is 
illegitimately incorporated into the very definition of science.  The term, “Nat-
uralistic science” is an oxymoron.  Science is a formal enterprise from begin-
ning to end.  “Naturalistic science” exists only in name.  Science itself is an 
abstract, cognitive, epistemological quest of mind.  There is nothing “natural” 
about it, at least as philosophic naturalism would define “natural.” All of the 
formalisms inherent in scientific method cannot be reduced to cause-and-effect 
physicodynamic determinism.  Mathematics and science cannot be practiced 
within a consistently held materialistic and naturalistic metaphysical 
worldview.   Neither can cybernetic pursuits—activities involving any form of 
control. 

Science is an epistemological system.  Science from the beginning was 
the pursuit of an ever-increasing collective knowledge of the way things actu-
ally are. The abandonment of realism led only to the decline of quality science.  

The acquisition of information “about” reality is a purely formal enter-
prise.  Whatever qualitative aspects of science that cannot be quantified are 
still dealt with logically.  Linguistic logic theory, like mathematics, is also 
formal.  Science also depends upon categorization.  Categorization in turn de-
pends upon drawing conceptual conclusions about distinctions between classes 
of objects and events.  Categorization is formal, not physical.   

The collection, categorization and organization of data, the reporting of 
results using representational symbols (e.g. in tables), and the drawing of con-
clusions are formal enterprises, not physicodynamic interactions.   Physicality 
doesn’t govern science.  Nonphysical formalism governs science.   In short, 
formalism predominates, not physicodynamics.   

As Pattee has pointed out many times [14-18], even initial physical con-
ditions must be formally represented with numbers within the laws of phys-
ics.  Physical conditions themselves cannot be plugged into the nonphysical 
mathematical equalities and inequalities that we call “the laws of physics.”  
We insert numerical representations of initial conditions.  Initial conditions 
cannot measure or symbolically represent themselves.  Without formal repre-
sentations of initial conditions and formal manipulations using equations, no 
physicist could predict any physical outcome.  The physics practiced by physi-
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calists is not physical.  It is nonphysical and formal.  In order to practice phys-
ics, the materialist must violate his own metaphysical imperative; he must vio-
late his or her own contention that physicality is all there is.  Thus a dichotomy 
exists that categorizes physicodynamic reality from its formal representation 
and prediction.  Physics and chemistry as sciences are dead without formalism.  
The scientific method cannot be practiced without abiding by the formal rules 
(not laws) of logic, mathematics and scientific ethics.  In view of the historical 
existence of mathematical orderliness in nature (presumed by naturalism itself) 
prior to Homo sapiens, how should the scientific community respond to such a 
ridiculous, totally metaphysical pontification as,  “The physical cosmos is all 
there is, ever was, or ever will be!”? [19]  Professional philosophers of science 
typically respond to such dogma with,  “SEZ WHO?”  or at least,  “How was 
this statement of absolute Truth established?”  

2.  Formalism is more than mathematics 

We usually think of scientific formalism in terms of numerical axioms, 
quantifications, and manipulations of mathematical equations.  But the essence 
of formalism is not just the use of number systems.  Formal systems also in-
volve choosing with intent characters from a finite alphabet of symbols, syn-
tax, grammar, and assigned meanings to those symbols and symbol combina-
tions.   Additional formal linguistic rules also apply.  In the broadest sense, 
formal enterprises include language itself, the rules of syllogistic deduction, 
abduction, induction, semantics, derived theorems and corollaries, and cyber-
netic steering of events and calculations towards pragmatic benefit.  The pur-
suit of utility is a rational and formal pursuit that cannot be reduced to mass 
and energy.   

3.  The two subsets of contingency revisited 

As covered in Chapter 2, contingent in a past tense context means that an 
event could have occurred other than how it happened.  In a present and future 
context, contingency means that events can unfold in multiple ways despite 
both local and seemingly universal law-like constraints.  Contingency is not 
forced by physicodynamic necessity.  Contingency embodies an aspect of 
freedom from physicochemical determinism.  Refusal to acknowledge the real-
ity of contingency tends to make the practice of even weighted statistics rather 
difficult.  No law of motion renders absolutely reliable predictions.  Even the 
most dogmatic adherents to “hard determinism” can easily be cornered into 
admitting the reality of some degree of contingency.    
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But there are two kinds of contingency.  The first is chance contingency.  
Chance contingency gives rise to random variation—“noise.”  The Brownian 
movement caused by the heat agitation of molecules is a seeming example of 
chance contingency.  “Just how random is randomness?” remains an open 
question. Many have argued that seemingly random events are actually the re-
sult of unknown causes and complex interactions between multiple known 
physicodynamic causes [20-22].  But the bottom line of chance contingency is 
a non-willful, non-steered independence from straightforward cause-and-effect 
determinism.  Possibilities and options are not purposefully chosen, but result 
from “the roll of dice.”   

The second type of contingency is choice contingency.  Choice contin-
gency is a purposeful selection from among real options.   Choice contingency 
is exercised with directionality for a reason and purpose.  The goal of choice 
contingency is almost always some form of utility that is valued by the choos-
er.     

4.  The essence of any formalism is purposeful choice contingency 

Contingency—freedom from determinism—alone is not adequate to 
generate nontrivial function.  No computationally successful program was ever 
written by a random number generator.  Nontrivial programs can only be writ-
ten by purposeful, wise choices at bona fide decision nodes.  What is the gar-
bage in the programmer’s phrase, “Garbage in, garbage out!”?   Usually it’s 
bad data, but garbage can be bad programming choices too—something less 
than wise choice contingency—something moving either in the direction of 
chance contingency or physicodynamic self-ordering, neither of which can 
program formal function.     

Randomness is contingent, but not formally determinative.  To contin-
gency must be added “choice with intent.”  Randomly occurring events have 
never been shown to generate optimized algorithms, nontrivial conceptual in-
structions, or sophisticated programming [8, 23, 24].  All formal systems, in-
cluding mathematics, require purposeful choice contingency.  Equation manip-
ulations are a form of choice-contingent behavior.   

Neither the rules of computation nor the computation itself are physical.   
What is computation?   More than any other factor, the bottom line of any 
formalism is the exercise of expedient choice with intent at bona fide decision 
nodes.  “Natural process” experiments that purport to have generated sponta-
neously occurring new programming, computational success, or non- trivial 
formal function can be shown invariably to be guilty of “investigator involve-
ment” in experimental design and methodology [9].  Artificial rather than natu-
ral selection has been introduced. 
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Choice contingency has been thoroughly distinguished from chance con-
tingency and law-like necessity in prior publications [2, 8, 9, 24].  Choice con-
tingency cannot be derived from a combination of the chance contingency and 
necessity of physicodynamics.  Any attempt to extirpate purposeful choice 
contingency from the explanation of sophisticated function invariably results 
in the rapid deterioration of that function.  Noise replaces meaningful commu-
nication with gibberish.  “Bugs” and “blue screens” replace programming.  
Failure to halt replaces successful computation.  Nonsense replaces sound rea-
son.  No escape exists from choice contingency in any rational explanation of 
sophisticated function.  Sophisticated utility is realized only at the behest of 
wise purposeful choices—the essence of formalism. 

5.  Formalism not only describes reality, it prescribes and controls reality. 

The ability of mathematics to predict future physical interactions is a far 
more daunting problem for the physicalist than explaining how mathematics is 
able to describe so well those same interactions.  Thus Wigner, Hamming, 
Steiner and Einstein, if anything, understated the problem.  To the degree that 
mathematical formulae and their logical manipulations predict future physical 
interactions, it could be argued that they not only describe, but prescribe and 
control physical world unfoldings.   

Statistical predictions are a special case in science.  Assuming a theoreti-
cal total independence from any law-like orderliness, descriptions of future 
quantum outcomes are purely probabilistic.  We would not consider statistical 
predictions to be determinative or controlling in any sense.  Chance doesn’t 
cause or even influence any physical event to happen.   Chance is only a de-
scriptive mental construct, not a physical cause of effects. 

Most macroscopic “chance” events, however, do not conform to this the-
oretical total independence from law-like orderliness.  Coin flips, for example, 
are not absolutely random because they are not absolutely “fair.”   The heads 
side may weigh ever so slightly more than the tails side. Thus a “fair coin flip” 
is theoretical rather than real unless a coin can be manufactured that has abso-
lutely no variance of one side from the other.  To whatever degree the coin is 
not “fair,” law-like influence must be incorporated into “weighted means.”  In 
the quantum mechanical world, decoherence from expected events becomes an 
issue.  But in the macroscopic world, mathematical formulae and rules govern 
physicodynamic unfoldings with amazing accuracy.        
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6.  The derivation of formalism 

How could purely formal mathematics and biological Prescriptive Infor-
mation (PI) [6] utilizing linear digital programming choices be derived natural-
istically from physicality alone?  Much has been accomplished in science 
through reductionism.  Let us therefore attempt to reduce the problem at hand 
to a maximally reduced and simplified query: Could inanimate physicodynam-
ics have generated cybernetics, the mathematics of physics, the highly fine-
tuned numerical force constants, and the linear digital programming upon 
which all life depends [25-27]?    

Physical explosions (e.g., the Big Bang) do not create mathematical con-
structs and computational algorithms.  The physical laws may have become 
apparent at 10-43 seconds.  But that does not establish that they didn’t exist 
prior to becoming physically instantiated and actualized.  In addition, it does 
not establish that physicality produced those nonphysical formalisms. Indeed, 
as one of the reviewers of this paper pointed out, circular logic is involved in 
arguing that Physicality produced formalism which then produced physicality.  
It is much more likely that the nonphysical formal laws pre-existed the cosmic 
egg “explosion,” and only became apparent at 10-43 seconds within the time-
space physical medium.  If true, the Big Bang was not a chaotic explosion, but 
a controlled unfolding of prescribed physical organization and reality.  

7.  The valuation and pursuit of utility in “applied science” is formal 

The pursuit of functionality arises first out of a desire for and valuation 
of “usefulness.”  Inanimate nature (e.g., a prebiotic environment) possesses 
none of these formal attributes or motives.  The environment does not value 
and does not pursue organization over disorganization.   Physicodynamics can 
self-order spontaneously (e.g., Prigogine’s dissipative structures: hurricanes, 
tornadoes, candle flames, falling drops of water forming spheres, etc.).  But 
inanimate nature cannot self-organize itself into formal step-wise process-
es/procedures (e.g., algorithms) in pursuit of utility.  A prebiotic environment 
had no sense of pragmatism.  It exerted no pressure towards function over non-
function.  Only our minds imagine an environmental preference for function 
over nonfunction in order to make our molecular evolution models “work for 
us.” Rationalization prevails rather than progressive communal discovery of 
what the objective world is actually like.    

The postmodern concept of something “working for us” boils down to 
providing psychological, sociological and seemingly rational and empirical 
support for our already presupposed beliefs.  Naturalism is already committed 
to the metaphysical presupposition that “physicality is sufficient to explain 
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everything.”  Most of us bring with us this axiomatic pre-assumption to sci-
ence.  We were told from an early age on that science requires it.  So most of 
us have cooperated fully with the incorporation of philosophic materialism and 
naturalism into our very definition of science.   

If anyone dares to raise an eyebrow of healthy scientific skepticism about 
the all-sufficiency of mass and energy at any stage of our education, we are 
immediately pounced upon, ridiculed, shouted down by peers, and flunked out 
by professors.  If we wait to raise any questions about the all-sufficiency of 
materialism until after we hold a degree, we are silenced by the peer review of 
true believers in physicalism.  If we are fortunate enough to get a few open-
minded peer reviewers, we are still stifled by a concerted effort of physicalists 
not to cite any paper that dares to challenge the all-sufficiency of physicody-
namics to explain the whole of observational reality. 

The subject of this paper is nothing more than a statement of what should 
have been obvious to every scientist all along.   Mass and energy cannot repre-
sent meaning or programming choices using arbitrary symbol assignments.  
Mass and energy cannot state or manipulate mathematical equations.  Physical-
ity cannot organize data or draw abstracted conclusions.  It cannot predict out-
comes or practice any aspect of the scientific method.  

Applied science values and pursues useful applications of academic sci-
entific principles, data, results and conclusions in each specific field of study.   
To ascribe value to something is a formal function.  To pursue utility is a for-
mal undertaking.   Cause-and-effect determinism knows nothing of value or 
function.  It cannot identify or pursue “usefulness.”  In a materialistic world, 
whatever effects are caused are just “the way it is.”   Benefit is irrelevant.  

Grant money is a lot easier to come by when academic interests are ap-
plied to solving everyday practical problems.  The value of science is often 
judged by its practical usefulness to humans.   NASA received a lot more 
funding when the general public and their political representatives started see-
ing the practical every day devices and benefits that arose directly out of the 
space program.  Seeking knowledge for knowledge sake is noble, but rarely 
generates much grant money or pays anyone’s salary.  Thus a forensic scientist 
who is able to generate reliable methods of identifying serial rapists and mur-
derers tends to get more attention and grant money than the scientist who first 
figured out how to sequence DNA for purely academic reasons.   The forensic 
science wouldn’t have been possible without the academics.  Both the scien-
tific academics and the pragmatic application of those academics are abstract, 
conceptual and formal, not merely mass/energy cause-and-effect determined 
interactions.  
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8.  Controls and rules, not constraints and laws, achieve pragmatism 

Science must follow certain rules.  Rules are not laws [7].  Rules are 
agreed-upon conventions that govern voluntary behavior.  Rules exist to guide 
choices.  Rules can be broken at will.  Rules govern procedures, competing 
interests, and ethical behavior.  Rules are formal.  The rules of the scientific 
method require honesty in the reporting of results, for example.  There is noth-
ing physical about the expectation of and demand for honesty.   Science would 
collapse without adherence to certain ethical standards.  We castigate scientists 
who falsify results or who plagiarize the work of others.  Yet it is widely 
acknowledged that such moral “shoulds” and “oughts” are not derivable from a 
purely material world.  Yet without these metaphysical and ethical demands, 
science could not be trusted as a source of reliable knowledge.   Thus, science 
depends upon formal values, rules and honest behavior.  It cannot be reduced 
to the chance and necessity of physicality.   

Obedience to rules is not constrained.  It is voluntary. But for any formal-
ism to proceed, choices must be voluntarily made according to arbitrary rules 
with the intent of achieving formal function.  This includes any mathematical 
or logical pursuit in science.  It includes language.  And it includes cybernetic 
programming.  Loss of formal utility usually accompanies the disobedience of 
those rules unless a pragmatically superior rule system is being explored.  

Most of what is really interesting in life was produced by choice contin-
gency, not chance contingency or law.  Our most fundamental problem in nat-
uralistic science lies in explaining how physicodynamic determinism could 
have produced the bona fide choice contingency that we all observe and prac-
tice on a daily basis.  The most fundamental question of biology is, “How did 
law-constrained physicochemical interactions along with “random” heat agita-
tion generate a formally prescriptive linear digital genetic system?”   

Language and any other form of sign/symbol/token system require delib-
erately choosing alphanumeric symbols from an alphabet of multiple options.  
Linguistic rules of language convention also must be arbitrarily chosen and 
adhered to.  By arbitrary, we mean choice contingent, not chance contingent.  
Arbitrary does not mean that the chooser flips a coin to decide, or that the 
chooser does not care what is chosen.  In addition to being choice contingent, 
“arbitrary” also means “unconstrained by natural law.”  Arbitrariness excludes 
determinism by law-like self-ordering.  Self-ordering phenomena are extreme-
ly low in information [9].  High uncertainty and freedom are needed as a pre-
text to programming.  No linguistic or cybernetic system has ever been orga-
nized by chance contingency or physicochemical determinism. 
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All forms of cybernetic programming in computer science are formal.  
Computational success can only be prescribed through formal choices with 
intent.  The same is true of algorithmic optimization, the engineering of so-
phisticated function, and organization of any kind.  Such formal utility cannot 
be achieved through after-the-fact selection of the best algorithms.  A pool of 
“potential solutions” first has to exist before optimization is pursued.  These 
stepwise discrete procedures (“potential solutions” are algorithms) must be 
programmed at the decision node level.  A mere stochastic ensemble of sym-
bols is not a potential solution.  When Scrabble tokens are dumped out of the 
box onto the board and lined up upside down in strings, they sometimes con-
tain happenstantial “words” when turned over.  But this is only because our 
minds pick out those random sequences of letters by prior association.  They 
are in reality just as random as any other letters in the string.  Similarly, a ran-
dom pool of supposed “potential solutions” are not the problem solutions they 
are claimed to be.  Only our minds select them in pursuit of the solution and 
optimization we are pursuing.  Consciousness is always smuggled in subcon-
sciously in successful Markov processes.  Strings of symbols have to be pro-
cessed to function as programmed computational solutions.  This requires ei-
ther the selection of logic gate settings according to arbitrary conventions prior 
to the existence of any function [5], or the reading and processing of these in-
structions according to previously agreed upon rules, or both.  Optimization 
requires motivation, the declaration of value, and the pursuit of a desired ever-
improving utility.  All of these factors are formal, not physicodynamic.    

What empirical evidence and prediction fulfillment support do we have 
for the metaphysical belief that physicality generated formalism (e.g., that 
physical brain generated mind)?  Has anyone ever observed a single instance 
of chance and necessity generating nontrivial computational function?  Has 
anyone ever observed constraints generating bona fide controls that specifical-
ly steer events toward formal nontrivial utility?  Do the laws of physics and 
chemistry ever generate creative new Prescriptive Information (PI)?  

Says Howard Pattee: 
 

“The concept of control does not enter physical theory because it is the 
fundamental condition for physical laws that they describe only those 
relations between events which are invariant with respect to different 
observers, and consequently those relations between events over which 
the observer has no control.  At the least, control requires, in addition 
to the laws, some form of local, structural constraint on the lawful dy-
namics.  Pragmatic control also requires some measure of utility.  To 
say that the river bed controls the flow of the river is a gratuitous use of 
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control since there is no utility, and the simpler term ‘constraint’ serves 
just as well.” [21, pg. 69] 

 
Without exception every sophisticated pragmatic tool, machine or mech-

anistic procedure known to humanity required decision-node programming or 
integrative configurable switch setting to achieve.  No bona fide nontrivial or-
ganization has ever arisen without purposeful steering, controlling and regulat-
ing the process.  Constraints and invariant laws cannot perceive or pursue utili-
ty.  Constraints and laws could not have generated a single complex machine, 
let alone life.     

9.  The Law of Organizational and Cybernetic Decline (The OCD Law) 

The OCD Law states that, absent the intervention of formal agency, any 
nontrivial organization or cybernetic/computational function instantiated into 
physicality (e.g., integrated circuits) will invariably deteriorate and fail through 
time.  This deterioration may not be continual.  But it will be continuous (off 
and on, but overall consistently downhill).  Computers, robots, all forms of Ar-
tificial Intelligence and Artificial Life, messages instantiated into material 
symbol systems or electronic impulses, will invariably progress toward dys-
function and fail.   

The OCD Law is not to be confused with the Second Law of Thermody-
namics. The OCD Law is not concerned with the entropy of statistical mechan-
ics or the “entropy” or “mutual entropy” of Shannon’s probabilistic combina-
torial uncertainty.  Heat exchange, heat dissipation, phase changes, order and 
disorder are not at issue.  The OCD Law addresses only the formal organiza-
tion and utility already instantiated into physical media and environments. On-
ly purposeful choice contingency at bona fide decision nodes can rescue from 
deterioration the organization and function previously programmed into physi-
codynamics.  

Thermodynamicists  differ widely in opinion as to whether entropy is 
physical.  Most materialists find themselves seriously trying to argue that the 
negatives of log functions of probabilities are physical!  Even if they were, en-
tropy tells us nothing about organization or achieving nontrivial formal func-
tion.   

The OCD Law, of course, raises the question of how organization arose 
in the first place.  The Organization (O) Principle states that nontrivial formal 
organization can only be produced by Choice Contingency Causation and Con-
trol (CCCC).  The O Principle, like the OCD Law, can still be treated as a 
mere null hypothesis if desired by skeptics and critics.  The firm prediction is 
made that neither the OCD Law nor the O Principle will ever be falsified by 
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empirical evidence or prediction fulfillment data.  It will never be overturned 
by sound Aristotelian logic, either.   A single legitimate exception to either 
generalization would serve as falsification.   It is incumbent upon those who 
religiously believe in spontaneous self-organization of mass/energy into non-
trivial formal utility to provide empirical evidence or prediction fulfillment 
support for their blind belief.   Thus far, any logical defense of belief in self-
organization has also been sorely lacking [9].  In the absence of scientific sup-
port, informationless self-organization hypotheses and models such as Ganti’s 
[28] remain little more than superstition. 

10.  Is entropy physical? 

Many thermodynamicists are uncertain as to whether “entropy” is physi-
cal. “Energy unavailable for work” is one of several common definitions of 
entropy.  “Energy” would certainly have to be considered physical.  But “una-
vailable for work” is a formal characterization, not a physical entity.  “Work” 
as used in this context obviously does not refer to mere heat exchange between 
bodies.  It refers to formal utilitarian potential.  Can the energy be used to 
achieve function?  When taken as a whole, “energy unavailable for work” is a 
formal construct that cannot be reduced to physicality.  In addition, nonphysi-
cal formal mathematics is required to define entropy and measure it in scien-
tific terms.  Nevertheless, as mentioned above, most metaphysical naturalists 
find themselves seriously trying to argue that the negative of a log function is 
physical.  This is especially true of those who insist that statistical mechanical 
entropy is one-in-the-same with Shannon entropy.  Shannon uncertainty is a 
probabilistic measure.  Reduced uncertainty (R) is still a mathematical subtrac-
tion based on “before” minus “after” uncertainty.  Reduced uncertainty is 
equated with gained knowledge.  But even reduced uncertainty is formal.   

Neurophysiology has never had much success trying to reduce episte-
mology to physicodynamics.  But even if entropy were physical, entropy tells 
us nothing about organization or achieving nontrivial formal function.   

Many try to define ‘entropy” in terms of “increasing disorder.”   But 
clearly many forms of crystallization simultaneously increase order while 
moving towards greater entropy within the system.  This confusion was caused 
by the initial confusion of order with organization, and the confusion of con-
straints with controls.  Self-ordering phenomena and constraints are physico-
dynamic properties.   Organization and controls are formal properties.  Physi-
cality cannot generate nonphysical formalisms.  They lie in different catego-
ries.  Self-ordering phenomena and constraints arise from the near side of The 
Cybernetic Cut (Chap 3).  Organization and controls arise only from the far 
side of The Cybernetic Cut.  The one-way Configurable Switch (CS) Bridge 
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allows controls to travel into the physicodynamic world from the formal non-
physical world.  Under no circumstances do physicodynamic phenomena ever 
traverse the CS Bridge from the near physicodynamic side to the far formal 
side.   What makes reality especially interesting is not order, but organization.  
What generates utilitarian work is choice contingency and controls, not con-
straints and laws.   We must learn to get order and disorder out of the discus-
sion of organization.  

11.  Formalism’s instantiation can alone temporarily and locally circum-
vent The 2nd Law  

James Clerk Maxwell first stated his well known "demon paradox" in a 
letter to Peter Tait in 1867.  A controllable trap door separating two compart-
ments allows an imaginary demon to separate warmer and cooler ideal gas 
molecules on opposite sides of the door separating the two compartments.  The 
temperature differential between compartments was to provide an energy po-
tential needed to drive a potential heat engine.   

There are good reasons why naturalism is forced to view Maxwell’s de-
mon as only a “thought experiment” [29].  Abstract concept and volition are 
required for the demon to selectively open and close the trap door.  He must 
choose with intent to concentrate the fastest-moving particles on one side of 
the partition. No energy is required in this thought experiment for Maxwell's 
demon's mind to choose whether and when to open the trap door.  No account-
ing is provided for the demon’s brain or muscle energy requirements, either, to 
operate the trap door.  The demon has no brain or physical reality.  He and his 
purposeful choices are transcendent to physicality.  The hotter faster-moving 
particles cannot be concentrated on one side of the partition without his pur-
poseful choices.  It is true that the actual opening of the trap door would re-
quire a physical force and energy.  But the vectors of door pull up or push 
down are not physically determined.  They are formally chosen.  And the all-
important choice of when to open or close the trap door is also purely formal.   

The demon has always been prominent in physics and thermodynamics 
precisely because he provides the energy-free formal agency that alone can 
explain temporary and local circumvention of the Second Law.  Take away the 
demon’s formal purposeful choices—his agency—and equilibration of heat in 
both compartments is inevitable according to the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics.  
What is the natural-process equivalent of such a mystical demon?   None exists 
in the naturalist’s materialistic metaphysical world.  The demon’s persistence 
in physics texts is nothing less than a classic demonstration of naturalistic ra-
tional inconsistency.  The physical cosmos clearly cannot be “all there is, ever 
was, or ever will be” [19].  Seemingly local and temporary circumvention of 
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the Second Law is too evident and common; but only because the demon lives 
and purposefully chooses.  All energy transduction mechanisms making non-
trivial function possible can be traced back to the same formal controls.  Mere 
constraints, laws and phase changes do not produce functional “work” and so-
phisticated utility.     

But why couldn’t some yet-to-be discovered natural-process law operate 
the trap door?  The answer is that laws always preclude freedom of program-
ming choice and control.  The trap door would always be held open, or always 
locked closed, by law!  

It could be argued that not even life violates the 2nd Law, at least the 
physical manifestation of life.  But life’s formal controls and regulation are 
nonphysical.  Formalisms are not subject to the 2nd law because they are non- 
physical.   The instantiation of formalisms into physicality is alone what  
makes possible the seeming temporary and local circumvention of the 2nd law. 

In the microscopic world, circumvention of the 2nd Law is considered a 
given by many. But the quantum world is highly laced with human epistemo-
logical factors.  Some might argue that the microscopic world may be more of 
a subjective human mental construction than ontologic reality.  Others might 
point to the role of mathematics, probabilism and imagination in quantum the-
ory as further evidence of formalism being the most fundamental level and ul-
timate cause of overall reality, including physicality.  

We might be quick to deny “vitalism;” but we will not succeed in deny-
ing the reality of life’s formal programming, regulation and control. We will 
not be able to sweep under the rug the prokaryotes’ representational symbol 
systems, cybernetic programming, tens of thousands of nanocomputers, firm-
ware, operating systems, various application softwares, semiosis (messaging), 
coding and decoding, translation, and its orientation around the pragmatic goal 
of staying alive.  All of these are formalisms, not mere physicochemical inter-
actions.   This leaves us with the uncomfortable question, “What exactly is the 
difference between the undeniable transcendence of all these formalisms that 
program and regulate life, and the vitalism we so vociferously decry?   

In Rolf Landauer’s review [30] of  Maxwell's Demon: Why Warmth Dis-
perses and Time Passes by Hans Christian von Baeyer [31], Landauer points 
out, "It is impossible to sort molecules without expending more energy than 
the work that can be extracted from the sorted molecules. The second law of 
thermodynamics does indeed hold true."   

Szilard rightly argued that Maxwell's Demon must be "informed" in or-
der to know when to open and close the trap door [32].   Uninformed and undi-
rected constraints cannot operate the trap door so as to deliberately separate 
hot and cold particles.  Only choice-based control can.   
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Gilbert Lewis wrote:  "Gain in entropy always means loss of information, 
and nothing more." [4, 33, pg. 573).   Conversely, to reduce entropy requires 
increased information—not only increased Shannon information, but increased 
prescriptive information {Abel, 2007 #6367].  It takes prescriptive information 
for the demon to know how to achieve heat engine potential.  But the problem 
is far greater than one of knowledge.  It is one of deliberate steering, control, 
management and goal.   The Demon must decide when to open and close the 
door for some useful reason. The Demon must have desire and motive.  With 
every approaching particle he must make a purposeful binary choice of wheth-
er to open or to close the door so as to create a future energy potential.  By 
what naturalistic physical mechanism is this choice accomplished?  The Cy-
bernetic Cut {Abel, 2008 #6969;Abel, 2008 #8037} and The F > P Principle 
declares that no natural mechanism exists that can choose with intent to delib-
erately design, engineer and maintain a Sustained Functional System (SFS) 
[34] such as a thermal engine for pragmatic reasons.  Prigogine’s dissipative 
structures in chaos theory have little in common with SFSs.  Falsification of 
the assertion that nontrivial SFSs do not spontaneously form in nature is sim-
ple:  cite a single exception.  Such falsification is invited to promote further 
discovery and to test axiomatic principles such as The F > P Principle “in the 
real world.”   

12.  The source of Prescriptive Information (PI) is formal 

Prescriptive information (PI) either instructs or directly produces nontriv-
ial function [2, 8].  PI usually accomplishes this through programmed algo-
rithmic processing.  “Prescriptive Information either tells us what choices to 
make, or it is a recordation of wise choices already made” [6].  Prescription 
requires formal selective steering at successive decision nodes.  The purpose of 
PI is to generate pragmatic results.  Such utility is valued and pursued by 
agents.  Inanimate nature cannot value or pursue a formal goal.  Not even evo-
lution has a goal.  Expedient choice commitments must be made prior to the 
realization of function at each successive decision node in any program.  Bi-
furcation points can be traversed randomly; but no significant computational 
halting success can be expected at the end of a random path.   Decision nodes 
require true decisions, not “coin flips” or “dice rolls,” to generate PI and so-
phisticated function.   

The definition of PI centers on selection for potential (not yet existent) 
function.  What exactly do we mean by function?  "A function is a goal-
oriented property of an entity" [35].  Says Voie, "Functional parts are only 
meaningful under a whole, in other words it is the whole that gives meaning to 
its parts" [35].   
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The road to utility is paved with algorithmic intent [36].  A goal-based 
algorithm is a step-wise, usually discrete process or procedure leading to future 
utility.  Natural selection cannot generate such procedures.  Evolution is blind 
to potential function and the future.  It can only eliminate inferior formal pro-
grams (highly integrated computational haltings manifested as already-
computed phenotypic organisms [The GS Principle] [5]).  Goal-based algo-
rithms control events and behavior, steering them toward organized, predicta-
ble usefulness.  But such steering requires free and purposeful choices at bona 
fide decision nodes.  Neither chance nor necessity can generate or optimize 
algorithms.  These programming decisions must be made wisely with the in-
tent to achieve computational halting.  The only known source of conceptually 
integrated function is formally-generated PI.  

Given the right processing algorithms, PI not only instructs, but can ac-
tually produce sophisticated function.  But, to accomplish this pragmatism, at 
the very least constraints must be purposefully chosen through the selection of 
particular initial conditions in order to influence physical interactions to move 
towards Aristotelian “final function.” Constraints are blind to function.  Con-
straints and laws have no pragmatic goal.  Constraints cannot generate the 
symbol systems used by semiosis. It is only the purposeful choice of certain 
constraints (e.g., the choice of initial conditions in designing an experiment) 
that creates bona fide controls.  The F > P Principle states that the fundamental 
ingredients of any semiotic system are representationalism and choice contin-
gency, not chance contingency or necessity.  Meaning is always formal, never 
physicodynamic.   

13.  Naturalistic “efficient causation” (Aristotle) is grossly inadequate 

Physicodynamic cause-and-effect was classified by Aristotle as “efficient 
causation.”  Naturalistic science attempts to explain seemingly teleological 
(teleonomic) phenomena solely in terms of efficient causation.   Naturalistic 
biologists universally just presuppose functionality in scientific literature with-
out any explanation of its derivation:  “The purpose of the kidneys is to excrete 
waste products from the blood stream.”  “Mitochondria function as the power-
house of the cell.”   “Each amino acyl tRNA synthetase is present in order to 
bind the appropriate amino acid to its own tRNA.”  Naturalistic science has to 
be able to explain all of these purely formal “in order to’s” with nothing but 
mass/energy interactions.  It fails miserably. 

How can we refine evolutionary explanations to incorporate “in order to” 
into efficient causation?  We point to selection pressure as the cause.  But envi-
ronmental selection favors only the best already-living phenotypic “effects.”  It 
does not explain the cause—the programming, algorithmic processing, preser-
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vation schemes and optimization that produced those effects (The GS Princi-
ple) [5].   

In evolutionary theory, the chaperone proteins cannot come into exist-
ence “in order to” fill the need of helping other proteins fold correctly.  They, 
too, have to be folded.  For the consistent naturalist, “Folding correctly” must 
ultimately be purely accidental prior to secondary selection for after-the-fact 
fitness.  Virtually every player in homeostatic metabolism participates actively 
in pursuing and eventually achieving cooperative holistic integration. Evolu-
tion theory provides no mechanism for anticipation or pursuit of goals.  In ad-
dition, the probability of thousands of needed players all coming together at 
the same place and time, all to contribute their role in achieving the final func-
tion of homeostatic metabolism, is statistically prohibitive for any purely mate-
rialistic conglomerate.  The notion that physicodynamics alone can accomplish 
even a protometabolism can be definitively falsified by the Universal Plausi-
bility Metric and Principle [37].    

14.  The genomic symbol system’s prescription, control and regulation are 
formal  

Küppers [38, pg 166] makes the same point as Jacques Monod [39],  
Ernst Mayr [40, 41], and Hubert Yockey [42, 43], that physics and chemistry 
do not explain life.  Niels Bohr argued that "Life is consistent with, but unde-
cidable from physics and chemistry."[44]  “Undecidable” means that life can-
not be explained by mere physical interactions alone. What exactly is the miss-
ing ingredient that renders life unique from inanimate physics and chemistry?  
The answer lies in the fact that life, unlike inanimacy, traverses the Cybernetic 
Cut (See Chapter 3) [4] .  The Cybernetic Cut dichotomizes reality into two 
fundamental categories.  The dynamics of physicality (“chance and necessity”) 
lie on one side of the great divide.  On the other side lies the ability to choose 
with intent what aspects of ontological being will be preferred, pursued, select-
ed, rearranged, integrated, organized, preserved, and used (formalism).   Algo-
rithmic programs and their optimization require traversing the Cybernetic Cut.  
Life is further differentiated from non-life by its linear digital Prescriptive In-
formation that uses a material symbol system (MSS) [45, 46].  Says Hubert 
Yockey,  "The existence of a genome and the genetic code divides living or-
ganisms from non-living matter.  . . . There is nothing in the physico-chemical 
world that remotely resembles reactions being determined by a sequence and 
codes between sequences.”  [26, pg. 54] 

Linear digital programming occurs prior to any folding.  The source of 
this programming lies in the selection and sequencing of rigidly bound nucleo-
tide (token) “choices.”   Primary structure (sequencing) is the main determi-
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nant of tertiary structure (the globular molecular machine).  Chaperones and 
other factors contribute to folding.  But rigidly-bound monomeric sequencing 
largely determines what folding thermodynamic tendencies will be.  And 
chaperones are themselves prescribed by the same linear digital symbol sys-
tem.  The far weaker H bonding of average folding is primarily mediated by 
primary structure. Thus true selection must take place at the point of polymeri-
zation of each additional monomer onto the forming positive strand.   Since 
polymerization of the primary single strand is nearly dynamically inert in cod-
ing regions, physicodynamics plays no role in sequencing.  Nothing is left but 
randomness with which to program in a naturalistic context.   Yet coin flips 
have never been observed to program computational halting in any cybernetic 
system.  There is no escaping the reality that all known organisms are pre-
scribed and largely controlled by this linear digital programming. A represen-
tational MSS is clearly employed in the triplet codon table of amino acid pre-
scription.  Even most epigenetic factors are produced only through linear digi-
tal instruction and control (e.g. regulatory peptides, proteins and small RNAs) 
[47-49].  Even DNA methylation and protein binding to histone tails are at 
least indirectly prescribed by nucleotide sequencing.  Non-coding regulatory 
RNA prescribed by DNA controls much of the genome [48-51]. 

Even more confounding is that all of these processes require sophisticat-
ed nanocomputers, firmware, “high tech” operating systems and software.  
Formal algorithms are required.  Sequencing has no meaning or function inde-
pendent of an overarching formal system of arbitrary assignment of specific 
amino acid correspondences.  No physical force or law explains these arbitrary 
correspondence assignments.  Their formal functions are not physicodynami-
cally mandated.  They are formally prescribed.   

DNA genetic sequencing seems 99% “random” when considered only 
from a Shannon probabilistic and combinatorial perspective.  But of course 
this perspective is blind to the meaning or function of any message or program.  
A string of 1s and 0s, as the result of compiled computer source code, can look 
random even though every logic gate position represented in that string was 
purposefully chosen for maximized utility.  From a Shannon point of view, any 
truly random mutation in a genetic sequence would seem to have minimal ef-
fect on the already seemingly random frequency of the four nucleotides.  Since 
99% of genes already appear to be random, random mutations would tend to 
randomize only the 1% of apparent order within that gene’s bit content.  Ran-
dom mutations would have a much more dramatic effect on the Shannon un-
certainty found in redundant sequences (e.g., in introns rather than exons). 

But genes are in reality programming strings.  They are not analogous to 
programming strings.  They ARE programming strings.  It could be seriously 
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argued that computer programs are analogous to genetic and genomic pro-
gramming.  Each nucleotide added to the string is an additional configurable 
switch setting added to the programming syntax. If genetic prescription is ran-
dom, why are we spending billions of dollars on ascertaining reference se-
quences?  Further, a mutation of a random sequence is more than bordering on 
a non-sequitur. 

Mutations, whether random or ordered by varying degrees of physicody-
namic determinism, corrupt existing programming “choices.”   Random muta-
tions of PI strings will consistently result in noise pollution and degradation of 
the meaning and function of that PI.  Mutations resulting from extremely low-
informational cause-and-effect determinism will also reduce any programming 
efficiency of an existing gene.  The fixed orderliness of nature described by 
laws cannot program formal function because it freezes  up logic gates.  
Switches must be freely configurable to program formal function.  

The GS Principle (See Chapter 7) [5, 52] states that genetic determin-
ism’s strong contribution to life requires selection at its formal configurable-
switch level, not just at the post-computational phenotypic level.   Nucleotides 
must be selected and covalently bound into primary structures (sequence 
strings) prior to the realization of selectable function.  Environmental selection 
cannot occur until final function and the fittest already-living organisms exist. 

Replicative function is often confused with information prescription in 
the literature.  These two functions have nothing to do with each other.  Tem-
plating and complementary base-pairing are purely physicodynamic.  They are 
both highly ordered with high probability and very low uncertainty.  There is 
no formal component to templating or base pairing.  It is largely “forced” via 
physicochemical constraints (“laws” and local initial conditions).  Templating 
and base-pairing, therefore, are unrelated to Prescriptive Information (PI) gen-
eration.  The only exception to this is the prescriptive sequencing of the tem-
plate itself.  Naturalistic templates are all low informational (e.g., clay adsorp-
tion produces homopolymers, not informational strands). Yet templating and 
self-replication are often erroneously appealed to as an explanation for the 
source of biological information. Point mutations and wobbles are noise pro-
ducers, not programmers.  Pointing to a template does not explain the origin of 
PI in the initial linear digital sequence of the template itself.  No explanation is 
ever provided by naturalism for the source of PI in any template or biopoly-
mer. The sequencing of nucleotides in a single, positive, prescriptively infor-
mational strand is formal, not physical.  Untemplated, merely physicochemical 
polymerizations of over 100 mers at higher temperatures produce homopoly-
mers, not PI polymers [53].   
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Once the functional sequencing is established in a positive informational 
strand, base-pairing is purely physicochemical.  In our naïveté, we would ex-
pect that replication would merely copy the existing PI in reverse direction.   
The discovery that the complementary negative strand of DNA is simultane-
ously prescriptive of entirely different regulatory function only bespeaks the 
added dimensions of formal causality instantiated into molecular biology that 
totally defy all physicodynamic explanation.  Mere physicodynamic base-
pairing will never answer how each complementary strand is able to prescribe 
a different formal function. 

Technically, duplication yields no new information even in the Shannon 
sense of “information.”  Duplication plus variation does yield new Shannon 
uncertainty.  But duplication plus variation has never been demonstrated to 
produce new nontrivial Prescriptive Information (PI) [6]. 

How can nonphysical formal mathematics and formal biological cyber-
netics be derived naturalistically from physicality alone?  Admits Weinberger,  
“ . . . a theory such as ours must explicitly acknowledge purposeful action, or 
'agency', in such diverse fields as evolutionary theory . . .”  [54, pg. 105]  Yet 
the whole point of evolutionary theory was to obviate the need for purposeful 
action and "agency.”   

15.  Formal biocybernetics predates Homo sapiens and our cognition 

All known life is cybernetic.  If one assumes that humans evolved from 
previous lesser life forms in only the last one thousandth of life’s history on 
earth, it follows that cybernetics predates humans.  The simplest known life 
forms all display undeniable evidence of linear digital prescription using a rep-
resentational Material Symbol System (MSS) [45, 46] and cybernetic regula-
tion [4].  The biosemiosis that produced life, humans and their minds included, 
is formal.  Even at a primordial life level, each ribonucleotide selection in a 
polymer is a configurable switch-setting [2, 8].  It is a memory token in a ma-
terial symbol system [55].  In a theoretical RNA World, each linear digital 
symbol sequence (syntax) prescribes a certain three-dimensional configuration 
space of potential ribozyme function [5, 9, 56].   

Pre-metazoan life utilizes the same representational symbol systems, lin-
ear digital programming, coding/decoding/translation between lan-
guage/operating systems, and redundancy block-coding for noise reduction.  
They cannot be attributed to human mentation or heuristics.  Neither chance 
nor necessity can explain these phenomena.  Linear, digital, genetic algorith-
mic programming requires ontologically real selection contingency.  Life 
could have arisen only through selection operating at the covalently-bound 
level of primary structure formation.  Environmental selection of the fittest al-
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ready-computed phenotypes is irrelevant to the question of how initial genes 
were programmed.  Formally functional configurable switch settings could not 
possibly have been programmed by physicodynamics.   

The destination of any message must have knowledge of the cipher and 
possess the ability to use it.  Deciphering is a formal function—as formal as 
mathematics and the rules of inference.  Deciphering of the source’s code and 
prescriptive intent at the destination cannot be done by the chance and necessi-
ty of physicodynamics.   An abstract and conceptual handshake must occur 
between source and destination.  Shared lexicographical meaning must exist 
between source and destination.   Source and destination must be in sync re-
garding pragmatic significance of the arbitrarily chosen language system in 
order to create a protocol in a communication sense. 

Natural selection is always post-computational.  Natural selection is af-
ter-the-fact of relatively bug-free program halting.  Environmental selection 
does not explain how the program got “written.”  Genetic digital selections 
must be distinguished from analog dynamic folding and from environmental 
phenotypic selection.  Molecular evolution models of the spontaneous genera-
tion of life must be able to demonstrate selection at the covalently-bound deci-
sion-node level.  No such theory or model currently exists in naturalistic scien-
tific literature.   No empirical evidence or rational support exists for attributing 
genetic programming to stochastic ensembles.  This would be like attributing a 
Ph.D. thesis to nothing but a secretary’s typographical errors.  Although a sto-
chastic ensemble could happen to match a reference sequence, no operational 
context would exist for that particular sequence to mean anything metabolical-
ly.  An entire formal operating system (or several), power plant, and manufac-
turing factory would have to simultaneously arise from sequence space at the 
same time and place.  Cybernetics is required to generate homeostatic metabol-
ic utility in the face of thermodynamic decline.  Since cybernetics is a formal-
ism, and since life at all levels is cybernetic, formalism predates not only Ho-
mo sapiens, but even invertebrates.  Cybernetics cannot be reduced to human 
mentation.  Cybernetics is not just a heuristic tool or metaphorical epistemolo-
gy generated by our minds [55].  Molecular biological cybernetics produced 
our consciousness, not the other way around.  

16.  The F > P Principle 

The Formalism > Physicality (F > P) Principle states that Formalism not 
only describes, but preceded, prescribed, organized, and continues to control, 
regulate, govern and predict physicodynamic reality and its interactions. The F 
> P Principle is an axiom that defines the ontological primacy of formalism.  
Formalism is the source of all aspects of reality, both nonphysical and physi-
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cal.  Formalism organized physicality before the fact of physicality’s exist-
ence.  Formalism gave rise to the equations, structure and orderliness of physi-
cality rather than to chaos.  This alone explains why the scientific method must 
be conducted in a rational manner, why the applicability of mathematics to 
physical interactions is reasonable rather than unreasonable, and why such 
formalism can predict physical interactions.   

The quest for a mathematical unified field of knowledge presupposes the 
F > P Principle.  The F > P Principle further states that reality is fundamentally 
arbitrary—rule and choice-contingency-based, not indiscriminately forced by 
an infinite regress of cause-and-effect determinism. Physicality cannot even 
spawn a study of itself—physics—because physics is a formal enterprise.  
Nothing within the “chance and necessity” of physicality itself is capable of 
generating formal logic, computation, mathematical relationships, or cybernet-
ic control.   Only formalisms can measure, steer, manage, and predict physical-
ity.  Physicodynamics constrains; formalism controls. 

In this paper, we have defined critical terms, presented fundamental con-
cepts related to emergence, and reviewed repeated and predictable observa-
tions that collectively demand acknowledgement of the F > P Principle as the 
most fundamental axiom of science.  Reality is first and foremost formal; 
physicality is realized only secondarily.  Formalism can be instantiated into 
physicality through the use of configurable switches, material symbol systems, 
and through the integration of components into a holistic functional system.  

Physicality cannot merge with formalism.  Physicality can be used by 
logical formalism, but physicality cannot merge with or control formalism.  
Only formalism can measure, steer, organize, manage, and predict physicality.  
The F > P Principle explains why and how design and engineering principles 
can be incorporated into physicality to render it uniquely functional and/or 
computational.   Physicality cannot do this on its own.  

A corollary of the F > P Principle is acknowledgement that humans did 
not create the formal physical laws; our minds just discovered them.  Before 
our minds existed, physicality obeyed these mathematical rules of physical in-
teraction.  Their prescription and control are in no way dependent upon human 
consciousness.   F = ma governed physicality long before human mentation 
arrived on the scene to recognize such formal relationships.  
While the initial formal rules were arbitrary (choice-contingent), once instanti-
ated into physicality they became physical fixed “laws.”  Their formal pre-
scription and control became translated into fixed invariant directives of physi-
codynamic determinism.  Cause-and-effect chains became “ordered” or forced 
into regularities.  The fundamentally formal rules became physical laws.  From 
the physicality side of The Cybernetic Cut [4], the choice contingency of the 
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initial rule-writing and instantiation can seem imperceptible.  We see only the 
forced regularities described by the laws of nature.  But the prescription of the-
se regularities prior to instantiation into physicality was free, choice-
contingent, and purely formal.   

This formal rationality extends even to the roles of heat agitation, unde-
termined degrees of freedom in nature, and stochastic quantum events.  Even 
randomness, chaos and dissipative structures can be formally and mathemati-
cally described, defined and predicted.  The only thing that Einstein got wrong 
in his statement "How is it possible that mathematics, a product of human 
thought that is independent of experience, fits so excellently the objects of 
physical reality?" [13] was that mathematics is “a product of human thought.”  
Human thought did not create mathematics.  Human thought is just progres-
sively discovering it and its role in cosmic organization.  As we have learned 
throughout this anthology, it is a logical impossibility for order to have pro-
duced PI or organization.  The orderliness of nature could not have produced 
mathematics, cybernetics, language capacity, the scientific method, scientific 
ethics, and all the other non-material formalisms; rather, it’s the other way 
around.  

The F > P Principle states that the flow of control and organization is 
unidirectional from formalism to physicality.  No reversibility exists between 
the law-based necessity of physicality and the rule-based choice contingency 
of formalism.  Physicality cannot generate formalism.  Phase changes at the 
edge of chaos, fitness landscapes, so-called evolutionary algorithms, neural 
networks, cellular automata, and the infodynamics perspective cannot circum-
vent the F > P Principle.  In every case, nontrivial function requires formal, 
choice-based, behind-the-scenes, artificial selection in experimental design in 
order to produce nontrivial utility.  The fundamental modus operandi of all up-
hill climbs to optimize the “fitness functions” of evolutionary algorithms is 
subtle choice contingency.  Markov processes (“Drunken walks”) are not de-
void of experimenter steering.  Optimization of fitness functions is formal, not 
physicodynamic.  Genetic algorithms start with a pool of potential formal solu-
tions to a problem.  The preferred choices can be instantiated secondarily into 
material tokens and into Material Symbol Systems (MSS) [57].  Once instanti-
ated into physicality, MSS’s then can cause physicodynamic effects. But their 
utility was formally, not physico-dynamically, programmed.   

The F > P Principle is a far more contemporary and less metaphysical ax-
iom than Plato’s original notion of Form [58, 59].   The F > P Principle adds to 
Plato’s and Aristotle’s early metaphysical explorations many benefits of the 
Enlightenment, modern and postmodern scientific thought and empirical expe-
rience.  This axiom should be considered the most foundational principle of 
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science.  Without it, no basis exists for demanding science’s subjection to logic 
theory.  It explains science’s demand for quantification (formal representation 
with numbers followed by numerical manipulations). The axiom provides a 
basis for trust in repeated observations and demand for prediction fulfillment.  
It explains why falsifiability is a valid test of scientific objectivity.  Apart from 
the F > P Principle, the requirement of mathematical quantification in science 
makes little sense.  The sciences of physics, chemistry, and biology, along with 
applied mathematics, computer science, and engineering, all demand formal-
ism’s dominion and control over physicality.   

Belief in “self-organization” and “emergence” in the absence of choice 
contingency is blind belief bordering on superstition.  It completely lacks em-
pirical confirmation, prediction fulfillment, and rational justification.  The hy-
potheses of “self-organization” and “emergence” are not even falsifiable.  
What is potentially falsifiable is the null hypothesis that nontrivial “self-
organization does not happen absent choice contingency.”  This null hypothe-
sis was first published quite succinctly in peer-reviewed literature around the 
turn of the millennium [23, 60] and many times thereafter [1-9, 34, 52, 61-64].  
The scientific community has been rigorously invited to provide such falsifica-
tion.  After a decade, no falsification has been provided.  The firm scientific 
prediction is hereby made that no falsification of this null hypothesis will ever 
be provided without behind-the-scenes investigator involvement in experi-
mental design (artificial selection rather than natural selection).  After another 
decade or two with no worldwide success at falsification, the above formal sci-
entific prediction should become a mature generalized theory or theorem, if 
not a tentative law of science.  This proposed tentative law states that inani-
mate physicodynamics is completely inadequate to generate, or even explain, 
formal processes and procedures leading to sophisticated function (The Law of 
Physicodynamic Incompleteness).  Chance and necessity alone cannot steer, 
program or optimize algorithmic/computational success to provide desired 
nontrivial utility. 

The time has come to extend this null hypothesis into a formal scientific 
prediction“No nontrivial algorithmic/computational utility will ever arise from 
chance and/or necessity alone.” 

How can such a bold, dogmatic prediction possibly be made by any repu-
table scientist? The answer lies first in the fact that it is just a null hypothesis 
designed for open-minded testing. The author of the hypothesis himself active-
ly pursues falsification. Its deliberately absolutist tone begs falsification all the 
more in the challenging spirit of quality science. Second, the hypothesis itself 
arises from logical inference in addition to seemingly universal empirical ob-
servation. The statement is not just a product of inductive reasoning. The latter 
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would be subject to overturning with minimal new data that could arise around 
the next blind empirical corner. The prediction is rather a logically valid infer-
ence enjoying deductive absoluteness within its own axiomatic system. Baring 
fallacious inference, the only possibility of falsehood would be that the logic 
flows from a faulty axiom. If a presupposition (pre-assumption about the na-
ture of reality) is “out of touch with reality (ontologic, objective being)” then 
the prediction might not be “helpful.”  Unhelpfulness would be realized in the 
form of a prediction failure. Since no axiom is ever proven, science tends to 
proceed by assuming an axiomatic system to be tentatively valid, and testing it 
from many different directions through time. In this sense, all laws of science 
are considered best-thus-far generalizations subject to continuing experiment 
falsification. 

After another decade or two with no worldwide success at falsification, 
the above formal scientific prediction should become a mature generalized 
theory, if not a tentative law of science, which Abel has named in advance  
“The Law of Physicodynamic Incompleteness.”  This proposed tentative law 
states that inanimate physicodynamics is completely inadequate to generate, or 
even explain, the mathematical nature of physical interactions (the laws of 
physics and chemistry). The Law further states that physicodynamic factors 
cannot institute formal processes and procedures leading to sophisticated func-
tion. Chance and necessity alone cannot steer, program or optimize algorith-
mic/computational success to provide desired nontrivial utility.   

When we see sophisticated function of any kind, we have strong evi-
dence suggesting that the Cybernetic Cut has been traversed across the one-
way-only CS Bridge [4].  Nonphysical formalisms are the product of purpose-
ful choice contingency [4, 7]. Choice contingency is instantiated into physi-
cality via logic gates, configurable switch-settings, the purposeful selection of 
tokens from an alphabet of tokens, or cooperative integration of physical com-
ponents into formal systems or conceptually complex machines [1-9, 23, 34, 
55, 61, 62].  Mere physicodynamic constraints can accomplish none of the 
above examples of formal organization. Organization and sophisticated func-
tion in the physical world are all the products of formalisms instantiated into 
physicality. Physicality cannot generate nonphysical formalisms. 

Physicality can self-order. But it cannot organize itself into or optimize 
formal algorithmic systems [9].  Physicodynamics cannot integrate parts into 
holistic, cooperative, functional metasystems. Inanimate physicality is incapa-
ble of producing organization because it cannot generate choice from among 
options or pursue the goal of function. The environment has no pragmatic 
preferences or values. It cannot generate nonphysical Prescriptive Information 
(PI) [6]. It cannot program logic gates or configurable switches [1]. Physico-
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dynamics does include spontaneous non-linear phenomena; but it cannot prac-
tice the formal applied-science/math known as “non-linear dynamics.”  The 
latter is produced only by agents, not by inanimate nature. 

But what is the utility of the F > P Principle?  What does it do for us?  
The principle tells us to stop wasting time and hundreds of millions of research 
dollars trying to explain algorithmic optimization from physicodynamics 
alone.  The Principle states that formal computational function cannot be gen-
erated by chance and necessity.  Organization cannot be produced by physico-
dynamic self-ordering phenomena. Organization can only be generated 
through educated, expedient “choice with intent” at successive decision nodes.  
Organization arises out of the formal pursuit of desired utility.  

Philosophical and metaphysical considerations are minimized in accord 
with Einstein’s tenet of exercising a “minimum metaphysic” in scientific 
thought.  Science, however, simply cannot be practiced competently without 
presupposing The F > P Principle.  We already do this without realizing it.  We 
just need to name and acknowledge the axiom we already subconsciously pre-
suppose, and scrap the one we consciously incorporate erroneously into the 
very definition of science. 

17.  The axiomatic nature of all laws and principles 

The axiom of ontological primacy of Formalism and its governance of 
Physicality flows from a combination of repeated observation and rational 
plausibility.  It is still axiomatic, of course, as are all laws and principles of 
science and mathematics.  But human experience and reason are far more con-
sistent with the axiom of formalism’s primacy than the pre-assumption of cha-
os and/or physicality’s primacy.   

It is easy to demand proof of The F > P Principle, and in the absence of 
proof immediately discount it.  This is true of all axiomatic principles.  It is not 
so easy to falsify it, or to find the slightest bit of evidence inconsistent with the 
Principle.  Metaphysical naturalism’s rejection of the Principle is purely philo-
sophic, not scientific.   The dogmatic pontification that physicality is every-
thing is easily falsified.  The bottom line of reality repeatedly traces back to 
formalism’s choice contingency and organization (e.g., the periodic table; the 
Anthropic Principle, the reliability of mathematical laws to predict future phys-
ical interactions).  

Like all axioms and “universal” laws, absolute proof of such principles is 
unattainable.   Whether hypothetico-deductive or empirico-inductive, universal 
principles and laws must be viewed tentatively.  At best, they represent “best-
thus-far” knowledge.  We accept them primarily because they are internally 
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consistent and because they seem to work for us across a broad array of disci-
plines.  Note that both of these criteria are formal requirements.   

Principles should support a metanarrative (an over-arching story) of our 
experience of the whole of reality.  We typically have a large sample space of 
observational data which conform to the principle.  Fulfilled predictions made 
by the principle are especially convincing when they occur in unrelated and 
unexpected areas of science.   But the principle nonetheless must be potentially 
falsifiable to be considered scientific [65, 66].  The F > P Principle is indeed 
potentially falsifiable.  Only one example of physicodynamic causation of a 
single formalism is required.     

Theorems are deduced from unproven axiomatic commitments.  We 
choose to tentatively believe these axioms, and we choose to abide by the rules 
of logic theory within the deductive systems that flow from those axioms.  We 
presuppose that self-contradiction cannot lead to progressive discovery of an 
objectivity outside our minds.  We obey the rules of inference believing it will 
lead to pragmatic benefit or some computational utility.  Obeying the rules 
seems to “work for us.”   

The reason Einstein advocated a “minimum metaphysic” in science ra-
ther than banning metaphysics from science was his realization of the insepa-
rability of science from philosophy.  He appreciated the axiomatic nature of 
mathematics and the presuppositional starting point of all scientific logic.   The 
nature of the human condition is such that even scientific knowledge is ines-
capably finite, perspectival, and tentative.   Some ideas must be pre-assumed to 
be true without absolute certainty.  It is a non-sequitur to fallaciously conclude 
from our epistemological problem that objective reality is relative.   Objective 
reality is exactly what it IS.  We can only validly conclude that our knowledge 
of objectivity is subjective and relative, not reality itself.    

Short-term usefulness can be provided even by ill-founded axiomatic 
systems.  But long-term usefulness in many unrelated areas strongly suggests 
that an axiomatic system corresponds to objective reality—to the way things 
actually are.  This is the realist’s interpretation, at least.  For the anti-realist, 
the centrality of choice with intent is all the more true.  The solipsist’s dreams 
of reality are not forced by external constraints and laws.  The dream is a for-
mal one, free and unconstrained by physicality or any inescapable objectivity 
outside of the solipsist’s mind.  Thus reality for the realist and anti-realist, for 
the modernist and the post-modernist, is ultimately formal, not physical.  The 
F > P Principle holds either way. 

The F > P Principle is nothing new.  But it does need parsimonious ex-
pression using a formal term, and it needs to take its place as the most funda-
mental principle of science.  It should not be surprising or controversial to pre-
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suppose that formalism preceded and controlled the very birth of physicality 
and physicodynamic relationships (Figure 3).  Only dogmatic metaphysical 
imperatives and a long-standing Kuhnian paradigm rut preclude our admission 
of the obvious.  Physics flows from formalism, not from physicality (its object 
of study).  Physicality cannot explain physicality.       

The F > P Principle is fully falsifiable through documentation of a single 
observed incident of nontrivial spontaneous physicodynamic enlightenment of 
any formalism.  The firm scientific prediction is made that no exceptions to the 
F > P Principle will ever be observed.    
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Glossary 

 

Abiogenesis—the belief that life emerged spontaneously from non-life 
through natural process.  

“Adjacent other”—the wonderfully inviting, mystical, poetic notion of Stuart 
Kauffman describing his belief in a spontaneously arising formal capability of 
physicodynamics (the inanimate mass/energy interactions, forces and laws of 
motion that are the subject of physics).  Unfortunately, such imagination is 
purely metaphysical, never once observed, unfalsifiable, and has never logged 
a single prediction fulfillment.  It can best be described as superstition or fairy 
tale—certainly not science.   

Agency—the ability to choose from among real options and to voluntarily pur-
sue goals such as formal utility.  Agents are able to program logic gates, steer 
courses of action through long strings of decision nodes, and assemble and or-
ganize objects and events to create potential function—function not yet exist-
ent at the time choices must be made. Agency is invariably associated with 
life. Life itself is utterly dependent upon cybernetic programming—a phenom-
enon never observed independent of agency.  

Algorithm—a step-wise, discrete process or procedure—often computation-
al—leading to future utility.  Algorithms require wise choices at decision 
nodes, logic gates and configurable switches prior to the realization of any 
function.  Algorithms cannot be generated by after-the-fact natural selection of 
the fittest computational result or already-programmed species. 

Animate—living. 

Arbitrary—unconstrained by initial conditions or cause-and-effect determin-
ism.  As used in the context of cybernetics, arbitrary means more specifically 
choice-contingent, not chance-contingent.  Arbitrary does not mean that the 
chooser flips a coin to decide, or that the chooser does not care what is chosen.  
Symbol systems, for example, require purposeful, choice-contingent assign-
ment of certain symbolic “strokes of pen” to represent specific meaning.  By 
convention, arbitrary rules of interpretation are followed that allow sender and 
receiver to communicate the same meaning and function from those symbols 
and symbol syntax. 

Artificial Selection—change brought about by the purposeful choice contin-
gency of agents selecting from among real options at bona fide decision nodes.  
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Change induced by choice-contingent causation and control (CCCC).  Selec-
tion FOR POTENTIAL fitness—something that natural selection cannot do. 

Axiom—A deductively underivable, and empirically and logically unprovable, 
propositional statement that is tentatively assumed to be true, or self-evident, 
and which serves as the basis for a whole deductive system of thought and in-
ference.     

Bijection—a mapping, correspondence, or translation, usually one to one, of 
one symbol system to another.  When Hamming redundancy block-coding is 
used to reduce noise pollution in the Shannon channel, mapping can be many 
to one (e.g. triplet codons prescribing each amino acid). 

Blueprint—a two-dimensional picture, or composite of signs, representing the 
plans of a building or other physical structure.  The term blueprint is often 
misapplied to genetic and genomic instruction.   Genomics does not employ 
signs or blueprints.  Codons serve only as block codes of symbols in a formal 
linear digital material symbol system (MSS). No direct physicochemical inter-
action is involved in the polycodonic prescription of polyamino acid sequenc-
ing that determines which protein is produced in ribosomes. 

Chance contingency—non-willful, non-steered independence from apparent 
“necessity” (cause-and-effect determinism).  Possibilities and options are not 
purposefully chosen, but result from “the roll of the dice.”  Chance contingen-
cy gives rise to random variation—“noise.”  The Brownian motion caused by 
the heat agitation of molecules is an example of seeming chance contingency.  
“Just how random is randomness?” remains an open question. Many have ar-
gued that seemingly random events are actually the result of thus-far unknown 
causes, and highly complex interactions between multiple known physicody-
namic causes. 

Chaos—disorganization, not disorder!  Abundant highly-ordered dissipative 
structures of Prigogine’s chaos theory form momentarily out of chaos in na-
ture.  No spontaneous dissipative structure shows any evidence of formal or-
ganization.  In fact, most self-ordered dissipative structures such as hurricanes 
and tornadoes only destroy organization. 

Chemoton—Tibor Ganti’s abstract model of the simplest all-or-none unit of 
life.  It consists of three non-living, autocatalytic chemical components: a mo-
tor, boundary, and prescriptive information system. The stable motor is capa-
ble of self-reproduction and synthesis of everything needed for the other two 
subsystems.  The chemical boundary is envisioned to be semipermeable and to 
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allow transport in of needed nutrients and the excretion of wastes. The pre-
scriptive information must be capable of self-replication and must control, not 
just constrain, metabolism, growth, and reproduction. The chemoton model 
lacks enzymes and genetic code. The problems with Ganti’s model are many, 
starting with the fact that no one has ever observed such a minimal unit of life 
short of the cell itself.  The mechanisms provided in the model are entirely in-
adequate to explain the derivation of most of this unit’s attributes and capabili-
ties.  

Choice contingency—freedom from determinism involving a purposeful se-
lection from among real options.   Choice contingency is exercised by agents 
with intent for a reason and purpose.  The goal of choice contingency is almost 
always some form of utility that is valued by the chooser.   

Choice-Contingent Causation and Control (CCCC)—the steering of physi-
cal events and the organizing of physical entities into potential usefulness. 
CCCC can generate extraordinary degrees of unique functionality that have 
never been observed to arise from randomness or law-described necessity.  
Neither physicodynamics nor evolution can pursue potential utility (e.g., the 
programming of computational success prior to its realization).  CCCC does. 
CCCC is the only known cause and governor of formalisms. 

Code—a representational symbol system used to assign associations (e.g. via a 
codon table) or to convey meaningful messages (e.g., messenger molecules).  
In an everyday connotation, coding signs and symbols are usually substituted 
for letters or words.   Most codes (e.g., ASCII, Zip code) are "open," (non-
encrypted) with arbitrary meaning to communicate between two independent 
worlds.  The codon/amino acid code is the most widely known code in life, but 
more than 20 other biosemiotic codes have been discovered in the past decade, 
each with no known physicochemical "cause."  In molecular biology, genetic 
code is specifically used for: 

1. instantiation of formal, immaterial programming choices into physicality  
2. efficiency in translation between two different material symbol systems 

where molecules serve as “physical symbol vehicles” (tokens) in two dif-
ferent material symbol systems (MSS) rather than being mere physico-
chemical interactants/reactants  

3. ease-of-transmission 
4. noise pollution prevention in the Shannon channel (e.g., redundancy block 

coding) 
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5. proof reading and error correction (e.g. the processing of parity bit coding 
to detect noise pollution)  

 
Complexity—the opposite of regularity, order, redundancy, and pattern.  
Complexity does not lend itself to algorithmic compressibility.  Maximum 
complexity corresponds to randomness which contains no order, pattern or 
compressibility.  Complexity is at opposite extremes with order on a bidirec-
tional vector.  Combinatorial complexity itself has nothing to do with func-
tionality or the choice-contingent causation and control (CCCC) that generates 
nontrivial utility.   The only relation of complexity to positive formalism is the 
mathematical probabilism used to measure complexity’s negative uncertainty.  

Composome—a hypothesized “metabolism-first” model referred to as an “en-
semble replicator” or “compositional genome.” The model imagines a self-
reproducing assembly of different molecular species that manifests protometa-
bolic “networks.”  The model was advanced because of serious problems with 
1) template replication, 2) non-enzymatic biopolymer synthesis, and 3) a lack 
of Prescriptive Information (PI) source to program functional sequencing in 
RNA-World related models.  No explanation has ever been provided for how 
protometabolic cybernetic networks could have spontaneously organized from 
physicodynamics alone, or how an ensemble of molecular species could have 
reliably reproduced themselves.  Recent work by well-known and respected 
investigators has shown that the replication of compositional “information” is 
so inaccurate that fitter composomes could not possibly have evolved into me-
tabolism-first life forms.    

Configurable Switch—a purely physical device designed specifically to rec-
ord (instantiate) nonphysical, formal choices into physical reality without any 
influence of physicodynamic forces, laws and constraints. Configurable switch 
settings are physicodynamically indeterminate (inert, decoupled, incoherent). 

Configurable Switch (CS) Bridge—the one-way bridge that spans The Cy-
bernetic Cut.  Choice contingency causation and control (CCCC) traverses the 
vast ravine known as The Cybernetic Cut allowing traffic only from the formal 
far side to the physicodynamic near side.   All formal meaning, function and 
bona fide organization enters the physical realm via this one-way bridge. 
Through “configurable” switch settings, formal choice contingency can be-
come a source of physical causation.  The setting of these configurable switch-
es and logic gates constitutes the building of the CS Bridge.  Nonphysical for-
malism itself can never be physical.  In addition, the chance and necessity of 
physicality cannot steer objects and events towards formal utility. Chance and 
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necessity cannot compute or make programming choices. Mere constraints 
cannot control or regulate. The inanimate environment does not desire or pur-
sue function over nonfunction.  So how does physicality ever get organized 
into usefulness of any kind?  How does stone and mortar ever become a build-
ing?  The answer lies in our ability to build a CS Bridge from the far side of 
The Cybernetic Cut—the formal side of reality—to the near side—the physi-
codynamic (physical) side of the ravine.  The scaffolding needed to build this 
bridge consists of devices that allow instantiation of formal choices into physi-
cal recordations of those choices.  This is accomplished through the construc-
tion of physical logic gates—the equivalent of Maxwell’s demon’s trap door. 
The gate can be opened or closed by agent choice at different times and in dif-
ference contextual circumstances.  The open or shut gate corresponds to “yes” 
vs. “no,” “1” vs. “0.” Because the gate can be opened or closed by the operator 
at will, we call it a “configurable” switch.  Another means of crossing the one-
way CS Bridge across The Cybernetic Cut is to select physical symbol vehi-
cles (tokens) from an alphabet of tokens available in a material symbol system.  
Assembling components into a holistic Sustained Functional System (SFS) or 
machine is another example of the one-way traffic flow across the CS Bridge 
from formalism to physicality. 

Computational halting—a program finishes running rather than going on for-
ever.  Computational “success” is usually implied with the term halting, mean-
ing that the program does what it is supposed to do within a finite period of 
time. 

Constraints—a restriction or limitation of possibilities caused by initial (start-
ing) conditions or by the regularities of nature described by physical law.  
Constraints themselves play no role in steering, controlling or regulating 
events to achieve formal function.  Constraints are blind to formalisms.  How-
ever, constraints can constitute barricades and bottlenecks for agent-pursued 
goals.   

Contingency—in a past-tense context, contingency means that an event could 
have occurred other than how it happened.  In a present and future context, 
contingency means that events can unfold in multiple ways despite both local 
and seemingly universal law-like constraints.  Contingent behavior is not 
forced by physicodynamic necessity.  Contingency embodies an aspect of 
freedom from physicochemical determinism. 

Control—to purposefully steer toward the goal of formal function and prag-
matic success.  To regulate. To select for potential usefulness. 
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Cybernetic Cut—the most fundamental dichotomy of reality.  The dynamics 
of physicality (“chance and necessity”) lie on one side of a great divide.  On 
the other side lies the ability to choose with intent what aspects of ontological 
being will be preferred, pursued, selected, rearranged, integrated, organized, 
preserved, and used (formalism).  Life is unique from inanimate physics and 
chemistry in that life’s control and regulation arise from the far side of The 
Cybernetic Cut. 

Cybernetics—the study of control and of various means of programming, or-
ganizing, steering, and regulating physicality.  Mere physicodynamic con-
straints are blind and indifferent to formal success.  Only controls, not con-
straints, steer events toward pragmatic goals such as being alive and staying 
alive. 

Decision nodes—bifurcation points which cannot be traversed by a mere “flip 
of the coin,” at least not if one expects pragmatic results or reliable escape 
from danger.  Decision nodes, as the name implies, require wise purposeful 
choices to achieve goals. A classic example is the purposeful setting of a “log-
ic gate” in computing in order to integrate circuits or achieve computational 
success.   

Decision theory—the study of various outcomes resulting from purposeful 
decisions at bona fide decision nodes.  Decision nodes are more than mere “bi-
furcation points,” which could be traversed using a fair coin flip to determine 
which way to go at each “fork in the road.” When decision nodes are replaced 
with mere bifurcation points, universal experience shows a rapid deterioration 
of formal function potential. 

Decode—to decipher the meaning of a message through mapping representa-
tional symbols to meaningful language or computation. The interpretation of 
symbols and symbol syntax in a symbol system.  

Decrypt—to decode, but with the connotation that the original encoding was 
not “open,” but written with the intent to make decoding very difficult by an 
enemy at war, for example. 

Descriptive Information (DI)—positive background semantic information 
coming from an external source that serves to reduce uncertainty and to edu-
cate one’s knowledge.  DI provides valued common-sense knowledge to hu-
man beings about the way things already are.  Thus, being can be described to 
provide one form of Functional Information (FI: intuitive and semantic infor-
mation).  However, the DI subset of FI is very limited and grossly inadequate 
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to address many forms of instruction (Prescriptive Information (PI) and “how 
to” information for design, creativity, engineering, control and regulation. 

Dissipative Structures of Chaos Theory—spontaneously self-ordered, mo-
mentary phenomena usually occurring in rapid succession so as to give the im-
pression of a sustained structure (e.g., a candle flame; a tornado).  Dissipative 
structures occur naturally out of mass/energy interactions alone. They require 
no choice-contingent causation and control (CCCC).  Dissipative structures are 
often mistakenly viewed as evidence of self-organization in nature when in 
fact they example nothing more than spontaneous self-ordering with no formal 
components and no attention to the goal of functionality of any kind.  

Edge of Chaos— the wonderfully inviting and mystical notion of complexity 
pursued by Christopher Langton, Doyne Farmer, J.P. Crutchfield, Melanie 
Mitchell, Stuart Kauffman and others that loosely describes a state of sponta-
neously realizable formal capability and self-organization arising out of physi-
codynamics alone.  Melanie Mitchell has since questioned the validity of this 
notion. Such imagination is purely metaphysical, unobserved in inanimate na-
ture, unfalsifiable, and no record exists of a single prediction fulfillment.  It 
can best be described only as superstition or fairy tale, except where formalism 
is smuggled in through the back door to illegitimately redefine such terms as 
“phase transitions” and “constraints” (e.g., using the word “constraints” to 
mean formal “controls,” where the constraints of inanimate cause-and-effect 
determinism are illegitimately granted the ability to purposefully steer events 
toward formal functionality or pragmatic success).  

Emergence—the spontaneous occurrence in nature of more complex patterns 
arising from multiple simpler interactions.  The spontaneous formation of 
symmetrical patterns in snowflakes during atmospheric precipitation is an ex-
ample of emergence arising from purely physicodynamic self-ordering.  Can-
dle flame shapes, vortices of swirling water at bathtub drains, tornadoes and 
hurricanes all self-order spontaneously into rapid successions of momentary 
dissipative structures (the subject of chaos theory).  Poorly understood is that 
no known cases of emergent self-ordering have anything to do with organiza-
tion, and especially not “self-organization.”  Organization is formal and always 
arises through choice contingent causation and control (CCCC) from the far 
side of The Cybernetic Cut.  No instance of bona fide “self-organization” has 
ever been observed; only unimaginative, redundant, lo-informational, self-
ordering occurs spontaneously in inanimate nature out of chaos (which means 
disorganization, not disorder!).   
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Encode—To use a symbol system to represent, record and communicate  
meaningful messages.  Molecular biology stores and passes along into progeny 
Prescriptive Information (PI, of which linear digital cybernetic programming is 
a major component) needed for organization and metabolic function. Encoding 
involves conversionary algorithms that biject or translate one symbol system 
into another.   

Encrypt—to encode using a symbol system not easily deciphered and pur-
posefully inaccessible to unwanted decoders. 

Entropy—energy not available for formally useful work; the progressing for-
mal disorganization observed in nature that is so often erroneously confused 
with increasing “disorder.”  Evidence of the 2nd Law is regularly observed with 
simultaneous increases in order, as with crystallization.  Clearly, increasing 
entropy is not synonymous with increasing disorder.  Physicodynamic entropy 
is not the same as informational entropy, which is a measure of epistemologi-
cal uncertainty associated with a random variable.  Informational entropy is a 
purely formal concept which, being nonphysical, has nothing to do with mass 
or energy, and everything to do with mathematical probabilism.  

Epigenetic—the study of variation in heritable gene expression that is not 
caused by variation in nucleotide sequence of the genes.  Histone deacetylation 
and DNA methylation are classic examples of gene suppression that does not 
affect nucleotide sequencing.  Such alterations continue to alter gene expres-
sion throughout multiple future generations.  Differentiation of the zygote (fer-
tilized egg) into different cell types during development involves still other 
aspects of epigenetic control. 

Epigenomics—the study of factors such as epigenetic DNA methylation, his-
tone protein modifications, and chromatin structure on overall genomics and 
upper-level DNA structural (three-dimensional) Prescriptive Information (PI).  

Falsifiability—the possibility that a claim, particularly a universal assertion, 
can be evaluated and potentially refuted by empirical testing showing results 
incongruous with that claim.  The capability of disproving a proposition, hy-
pothesis or theory by showing logical contradiction, or by finding, through ex-
perimentation, repeatable contradictory exceptions.  

Fits—functional bits.  The measurement of Functional Sequence Complexity, 
denoted as , is defined as the change in functional uncertainty from the 
ground state H(Xg(ti)) to the functional state H(Xf(ti)), or  = ∆ H (Xg(ti), 
Xf(tj)).  The resulting unit of measure is defined on the joint data and function-
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ality variable. The unit Fit thus defined is related to the intuitive concept of 
functional information, including genetic instruction and, thus, provides an 
important distinction between functional information and Shannon infor-
mation.  

Formal—relating to Plato’s forms and Aristotle’s appreciation of general clas-
ses of form and function that transcend particular physical structure and shape.  
Formal behavior is abstract, mental, arbitrary, nonphysical, and choice-
contingent.  The cognitive behavior of agents is typically goal- and function-
oriented.  

Formalism—a system of rules of thought or action typically involving symbol 
systems and requiring choices to be made at decision nodes, logic gates or con-
figurable switch settings.  Formalisms employ conceptual representationalism, 
mathematics, language, and/or categorical groupings of related ideas.  Formal-
isms arise out of uncoerced choices in the pursuit of function and utility.  For-
malisms are typically computationally successful, integrated-circuit producing, 
and/or algorithmically optimizing.  Formalisms require bona fide decision 
nodes, not just “bifurcation points.  Language, mathematics, programming, and 
logic theory are all formalisms. Formalisms are governed by arbitrary rules, 
not laws. Listed below are aspects of reality that are all formalisms.  None of 
these formalisms can be encompassed by a consistently held naturalistic 
worldview that seeks to reduce all things to physicodynamics: 

1. Mathematics 
2. Language 
3. Inferential and deductive logic theory 
4. The sign/symbol/token systems of semiosis 
5. Decision theory 
6. Cybernetics (including computer science) 
7. Computation 
8. Integrated circuits 
9. Bona fide organization (as opposed to mere self-ordering in chaos theory) 
10. Semantics (meaning) 
11. Pursuits of goals 
12. Pragmatic procedures and processes 
13. Art, literature, theatre, ethics, aesthetics 
14. The personhood of scientists themselves 
 
All of the above formalisms depend upon choice contingency rather than 
chance contingency or necessity. Formalism also entails choices made in pur-
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suit of potential function. Natural selection (NS) cannot select for potential 
function. NS can only favor the fittest already-programmed, already-existing, 
already living phenotypic organisms.   

Formalism > Physicality (F > P) Principle—the most fundamental axiom of 
science states that Formalism not only describes, but preceded, prescribed, or-
ganized, and continues to control, regulate, govern and predict physicodynam-
ic reality and its inter-actions. The F > P Principle is an axiom that defines the 
ontological primacy of formalism.  Formalism is the source of all aspects of 
reality, both nonphysical and physical.  Formalism organized physicality be-
fore the fact of physicality’s existence.  Formalism gave rise to the equations, 
structure and orderliness of physicality rather than to chaos (disorganization, 
not disorder!).  This alone explains why the scientific method must be con-
ducted in a rational manner, why the applicability of mathematics to physical 
interactions is reasonable rather than unreasonable, and why formalism can 
reliably predict physical interactions.  The quest for a mathematical unified 
field of knowledge presupposes the F > P Principle.  The F > P Principle fur-
ther states that reality is fundamentally arbitrary—rule and choice-contingency 
based, not indiscriminately forced by an infinite regress of cause-and-effect 
determinism. Physicality cannot even spawn a study of itself—physics—
because physics is a formal enterprise.  Nothing within the “chance and neces-
sity” of physicality itself is capable of generating formal logic, computation, 
mathematical relationships, or cybernetic control. Only formalisms can meas-
ure, steer, manage, and predict physicality.  Physicodynamics constrains; for-
malism controls. 

Function—usefulness; utility; contributing to productivity and efficiency.  “A 
function is a goal-oriented property of an entity," Says Voie. "Functional parts 
are only meaningful under a whole, in other words it is the whole that gives 
meaning to its parts" [35].   

Functional Sequence Complexity (FSC)—a sequence of subunits that pro-
duces utility in some larger context, as a string of amino acids performing a 
protein function of importance and value in a larger metabolic scheme.  Also, a 
linear, digital, cybernetic string of symbols representing syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic prescription; each successive symbol in the string is a represen-
tation of a decision-node configurable switch setting---a specific selection for 
potential function. FSC prescribes or produces usefulness, usually via algo-
rithmic processing.  
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Functional Information (FI)—Intuitive semantic information that serves 
some purpose such as educating prior uncertainty, or instructing how to ac-
complish some goal.  FI technically has two subsets:  Descriptive (DI) and 
Prescriptive (PI), each discussed in this glossary.    

Genetic Code—the arbitrary representational symbol system used by life to 
assign associations (e.g. via a codon table) or to convey meaningful messages 
(e.g., messenger molecules).  In an everyday connotation, coding signs and 
symbols are usually substituted for letters or words. The codon/amino acid 
code is the most widely known code in life, but more than 20 other biological 
semiotic codes have been discovered in the past decade, each with no known 
physicochemical "cause."  In molecular biology, genetic code is specifically 
used for: 

1. instantiation of formal, immaterial programming choices into physicality  
2. efficiency in translation between two different material symbol systems 

where molecules serve as “physical symbol vehicles” (tokens) in two dif-
ferent material symbol system (MSS) rather than being mere physicochem-
ical interactants/reactants  

3. ease-of-transmission  
4. noise pollution prevention in the Shannon channel (e.g., redundancy block 

coding) 
5. proof reading and error correction (e.g. the processing of parity bit coding 

to detect noise pollution)  
 
Genetic Selection (GS) Principle—states that biological selection must occur 
at the point when the sequencing of monomers is established.   Nucleotides 
must be selected at the molecular-genetic level of 3'5' phosphodiester bond 
formation. After-the-fact differential survival and reproduction of already-
programmed, already-living phenotypic organisms (natural selection) does not 
explain polynucleotide sequence prescription and coding. 

Genetics—the study of the prescription of form, function and metabolic con-
tribution by the arbitrarily programmed material symbol system of polynucleo-
tide sequencing in DNA.  Triplet codon sequence in coding regions is translat-
ed into amino acid sequence in ribosomes which in turn determines minimum 
Gibbs-free-energy folding into three-dimensional protein globular structure.  
Genetics includes not only the study of coded genetic control through the in-
heritance of discrete units called genes, but variation through mutations, envi-
ronmental factors, and the effects of many non-coding regulatory RNAs and 
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epigenetic elements that affect biomolecular structure, function, metabolism 
and phenotypic expression.  

Genomics—a more holistic study than genetics that investigates the interac-
tions of all of the various networks of the entire genome, mRNA transcrip-
tome, and proteome.  Genetics tends to focus more on the effects of individual 
gene knock-outs.  Genomics includes a study of pleiotropy (where one gene 
affects multiple phenotypic traits), epistasis (where additional modifier genes 
affect a single main gene), and heterosis (where outbreeding leads to hybrid 
vigor). 

Hamming Block Code—an error-correcting redundancy code using a fixed or 
constant number of multiple loci comprising each “block” of a linear string of 
symbols to represent each prescribed unit of instruction.   Triplet codons in 
coding regions of DNA, for example, always consist of a block of three nucle-
otides in a row to prescribe each amino acid. Discounting the stop codons, 61 
ways exist to prescribe formally 20 amino acid options in the ribosomes.  Cat-
astrophic “frame shift” errors can result if decoding is not begun at the correct 
starting locus in the string, or if the number of loci in each block does not re-
main constant, or if additional amino acids are added to the code through time 
(each of which needing a new triplet codon block of representational symbols).  
The latter realities make the notion of gradual evolution of the genetic code 
from purely physicodynamic factors fraught with seemingly insurmountable 
problems.       

Hypercycle—an autocatalytic cycle induced by circular constraints that lead to 
redundant self-replication.  Hypercycles are envisioned to generate formal self-
organization and progressively higher levels of formal organization.  The mod-
el suffers from the confusion of formal programming and organizational con-
trols with mere circular physicodynamic constraints.  In the real world, these 
self-reinforcing loops lead only to the consumption of all resources in the pro-
duction of the same few redundant products.  The result is the depletion of the 
tremendous phase space that would be needed for any other theoretically con-
tributing players to “evolve” into a legitimate protometabolism.  Like all mo-
lecular evolution models of life origin, it suffers from a lack of organizational 
directionality and pursuit of formally useful interactive products.  Empirical 
support for Eigen and Schuster’s original notion of spontaneous hypercycles 
and their ever-increasing protometabolic competence has never accumulated.  

Inanimate—non-living. 
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Instantiate—to insert or infuse aspects of one category into another normally 
separate and distinct category.  In the context of cybernetics, the term is used 
to denote incorporating programming choices into physical computational de-
vices.  Nonphysical formalisms can only be instantiated into physical reality 
through the setting of configurable switches, the selection of “physical symbol 
vehicles” (tokens) from an alphabet of tokens, or though the design and engi-
neering of physical devices (e.g., sophisticated machines, robots). In object-
oriented analysis, design and programming, creating an object from a class is 
called instantiating the class.  A class has certain aspects that are “infused”, or 
become aspects of the object.  Therefore, the word “instantiate” in this context 
involves not a “separate and distinct” category, but an “instance” of the catego-
ry (class). 

Law of Organizational and Cybernetic Deterioration/Decline (OCD 
Law)—The OCD Law states that, absent the intervention of formal agency, 
any nontrivial organization or cybernetic/computational function instantiated 
into physicality (e.g., integrated circuits; programmed computational success) 
will invariably deteriorate and fail through time.   This deterioration may not 
be continual.  However, it will be continuous (off and on, but overall consist-
ently downhill).  Computers, robots, all forms of Artificial Intelligence and 
Artificial Life, messages instantiated into material symbol systems or electron-
ic impulses, will invariably progress toward dysfunction and fail.  The OCD 
Law is not to be confused with the Second Law of Thermodynamics. The 
OCD Law is not concerned with the entropy of statistical mechanics or the 
“entropy” or “mutual entropy” of Shannon’s probabilistic combinatorial uncer-
tainty.  Heat exchange, heat dissipation, phase changes, order and disorder are 
not at issue.  The OCD Law addresses only the formal organization and utility 
already instantiated into physical media and environments. Only purposeful 
choice contingency at bona fide decision nodes can rescue from deterioration 
the organization and function previously programmed into physicality.  

Law of Physicodynamic Incompleteness—an axiomatic proposition stating 
that physicochemical interactions are inadequate to explain the mathematical 
and formal nature of physical law relationships.  Physicodynamics cannot gen-
erate formal processes and procedures leading to nontrivial function.  Chance, 
necessity and mere constraints cannot steer, program or optimize algorith-
mic/computational success to provide desired nontrivial utility.  nanimate 
physicodynamics is completely inadequate to generate, or even explain, the 
mathematical nature of physical interactions (the laws of physics and chemis-
try). The Law further states that physicodynamic factors cannot institute for-
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mal processes and procedures leading to sophisticated function. Chance and 
necessity alone cannot steer, program or optimize algorithmic/computational 
success to provide desired nontrivial utility.  As a major corollary, physicody-
namics cannot explain or generate life. Life is invariably cybernetic. Inanimate 
physics and chemistry are inadequate to explain the spontaneous self-
organization of even a protometabolism, let alone the generation of life from 
non-life (abiogenesis.)Laws—generalized reduction algorithms, extracted and 
derived from observed regularities in reams of data, describing and predicting 
different aspects of regular physical interactions in nature despite varying ini-
tial conditions. 

Linear digital symbol system—A system of recordation, transmission, and 
communication of messages between sender and receiver made possible by 
both following the same set of arbitrarily assigned rules of formal symboliza-
tion.  Messages consist of a succession of discrete symbols and symbol syntax 
having arbitrarily assigned meaning and communicative function. Language, 
computer programs consisting of a succession of 0’s and 1’s, and polycodonic 
prescription of amino acid sequence in proteins by coding DNA are examples 
of linear digital symbol systems.Liposomes—artificially produced vesicles 
designed to deliver drugs and other agents to various locations within living 
cells, and used to mimic hypothesized protocells in life-origin studies. 

Logic gates—a type of cybernetic configurable switch that can be set to either 
open or closed in a binary programming mode.  Logic gates allow formal pur-
poseful choices to be instantiated into physical computational systems and in-
tegrated circuits. 

Machine— a physical device, often a relatively independent functioning con-
trivance, that utilizes mass and energy to accomplish a nonphysical formal 
function.  The classical definition of machine involved the forces of motion 
and power to accomplish some desired task referred to as “work.”  Such 
“work” is far more than the mere transfer of energy.  Even the “simple ma-
chines” are used by agents to transform the direction or magnitude of a force in 
order to accomplish a desired goal.  Physicodynamics do not pursue goals. The 
advent of electronics and computers broadened our definition of “machine” no 
longer to require moving parts.  Molecular biology has opened our eyes further 
to a vast array and coordinated interplay of the most sophisticated machines of 
all—molecular machines. 

Macroevolution—the belief that evolution can spontaneously give rise to ever 
more sophisticated genetic and genomic PI programming,  and to increasing 
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conceptual complexity in organisms, giving rise to “higher” families, orders, 
classes, and phyla.  No observations or prediction fulfillments exist in support 
of macroevolution.  Falsification is not possible, raising the question of wheth-
er the notion of macroevolution is a scientifically respectable theory.   

Material Symbol System (MSS)—A symbol system that formally assigns 
representational meaning to physical objects (tokens, physical symbol vehi-
cles).  The Game of Scrabble employs physical symbol vehicles, wood block 
tokens with inscribed symbols, that can be resorted to spell meaningful words 
and messages.  

Meaning—Aboutness; function; the sense, importance, significance, implica-
tion, value, consequence, import or purpose of a message;  the reason for send-
ing a communication.  In molecular biology, “meaning” is usually defined in 
terms of contribution to biofunction and holistic metabolism. 

Mechanism—a means, directed process, programmed procedure, technique, 
system, or component of a machine that achieves some pragmatic goal.   
“Mechanism” is a formal term, not a physicodynamic term.  “Mechanism,” 
like the term “useful work,” has no place in a consistently held naturalistic 
physics and chemistry context.  The etiology of “mechanism” from both Latin 
and Greek derives from the word “machine.”  Metaphysical naturalism has 
never demonstrated the ability of physicodynamics and so-called “natural pro-
cess” to produce nontrivial machines or sophisticated pragmatic mechanisms.   

Message—a signal that contains interpretable meaning, and that manifests or 
fosters functionality at its destination.  A signal that conveys Descriptive (DI) 
and/or Prescriptive Information (PI), both of which are subsets of Functional 
Information (FI). 

Metabolism-First World—A model of life-origin that proposes that a pro-
tometabolism spontaneously self-organized, probably in a vesicle, without the 
aid of any Prescriptive Information contained in a material symbol system 
(such as DNA nucleotide or codon sequence) or RNA memory or catalysis.  
Variations include the Garbage-First model, Clay Life and other Mineral First 
models, Chemoton World, Peptide World, Lipid World, and Protein world. 

Micelle— A spherical aggregate of surfactant molecules containing often con-
taining a liquid colloid.  In water, the surfactant molecules spontaneously self-
order (NOT formally organize) with the hydrophilic (water-loving) “heads” 
aimed outward towards the aqueous solvent, and the hydrophobic (water-
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hating) tails aimed into the center of the sphere.  A micelle is a crudely self-
ordered structure similar to an oil-in-water droplet.   

Microevolution—the universally acknowledged, spontaneously acquired, 
change in heritable phenotypic traits within a species, possibly within a family, 
but never extending to evolutionary transition to a more conceptually complex 
(“higher”) order, class or phyla.   

Molecular evolution—as used in this volume, molecular evolution pertains 
mostly to prebiotic evolution from inanimate molecules into a living state—
abiogenesis.  Of prime interest is how ordinary molecules could have self-
organized, in a formal sense, under the influence only of physicochemical 
forces and attractions, to produce so many integrated biochemical pathways, 
cycles, highly tailored “parts” or components, and such goal-oriented holistic 
metabolism.  All of these are needed to organize and sustain even the simplest 
conceivable life form.  

Multiverse—the purely metaphysical rather than scientific notion that this 
Universe is only one of countless universes. 

Mutations—alterations in genomic nucleotide sequencing, including the ribo-
nucleotide sequencing of RNA viruses.  A special case of mutation is when 
protein structure “mutates” (misfields) in prions in a way that affects the fold-
ing of other protein molecules in that family.  Prion misfoldings are contagious 
and are subject to natural selection.  Replication errors, mutagenic chemicals, 
radiation, transposons and deliberate hypermutation in immune cells are com-
mon causes of mutations.  Mutations can be neutral (having no selective ad-
vantage, and no immediate apparent deleterious phenotypic effect), deleterious 
(most mutations), or in extremely rare instances, beneficial, at least in some 
very indirect way (e.g., sickle cell anemia rendering erythrocytes more re-
sistant to the malaria parasite).  The very recent discovery of vast new areas of 
functionality performed by non-coding DNA and non-mRNAs raises the ques-
tion of whether most supposedly neutral mutations are really neutral.  Far more 
likely is the progressive accumulation of noise pollution of what were highly 
refined regulatory instructions, the effects of which will only become apparent 
through time as our knowledge of molecular biology and microRNA regula-
tion grows. 

Natural selection—differential survivability and reproduction of the best al-
ready-programmed, already-living phenotypic organisms.  Natural selection 
(NS) has no creative programming ability at the genetic or genomic level (See 
The GS Principle).  NS is purely eliminative of less fit phenotypes.  It cannot 
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program genomes or other material symbol systems at the molecular level.  
Natural selection results only in the differential preservation and reproduction 
of the fittest already-existing organisms. 

Necessity—a term often used almost synonymously with Law, as in Monod’s 
Chance and Necessity, referring to the physicodynamic cause-and-effect de-
terminism of inanimate nature. Necessity refers to regular physical interactions 
in nature that are so dependable, despite varying initial conditions, that the 
outcomes seem unavoidable, completely predictable, or “necessary.”  

Neural net—originally, the central nervous system consisting of circuits of 
neurons and their interconnections. Artificial neural networks are mathematical 
and computational models of the central nervous system and are used to model 
information processing and artificial intelligence.  Neural networks are formal 
cybernetic constructs, not just physicodynamic “buttons and strings.” 

Noise—chance-contingent, meaningless, non-functional, unwanted disturb-
ances or perturbations that corrupt meaningful, functional, desired, choice-
contingent messages and Prescriptive Information (PI) commands. 

Order—regularity, recurring pattern, redundancy, algorithmic compressibility. 
Order is antithetical to complexity and at opposite extremes with complexity 
on a bidirectional vector.  Maximum complexity corresponds to randomness, 
which contains no order or compressibility.  Order contains very little infor-
mation, whereas organization typically contains high Prescriptive Information 
(PI) content from instantiated choice contingent causation and control 
(CCCC). 

Ordered Sequence Complexity (OSC)—a linear string oflinked units, the 
sequencing of which is patterned either by the naturalregularities described by 
physical laws (necessity) or by statistically weightedmeans (e.g., unequal 
availability of units), but which is not patterned bydeliberate choice contingen-
cy (agency).  OSC is marked by repetition or redundancy, or recurring pattern 
in its sequence.  Reuse of programing modules or structures needed for con-
struction can create the illusion of OSC when in fact the recurring pattern is 
generated by choice contingency (FSC).   .  The more highly ordered (pat-
terned) a sequence, the more highly compressible that sequence becomes, the 
less Shannon uncertainty, and the less potential prescriptive information that 
can be instantiated into that sequence. 

Organization—the choice-contingent association, categorization, configuring, 
steering, controlling, arranging or integrating of ideas or physical parts into a 
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productive scheme, system or device that accomplishes formally useful work.  
Organization should never be confused with low-informational “order” or 
“pattern.” Organization typically arises only out of high Prescriptive Infor-
mation (PI) and sophisticated choice-contingent causation and control 
(CCCC). 

Organization (O) Principle—Nontrivial formal Organization can be pro-
duced only by Choice-Contingent Causation and Control (CCCC).  See Chap 
12, Sec 9. 

Panspermia— the belief that life originated elsewhere in the Universe and 
was spread to earth, probably by meteoroids or asteroids.  This same definition 
applies to exogenesis.  Panspermia suggests that life is more generalized 
throughout the Cosmos, whereas exogenesis does not necessarily make this 
claim.  The notion of panspermia does nothing to help explain how life could 
have spontaneously self-organized out of nothing but physicodynamics.  It 
does little to extend the time available for molecular evolution since the Big 
Bang, since the age of the cosmos is believed to be only three times that of the 
earth. 

Pattern—predictable, regular or repetitive form.  A recurring, compressible 
order that reduces Shannon uncertainty and the ability to instantiate functional 
choices (semantic information) into that medium.  Patterns can arise, however, 
in meaningful messages and programs from deliberate reuse of linguistic ele-
ments and programming modules.  

Peptide World hypothesis—the belief that life arose as a metabolism-first 
self-organization from interactions between short peptides and polypeptides.  
Adherents to this model point to the near impossibility of spontaneous ribonu-
cleotide formation in a prebiotic environment, activation problems of ribonu-
cleotides, difficulties of polymerization bond formation in water, short half-
lives, etc. 

Phenotype—the already-programmed, already-organized, already-living, ho-
listic physical organism. 

Physical symbol vehicle—a token; a physical object employed as a formal 
representational symbol.  Meaning is consciously assigned arbitrarily to each 
physical object, thereby making possible the instantiation of choice contingen-
cy into the physical world.  The physical token then functions as a formal 
meaningful and functional symbol in a material symbol system rather than as a 
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physical interactant.  The blocks of wood with inscribed letters in a Scrabble 
game, or the nucleotides in genes serve as physical symbol vehicles. 

Physicodynamic determinism—cause-and-effect physicochemical interac-
tions that lead back in an infinite regress of determinism to some physical first 
cause.  Physicodynamic determinism, often referred to as “necessity,” does not 
explain the reality of choice contingency—the freedom to choose from among 
real options to achieve choice-contingent causation and control (CCCC).   It 
also does not explain the rational, mathematical and formal nature of reality. 

Physicodynamically indeterminate—Contingent; undetermined by cause-
and-effect determinism; could have happened other than it did; having multiple 
possible options despite initial constraints and the laws of physics and chemis-
try. 

Physicodynamically inert—physicodynamically indeterminate; contingent; 
undetermined by cause-and-effect determinism; could have happened other 
than it did; having multiple possibilities or options of occurrence despite initial 
constraints under the laws of physics and chemistry. 

Physicodynamically incoherent— physicodynamically indeterminate; con-
tingent; undetermined by cause-and-effect determinism; could have happened 
other than it did; having multiple possibilities or options of occurrence despite 
initial constraints under the laws of physics and chemistry. 

Physicodynamic discontinuity— physicodynamically indeterminate; contin-
gent; undetermined by cause-and-effect determinism; could have happened 
other than it did; having multiple possibilities or options of occurrence despite 
initial constraints under the laws of physics and chemistry. 

Potential function—Formal function not yet existent, which, when nontrivial, 
only comes into existence through advanced planning, assembling of compo-
nent parts or processes, programming and engineering choices.   Physicody-
namics alone is incapable of producing sophisticated formal function.  Natural 
selection (NS) cannot select for potential function at the genetic programming 
level (The GS Principle).  NS can only prefer existing fittest phenotypic organ-
isms. 

Pragmatic—functional, useful, helpful, utilitarian, productive, contributory to 
a larger or higher organization or goal. 

Prebiotic—referring to the inanimate physical environment (nature) that exist-
ed prior to the origin of life. 
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Prescriptive Information (PI)—a subset of Functional Information (FI) that 
either instructs or indirectly produces nontrivial formal function.  PI is seman-
tic “how to” information.  PI provides the instructions required to organize and 
program sophisticated utility.  Potential formal function and computational 
success must be prescribed in advance by PI programming prior to halting, not 
just described after the fact.  PI requires anticipation and “choice with intent” 
at bona fide decision nodes.  PI either tells us what choices to make, or it is a 
recordation of wise choices already made. PI is positive, as opposed to nega-
tive uncertainty.  Prescriptive information (PI) does far more than merely de-
scribe (Descriptive Information [DI])).  We can thoroughly describe a new 
Mercedes automobile, providing a great deal of DI in the process.  However, 
this functional DI might tell us almost nothing about how to design, engineer 
and build that Mercedes.  PI provides the instructions required to organize and 
program sophisticated utility.  PI designs, creates, engineers, controls and 
regulates.  The inanimate physical environment is incapable of participating in 
such formal pursuits.  So-called “natural” physicodynamics cannot generate 
nonphysical PI.  PI can perform nonphysical “formal work.”   PI can then be 
instantiated into physicality to marshal physical work out of nonphysical for-
mal work.  Cybernetic programming is only one of many forms of PI.  Ordi-
nary language itself, various communicative symbol systems, logic theory, 
mathematics, rules of any kind, and all types of controlling and computational 
algorithms are forms of PI.  Neither chance nor necessity has been shown to 
generate PI.  Choice contingency, not chance contingency, prescribes nontrivi-
al function.  PI typically is recorded into a linear digital symbol system format.  
Symbols represent purposeful choices from an alphabet of symbol options.  
Symbol selection is made at bona fide decision nodes. 

ProtoBioCybernetics—the study of the derivation of control and regulation in 
the first life forms. Cybernetics incorporates Prescriptive Information (PI) into 
various means of steering, programming, communication, instruction, integra-
tion, organization, optimization, computation and regulation to achieve formal 
function.  “Bio” refers to life.  “Proto” refers to “first.”  Thus, the scientific 
discipline of ProtoBioCybernetics specifically explores the often-neglected 
derivation through “natural process” of initial control mechanisms in the very 
first theoretical protocell.  

Protobiont—a hypothesized initial precursor of living organisms, usually 
thought to have been a protocell with some semblance of a vesicular-like 
phospholipid or bilayer “membrane.”  Contained within this vesicle is believed 
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to have been the minimal unit of protolife or life. Tibor Ganti’s minimal unit 
of life, the chemoton, includes the vesicular or membrane-like barrier. 

ProtoBioSemiotics—the study of meaningful or functional messaging and 
how it arose within and between the first protobionts.   

Protocell—a hypothesized initial “cell” with a vesicular-like phospholipid or 
bilipid “membrane” in which life is imagined to have spontaneously self-
organized. 

Protometabolism—the hypothesized first semblance of integration of bio-
chemical pathways and cycles into a holistic, organized, functional metabolic 
system.    

Random Sequence Complexity (RSC)—a linear string of stochastically 
linked units, the sequencing of which is dynamically inert, statistically un-
weighted, and is unchosen by agents; a random sequence of independent and 
equiprobable unit occurrence.  RSC is the most complex of the three kinds of 
sequence complexity, the reason being that a random sequence contains no al-
gorithmically compressible order.  Its sequence cannot be enumerated using 
any representational string shorter than itself.  RSC manifests the absence of 
any order or pattern.  RSC represents maximum uncertainty, and therefore con-
tains the maximum number of Shannon bits.   Although maximally complex, 
RSC does nothing functional, emphasizing that complexity is not an explana-
tion for utility or pragmatic worth. 

Regulation—the choice-contingent steering, controlling, adjusting and fine-
tuning of some formal process, procedure, or reaction sequence.  To regulate 
presupposes freedom from law sufficient to manage events by formal choice-
contingent causation and control (CCCC). 

RNA analogues— Molecules similar in structure to RNA, but having the 
phosphate, ribose or nucleobase replaced with some alternative.  Alternate nu-
cleobase Molecules similar in structure to RNA, but having the phosphate, ri-
bose or nucleobase replaced with some alternative.  Altering nucleobases (e.g. 
fluorophores) typically result in altered base pairing and stacking properties.  
Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is a phosphate-sugar backbone analogue.  Other 
backbone analogues include threose nucleic acid (TNA), glycol nucleic acid 
(GNA), Morpholino or locked nucleic acid (LNA). Originally, it was hoped 
that RNA analogues might solve the many problems of prebiotic RNA chemis-
try that threatened the RNA World hypothesis.  However, the Pre-RNA World 
hypothesis has encountered many roadblocks of its own.   
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RNA World hypothesis—the belief that initial life consisted primarily of  
RNA rather than the DNA and protein necessary for current life.  RNA can 
potentially retain nonphysical information in its physical matrix and self-
replicate.  RNA can act as a crude catalyst compared to proteins.  Numerous 
biochemical hurdles in a prebiotic environment have rendered the RNA World 
hypothesis highly suspect.  The PreRNA, RNA analog, and RNA World mod-
els probably remain the most favored models in life origin theory today.  Ri-
bonucleoprotein enzymes such as ribosomes are thought to have arisen from 
molecular evolution prior to DNA-protein life. 

Rules—Choice-contingent guidelines intended to guide procedures, competing 
interests, and ethical behavior.  Rules are nonphysical, formal, mental con-
structions.  Rules are not laws.  Laws describe and predict deterministic physi-
codynamic interactions.  Loss of formal utility usually accompanies the diso-
bedience of rules unless a pragmatically superior rule system is being 
explored.  Rules can also be arbitrarily agreed-upon conventions that govern 
language and voluntary behavior. Rules exist to guide choices.  Rules can be 
broken at will, often at the expense of efficiency or efficaciousness in accom-
plishing some pragmatic goal.   

Semantic—meaningful or functional. 

Semiotics—the study of symbolization using sign and symbol systems, mean-
ingful message generation, language, programming, and the communication 
methods employed.  The three main branches of semiotics are 1) semantics—
the meaning generated by how symbols are arbitrarily assigned to represent 
objects and ideas, 2) Syntactics—the sequencing and relation of symbols to 
one another to create higher meaning, and 3) Pragmatics—the usefulness of 
symbol system applications and their communication. 

Sign—a two-dimensional picture or drawing conveying representational mean-
ing to one’s senses.  The picture or drawing is self-explanatory because we 
recognize by sight physical objects that are being depicted from our every-day 
empirical world.  A visual image of real world objects is delivered by the sign. 
Our consciousness links the two-dimensional picture with our experience of 
and with that object.  A picture of an automobile with two wavy lines emanat-
ing from behind its rear tires is a street sign conveying the message of slippery 
road conditions. 

Signal—a transmission of mass/energy from one location to another, as a pul-
sating emission of light from a distant star.  A signal need not have any mean-
ing or function, and should be carefully distinguished from “message.” Mes-
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sages always contain formal meaning, and can only be instantiated into physi-
cality through choice contingent causation and control (CCCC) from the far 
side of The Cybernetic Cut.  Signals, on the other hand, can be entirely physi-
codynamic. 

Stoichiometry—the branch of chemistry dealing with the relative quantities of 
reactants and products.  Whole numbers usually represent the ratio of reactants 
to products.  

Structure—a recognizable framework of categorization, pattern or order in an 
entity or relationship between entities.  The manner in which the parts of a 
whole are assembled.  Primary structure refers to the sequencing of monomers 
in a linear polymer.  Secondary structure refers to the two-dimensional repre-
sentation, at least, of alpha helices and beta strands (in proteins) and helices 
and stem-loops (in nucleic acids) due to base pairing and base stacking. Ter-
tiary structure refers to the three-dimensional globular shape of folded pro-
teins, ribozymes, and chromatin. 

Sustained Functional Systems (SFS)—Any device, machine, network or sys-
tem that both 1) continues on in time (is a non-dissipative structure in the sense 
of Prigogine’s chaos theory) and that 2) generates sustained non trivial func-
tionality.  Prescriptive Information (PI) and Organization alone make Sus-
tained Functional Systems (SFS) far from equilibrium possible.  Maxwell’s 
Demon’s choice contingency of when to open and close the trap door so as to 
accomplish the goal of a sustained energy potential represents the very first 
true decision-node instantiation into physicality.  The Demon’s first choice is 
the birth of engineering and the artificial intelligence movement. Deciding 
when to open and close the trap door is the very first logic gate—the very first 
configurable switch-setting.  The Demon’s voluntary (arbitrary) trap-door op-
eration represents the birth of integrated circuits, computational cybernetics, 
and life’s regulatory mechanisms.  No natural mechanism exists that can 
choose with intent to deliberately design, engineer and maintain a SFS.  Yet 
without SFS’s, life is impossible.  SFS’s predate and produced Homo sapiens.  
They therefore cannot be attributed solely to human mentation and creativity. 

Symbol—an arbitrarily-shaped/generated character representing some as-
signed meaning by definition.  The meaning of these “strokes of pen” is just 
arbitrary assigned by the sender and agreed to by the recipient.  Otherwise, the 
message will not have meaning or function at its destination.  A symbol, unlike 
a sign, conjures no meaning from one’s sight memory of physical objects.  The 
letters of most language alphabets are not signs, but symbols.  Strings of such 
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symbol characters spell words leading to lexicons of words.  Hierarchies of 
phrases, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs can be constructed from the lexi-
con of words according to syntactical rules.  Sometimes only one letter sym-
bol, such as “H” or “C” on a faucet handle, conveys meaning. Mathematical 
symbols such as π, Ω, ξ, ∆, = ,  and  ≠  are symbols, not signs.  We cannot as-
certain the meaning of these symbols from the symbol itself, except that we 
sometimes become so familiar with a certain symbol’s assigned meaning that 
it begins to take on a function similar to a picture or drawing, thereby having a 
sign-effect from our sight memory (e.g., the symbol “ = ” begins to be recog-
nized visually as the a physical sign of equality). Codons function as symbols 
in molecular biology, not as direct physicochemical reactants or pictorial signs.  
Genes are not blueprints (two-dimensional pictures).  

Symbol Systems—a means of recordation or communication that employs 
symbols to represent and encode meaning.  Symbol systems allow recordation 
of deliberate choices and the transmission of linear digital prescriptive infor-
mation.  Formal symbol selection can be instantiated into physicality using 
physical symbol vehicles (tokens). Material symbol systems (MSS) formally 
assign representational meaning to physical objects.  Even the analog perturba-
tions of verbal semiosis can be symbolized with numerical representations in 
voice recognition software.  

Token—a physical symbol vehicle.  A physical object on which a symbol has 
been inscribed or to which symbolic meaning has been ascribed. 

Transcribe—in molecular biology, to synthesize meaningful/functional RNA 
sequences containing Prescriptive Information (PI) using RNA polymerase 
enzymes from a DNA template. 

Translate—to map one symbol system onto another in an effort to decode the 
initial system.  

Turing machine and tape—a thought experiment imagining a device that can 
algorithmically process a string of successive symbols on a linear tape accord-
ing to a table of rules.   An infinite memory is afforded by an infinite tape.  
Each symbol represents not only meaning, but also arbitrary choice contingen-
cy rather than chance and/or necessity.   The rules are also choice- contingent.  
The thought experiment can simulate the function of modern computers and 
their computational limits. 

Undecidable— a decision problem that is impossible to always answer with a 
“Yes” or “No” using a single algorithm.   The term is most applicable to com-
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putational complexity theory.  Alan Turing, for example, proved that the halt-
ing problem is undecidable for Turing machines.  A verbal statement can also 
be considered “undecidable” with relation to Gödel's incompleteness theorems 
when that statement is neither provable nor refutable within a certain deductive 
axiomatic system. 

Universal Probability Bound (UPB)—A quantifiable limit to an extremely 
low probability resulting from the limitation of probabilistic resources in that 
context. Statistical prohibitiveness cannot be established by an exceedingly 
low probability alone.  Rejection regions and probability bounds need to be 
established independent of (preferably prior to) experimentation in any exper-
imental design. 

Universal Plausibility Metric—a numerical value measuring the plausibility 
(not probability) of  extremely low probability events in view of the probabilis-
tic resources in each context.  The UPM employs the symbol ξ (Xi, pro-
nounced zai in American English, sai in UK English, ksi in modern Greek) to 
represent the computed UPM according to the following equation: 

 
L

Af



          

where f represents the number of functional objects/events/scenarios that are 
known to occur out of all possible combinations (lower case omega, ω) (e.g., 
the number [f] of functional protein family members of varying sequence 
known to occur out of sequence space [ω]), and LΩA (upper case Omega, Ω) 
represents the total probabilistic resources for any particular probabilistic con-
text.   The “L” superscript context of Ω describes which perspective of analy-
sis, whether quantum (q) or a classical (c), and the “A” subscript context of Ω 
enumerates which subset of astronomical phase space is being evaluated: “u” 
for universe, “g” for our galaxy, “s” for our solar system, and “e” for earth.  
Note that the basic generic UPM (ξ) equation’s form remains constant despite 
changes in the variables of levels of perspective (L: whether q or c) and astro-
nomic subsets (A: whether u, g, s, or e).     

Universal Plausibility Principle—states that definitive operational falsifica-
tion of any chance hypothesis is provided by the inequality of: 

  ξ  <  1          

where ξ is the measured UPM for that context.  This definitive operational fal-
sification holds for hypotheses, theories, models, or scenarios at any level of 
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perspective (quantum or classical) and for any astronomical subset (Universe, 
galaxy, solar system, and earth).  The UPP inequality’s falsification is valid 
whether the hypothesized event is singular or compound, independent or con-
ditional.  Both UPM and UPP pre-exist and are independent of any experi-
mental design and data set.  No low-probability hypothetical plausibility asser-
tion should survive peer-review without subjection to the UPP inequality 
standard of formal falsification (ξ  <  1). 

Utility—formal usefulness or functionality, usually as decided or evaluated by 
agents with reference to their desires and goals.  A more objective concept of 
“utility” might be found in the biofunctionality of molecular machines, for ex-
ample, with reference to the holistic metabolic goals of cells and organisms.  

Vesicles—a complex version of the micelle containing one or more phospho-
lipid bilayers that can enclose, transport and digest other substances.  Cellular 
vacuoles, lysosomes, transport and secretory vesicles in living organisms have 
attracted much attention as models of possible protobionts (protocells) with 
crude “membranes.”  Phospholipids can form bilipid layer walls of artificially 
prepared liposomes. 
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